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Scope of Journal
Xjenza is the Journal of the Malta Chamber of Scientists and is
published in an electronic format. Xjenza is a peer-reviewed, open
access international journal. The scope of the journal encompasses
research articles, original research reports, reviews, short communications and scientific commentaries in the fields of: mathematics, statistics, geology, engineering, computer science, social
sciences, natural and earth sciences, technological sciences, linguistics, industrial, nanotechnology, biology, chemistry, physics,
zoology, medical studies, electronics and all other applied and
theoretical aspect of science.
The first issue of the journal was published in 1996 and the last
(No. 12) in 2007. The new editorial board has been formed with
internationally recognised scientists, we are planning to restart
publication of Xjenza, with two issues being produced every year.
One of the aims of Xjenza, besides highlighting the exciting research being performed nationally and internationally by Maltese
scholars, is to provide insight to a wide scope of potential authors,
including students and young researchers, into scientific publishing in a peer-reviewed environment.

Instructions for Authors
Xjenza is the journal of the Malta Chamber of Scientists and is
published by the Chamber in electronic format on the website:
http://www.mcs.org.mt/index.php/xjenza. Xjenza will consider
manuscripts for publication on a wide variety of scientific topics
in the following categories
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Communications
Research Articles
Research Reports
Reviews
Notes
News
Autobiography

Communications

are short peer-reviewed research articles
(limited to three journal pages) that describe new important results meriting urgent publication. These are often followed by a
full Research Article.

Research Articles

form the main category of scientific papers submitted to Xjenza. The same standards of scientific content and quality that applies to Communications also apply to
Research Articles.

Research Reports are extended reports describing research of interest to a wide scientific audience characteristic of
Xjenza. Please contact the editor to discuss the suitability of
topics for Research Reports.
Review Articles describe work of interest to the wide readership characteristic of Xjenza. They should provide an in-depth
understanding of significant topics in the sciences and a critical
discussion of the existing state of knowledge on a topic based on
primary literature. Review Articles should not normally exceed
6000 words.Authors are strongly advised to contact the Editorial
Board before writing a Review.

Errata:

Xjenza also publishes errata, in which authors correct
significant errors of substance in their published manuscripts. The
title should read: Erratum: “Original title” by ***, Xjenza, vol.
*** (year). Errata should be short and consistent for clarity.

Invited Articles and Special Issues: Xjenza regularly publishes Invited Articles and Special Issues that consist of
articles written on invitation by the Editor or member of the editorial board.

Submission of Manuscripts
Manuscripts should be sent according to the guidelines given hereafter to submissionxjenzaonline@gmail.com.

Referees All manuscripts submitted to Xjenza are peer reviewed. Authors are requested to submit with their manuscript
the names and addresses of three referees, preferably from overseas. Every effort will be made to use the recommended reviewers;
however the editor reserves the right to also consult other competent reviewers.

Conflict of Interest Authors are expected to disclose any
commercial or other associations that could pose a conflict of interest in connection with the submitted manuscript. All funding
sources supporting the work, and institutional or corporate affiliations of the authors, should be acknowledged on the title page
or at the end of the article.

Policy and Ethics

The work described in the submitted
manuscript must have been carried out in accordance with The
Code of Ethics of the World Medical Association (Declaration of
Helsinki) for experiments involving humans (http://www.wma.
net/en/30publications/10policies/b3/index.html); EU Directive 2010/63/EU for animal experiments (http://ec.europa.
eu/environment/chemicals/lab_animals/legislation_en.htm);
Uniform Requirements for manuscripts submitted to Biomedical
journals (http://www.icmje.org). This must be stated at an
appropriate point in the article.

Submission, Declaration and Verification

Submission of a manuscript implies that the work described has not been
published previously (except in the form of an abstract or as part
of a published lecture or academic thesis), that it is not under
consideration for publication elsewhere, that it has been approved
for publication by all authors, and tacitly or explicitly, by the responsible authorities where the work was carried out, and that, if
accepted, it will not be published elsewhere in the same form, in
English or in any other language, including electronically, without
the written consent of the copyright-holder.

Permissions

It is the responsibility of the corresponding author of a manuscript to ensure that there is no infringement of
copyright when submitting material to Xjenza. In particular,
when material is copied from other sources, a written statement is
required from both the author and/or publisher giving permission
for reproduction. Manuscripts in press, unpublished data and
personal communications are discouraged; however, corresponding authors are expected to obtain permission in writing from at
least one author of such materials.

Notes are fully referenced, peer-reviewed short articles limited
to three journal pages that describe new theories, concepts and
developments made by the authors in any branch of science and
technology. Notes need not contain results from experimental or
simulation work.

News: The News section provides a space for articles up to
three journal pages in length describing leading developments in
any field of science and technology or for reporting items such as
conference reports. The Editor reserves the right to modify or
reject articles for consideration as ‘news items’.

Preparation of Manuscripts
Xjenza accepts submissions in MS Word, Libre Office Writer
and LATEX with the latter being the preferred option. Anyone
submitting in LATEX should use the journal template, the latest
version of which can be found at http://github.com/hicklin/
Xjenza-Journal-Template. All the necessary files to run the
LATEX document should be supplied together with the rendered
PDF.
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If a word processor is used the styling should be kept to a
minimum, only introducing bold face, italics, subscript and superscript text where the context requires it. Text should be in
single-column format and the word processor options should not
be used in order to justify text or hyphenate words. Together
with the native format of the word processor, a pdf, generated by
the word processor, must be given. Furthermore, artwork should
be in accordance to the artwork guidelines give below and must
be submitted separately from the word processor file. Similarly,
the bibliographic data of the cited material should be submitted
separately as an Endnote (*.xml), Research Information Systems
(*.ris), Zotero Library (zotero.splite) or a BiBTEX (*.bib) file.

Article Structure
A manuscript for publication in Xjenza will ordinarily consist
of the following: Title page with contact information, Abstract,
Highlights, Keywords, Abbreviations, Introduction, Materials and
Methods, Results, Discussion, Conclusion, Appendices and References.
The manuscript will be divided into clearly defined numbered
sections. Each numbered subsection should be given a brief heading. Each heading should appear on its own separate line. Subsections should be used as much as possible when cross-referencing
text: refer to the subsection by the section number as opposed to
simply ‘the text’.

Title page
• Title should be concise yet informative. Titles are often
used in information-retrieval systems. Avoid abbreviations
and formulae where possible.
• Author names and affiliations. Present the authors’ affiliation addresses (where the actual work was done) below the
names. Indicate all affiliations with a lower-case superscript
number immediately after each author’s name and in front of
the appropriate address. Provide full postal address of each
affiliation, including the country name and, if available, the
e-mail address.
• Corresponding author. Clearly indicate who will handle
correspondence at all stages of refereeing and publication,
including post-publication. Ensure that telephone and fax
numbers (with country and area code) are provided in addition to the e-mail address and complete postal address.
Contact details must be kept up to date by the corresponding author.
• Present/permanent address. If an author has changed the
address since the work described, this can be indicated as
a footnote to the author’s name. The address at which the
author actually did the work must be retained as the main,
affiliation address. Superscript Arabic numerals are used for
such footnotes.

Abstract

A concise and factual abstract is required of up to
about 250 words. The abstract should state briefly the background and purpose of the research, the principal results and major conclusions. An abstract is often presented separately from
the article, so it must be able to stand alone. For this reason,
references and non-standard abbreviations should be avoided. If
essential, these must be defined at first mention in the abstract
itself.

Abbreviations

Define abbreviations that are not standard
in this field in a footnote to be placed on the first page of the
article. Such abbreviations that are unavoidable in the abstract
must be defined at their first mention as well as in the footnote
and should be used consistenly throughout the text.

Introduction

State the objectives of the work and provide
an adequate background, avoid a detailed literature survey or a
summary of the results.

Material and Methods Provide sufficient detail to allow
the work to be reproduced. Methods already published should be
indicated by a reference: only relevant modifications should be
described.

Results

Results should be clear and concise.
Numbered/tabulated information and/or figures should also be included.

Discussion

This should explore the significance of the results
of the work, yet not repeat them. Avoid extensive citations and
discussion of published literature. A combined section of Results
and Discussion is often appropriate.

Conclusion

The main conclusions based on results of the
study may be presented in a short Conclusions section. This may
stand alone or form a subsection of a Discussion or Results and
Discussion section.

Appendices

Formulae and equations in appendices should
be given separate numbering: Eq. (A.1), Eq. (A.2), etc.; in a
subsequent appendix, Eq. (B.1) and so on. Similarly for tables
and figures: Table A.1; Fig. A.1, etc.

Acknowledgements

Collate acknowledgements in a separate section at the end of the article before the references and do
not, therefore, include them on the title page, as a footnote to the
title or otherwise. List here those individuals who provided assistance during the research (e.g., providing language help, writing
assistance or proof reading the article, etc.).

Units

Follow internationally accepted rules and conventions:
use the international system of units (SI). If other units are mentioned, please give their equivalent in SI. Anyone using LATEX
should use the package siunitx in all cases.

Footnotes

Footnotes should be used sparingly. Number
them consecutively throughout the article, using superscript Arabic numbers. Many word processors build footnotes into the text,
and this feature may be used. Should this not be the case, indicate the position of footnotes by a superscript number in the text
and present the footnotes themselves separately at the end of the
article. Do not include footnotes in the Reference list.

Table Footnotes Indicate each footnote in a table with a
superscript lower case letter.

Artwork

Electronic artwork General points:
• Make sure you use uniform lettering and sizing of your original artwork.
• Save text in illustrations as ‘graphics’ or enclose the font.
• Only use the following fonts in your illustrations: Arial,
Courier, Times, Symbol or Computer Modern Roman, the
latter is preferred.
• Number the illustrations according to their sequence in the
text.
• Name your artwork files as ‘figx’ or ‘tabx’ where x corresponds to the sequence number in your document.
• Provide captions to illustrations separately.
• Produce images near to the desired size of the printed version
or grater.
• Make sure that the artwork has no margins and borders.
• Submit each figure as a separate file.

Formats

Regardless of the application used, when your electronic artwork is finalised its file format should be one of the
following (note the resolution requirements for line drawings,
halftones, and line/halftone combinations given below):
• PDF or SVG: Vector drawings. Embed the font or save the
text as ‘graphics’.
• JPEG or PNG: Color or grayscale photographs (halftones):
always use a minimum of 300 dpi.
• JPEG or PNG: Bitmapped line drawings: use a minimum of
1000 dpi.

iv

• JPEG or PNG: Combinations bitmapped line/half-tone
(color or grayscale): a minimum of 500 dpi is required.
Where possible use a vector format for your artwork (PDF or
SVG). If this is not possible, supply files that have and adequate
resolution.

Colour Artwork

Make sure that color artwork files are in
an acceptable format (JPEG, PNG, PDF or SVG) and have the
correct resolution.

Reference to a Book:
Brownsell, B. (2003). Assistive Technology and Telecare: Forging Solutions for Independent Living. Policy Press, Bristol.
Fisk, M. J. (2003). Social Alarms to Telecare: Older People’s
Services in Transition. Policy Press, Bristol, 1st edition.

Reference to a Chapter in an Edited Book:

Figure Captions Ensure that each illustration has a cap-

Brownsell, S. and Bradley, D. (2003). New Generations of Telecare Equipment. In Assist. Technol. Telecare Forg. Solut.
Indep. Living, pages 39–50.

tion. Supply captions separately, not attached to the figure. A
caption should comprise a brief title (not on the figure itself) and a
description of the illustration. Keep text in the illustrations themselves to a minimum, but explain all symbols and abbreviations
used.

Web references The full URL should be given together
with the date the reference was last accessed. Any further information, if known (DOI, author names, dates, reference to a
source publication, etc.), should also be given. Web references
can be listed separately or can be included in the reference list.

Tables

References in a Special Issue Please ensure that the
words ‘this issue’ are added to any references in the list (and any
citations in the text) to other articles in the same Special Issue.

Number tables consecutively in accordance with their
appearance in the text. Place footnotes to tables below the table
body and indicate them with superscript lowercase letters. Avoid
vertical rules. Be sparing in the use of tables and ensure that
the data presented in tables do not duplicate results described
elsewhere in the article. Large tables should be submitted in CSV
format.

Citations and References Reference and citation styles
for manuscripts submitted to Xjenza should be in accordance to
the APA v6 style.
Citation in text References to cited literature in the
text should be given in the form of an author’s surname and the
year of publication of the paper with the addition of a letter for
references to several publications of the author in the same year.
For further information regarding multiple authors consult the
APA v6 guidelines. Citations may be made directly
Kramer et al. (2010) have recently shown . . .
or parenthetically
as demonstrated (Allan, 2000a, 2000b, 1999; Allan and Jones,
1999).
Groups of references should be listed first alphabetically, then
chronologically. When writing in LATEX use \textcite{} and
\parencite{} for the respective cases mentioned.

The reference section Every reference cited in the text
should also be present in the reference list (and vice versa). The
reference list should also be supplied as an Endnote (*.xml), Research Information Systems (*.ris), Zotero Library (zotero.splite)
or a BiBTEX (*.bib) file. Unpublished results and personal communications are not recommended in the reference list, but may
be mentioned in the text. If these references are included in the
reference list they should follow the standard reference style of
the journal and should include a substitution of the publication
date with either ‘Unpublished results’ or ‘Personal communication’. Citation of a reference as ‘in press’ implies that the item
has been accepted for publication.
References should be arranged first alphabetically and then further sorted chronologically if necessary. More than one reference
from the same author(s) in the same year must be identified by
the letters ’a’, ’b’, ’c’, etc., placed after the year of publication.
Consult the APA v6 guidelines for multiple authors. Below are
some examples of referencing different bibliographic material.
Reference to a Journal Publication:
Agree, E. M. and Freedman, V. A. (2011). A Quality-of-Life
Scale for Assistive Technology: Results of a Pilot Study of
Aging and Technology. Phys. Ther., 91(12):1780–1788.
McCreadie, C. and Tinker, A. (2005). The acceptability of
assistive technology to older people. Ageing Soc., 25(1):91–
110.

Journal Abbreviations Journal names should be abbreviated according to:
-Index Medicus journal abbreviations: http://www.nlm.nih.
gov/tsd/serials/lji.html;
-List of title word abbreviations: http://www.issn.org/
2-22661-LTWA-online.php;
-CAS (Chemical Abstracts Service): http://www.cas.org/
sent.html.
Video data Xjenza accepts video material and animation sequences to support and enhance the presentation of the scientific
research. Authors who have video or animation files that they
wish to submit with their article should send them as a separate
file. Reference to the video material should be clearly made in
text. This will the modified into a linked to the paper’s supplementary information page. All submitted files should be properly
labelled so that they directly relate to the video files content. This
should be within a maximum size of 50 MB.

Submission check list
The following list will be useful during the final checking of a
manuscript prior to sending it to the journal for review. Please
consult this Guide for Authors for further details of any item.
• One author has been designated as the corresponding author
with contact details:
– E-mail address.
– Full postal address.
– Telephone and fax numbers.
• All necessary files have been sent, and contain:
– All figures are given separately in PDF, SVG, JPEG
of PNG format.
– Caption for figures is included at the end of the text.
– All tables (including title, description, footnotes) are
included in the text and large tables have been given
separately as CSV.
– The reference list has been given in XML, RIS,
zotero.splite or BIB file format.
• Further considerations
– Abstract does not exceed about 250 words.
– Manuscript has been ‘spell-checked’ and ‘grammarchecked’.
– References are in the required format.
– All references mentioned in the reference list are cited
in the text, and vice versa.
– Bibliographic data for all cited material has been
given.
– Permission has been obtained for use of copyrighted
material from other sources (including the Web).

v

– A PDF document generated from the word processor
used is given.

After Acceptance
Use of the Digital Object Identifier

The Digital Object Identifier (DOI) may be used to cite and link to electronic
documents. The DOI consists of a unique alpha-numeric character string which is assigned to a document by the publisher
upon the initial electronic publication. The assigned DOI never
changes. Therefore, it is an ideal medium for citing a document,
particularly ‘Articles in press’ because they have not yet received
their full bibliographic information. When you use a DOI to cre-

ate links to documents on the web, the DOIs are guaranteed never
to change.

Proofs, Reprints and Copyright

Authors will normally be sent page proofs by e-mail or fax where available. A
list of any necessary corrections should be sent by fax or email to
the corresponding editor within a week of proof receipt to avoid
unnecessary delays in the publication of the article. Alterations,
other than essential corrections to the text of the article, should
not be made at this stage. Manuscripts are accepted for publication on the understanding that exclusive copyright is assigned to
Xjenza. However, this does not limit the freedom of the author(s)
to use material in the articles in any other published works.

Mifsud, J. (2015). Xjenza Online, 3:1–5.
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Special Issue Introductory Article

Malta’s participation in Europe’s oldest research cooperation framework
J. Mifsud
COST National Contact Point, COST Malta Representative on the Committee of Scientific Officers, Malta Council
for Science and Technology, Kalkara
Abstract. COST (European Cooperation in Science
and Technology) is the longest-running European research framework supporting networking and knowledge
sharing amongst science and technology communities in
Europe. It does not fund research as such but greatly
facilitates the networking and the coordination between
researchers working on nationally funded research across
Europe. The wide range of networking activities supported by COST, such as meetings, workshops, short term
scientific missions, publications and training schools and
easy administration made it even very amenable to researchers based in Malta. Since 2011 Malta has participated in a constantly growing number of running
COST Actions and this has resulted in better exposure
opportunities for them. More importantly, early stage
researchers have been given an invaluable opportunity to
increase their contacts circles in their fields of interest.
This has resulted in unique opportunities for participation and networking in research for researchers based in
Malta on a European scale.

1

Introduction

This issue of Xjenza may seem somewhat eclectic, including many diverse and unrelated topics. Many may
wonder what does research concerning supramolecular
chemistry in water has to do with drug resistance in
cancer stem cells, soil erosion and 3D video coding?
Moreover, are studies on the symbiotics of history and
social psychology, and research on accessibility as an indicator of transport equity considered as science?
The brief answer to these questions is COST. This
special issue of Xjenza highlights just some of the research that has resulted from the nearly 200 COST actions, researchers based in Malta are or have particip-

Correspondence to: J. Mifsud (janet.mifsud@um.edu.mt)

c 2015 Xjenza Online

ated in. You others may wonder what exactly COST is?
How can I get involved? How will it benefit myself and
the research landscape in Malta?

2

What is COST?

COST (European Cooperation in Science and Technology) (www.cost.eu) is in fact the longest-running
European research framework supporting networking
and knowledge sharing amongst science and technology
communities in Europe (Halen, 2014). It does not fund
research as such but greatly facilitates the networking
and the coordination between researchers working on
nationally funded research across Europe. Thus it contributes greatly to narrowing the gap between science,
policy makers and society. Co-operation in COST
is inclusive and open, fosters new and excellent
ideas through the sharing of knowledge (see Figure
1).
Since its establishment in 1971, COST has been doing
this through supporting networks (called COST Actions) co-ordinated by Management Committee members (MCs). A huge advantage of these MCs is that
each COST country is allowed to nominate up to two
MCs per action irrespective of size, thus ensuring inclusiveness and widening. This is a big advantage for
Malta. As such, COST has always been the cornerstone of the European research funding landscape since
it opens up huge networks to smaller and more peripheral COST countries, such as Malta. Every year an
average of 30 000 researchers benefit from COST funding (Dietl, 2014).
Over the course of its 40 year history, COST has also
been able to constantly adapt itself to the changing environment defining research policy in Europe. It has
a unique bottom up approach, using open calls with

Mifsud, J. (2015). Xjenza Online, 3:1–5.
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the gap between policy, research and end users, by promoting connections between COST Actions and other
European S&T policy concepts with relevant stakeholder communities. It has provided the basis for increased societal impact of research and S&T innovation
in Europe and beyond.

3

Figure 1: Co-operation in COST is inclusive and open, fostering new and excellent ideas through the sharing of knowledge.

no pre-defined priorities for research. It also promotes
interdisciplinary approaches, knowledge sharing, talent
development and assists research communities in finding
their own ways to tackle important societal challenges.
Since its inception, COST has provided a unique approach that enables the sharing of concepts and scientific developments across 35 European countries and
has even attracted the participation of many non EU
countries.
There are three main features that make it a unique
tool:
Capacity COST acts to connect high-quality scientific
minds both across Europe and internationally and
enables the creation of research communities in
various fields.
Networking As a networking platform, it supports researchers to connect and build consortia that can
lead to the submission of transnational project proposals for funding from the EU’s Framework Programme. This networking is interdisciplinary, facilitating the participation from researchers outside
the academic community, such as SMEs, public entities and NGOs.
Impact COST enables the formulation of publications
and promotes the dissemination of information that
increases impact on policy-makers and decisionmaking bodies (Armeni and Mifsud, 2015).
COST has also always been a frontrunner in bridging

Malta in COST

Malta first joined COST in 1996 before it became a full
EU member in 2004. The Malta Council for Science
and Technology, as the managing authority for COST in
Malta, then recognised the key role COST participation
could have in facilitating the entry of researchers based
in Malta to wider European Research networks and
funds such as in the Framework Programmes. Moreover
the wide range of networking activities (tools) supported by COST, such as meetings, workshops, short term
scientific missions, publications, and training schools,
made it even more amenable to researchers based in
Malta.
Since 2011 Malta has participated in a constantly
growing number of running COST Actions. In 2014, the
Maltese research community not only participated in the
Management Committee (MC) of 149 Actions (Table 1)
but had access to all their networking activities (Halen,
2015).
The number of Maltese participations to networking activities (meetings, workshops, STSM, Training
Schools) has also been growing since 2011 (Table 1).
In 2014, Maltese researchers participated in 200 COST
Action activities.
COST also promotes the participation of Early Career
Investigators - ECI (less than PhD + 8 years) in all of
its networking activities (meetings, workshops, STSM,
Training Schools). In 2014, almost half of the Maltese
participations in networking activities (as shown in the
previous Table 1) were from Early Career InvestigatorsECI (Table 1).
The Maltese research and innovation system benefits
more and more from COST Actions’ budget. In fact in
2014, around EUR 188,000 benefited Maltese researchers (Table 1). This includes participations in meetings,
workshops, STSM, Training Schools, Local Organiser
Support, but also Maltese Grant Holder institutions’ administrative support – FSAC.
In 2014, Maltese researchers participated in 15 Short
Term Scientific Missions (STSMs). Thirteen Maltese
trainees and one Maltese trainer were also involved in
training schools (Table 1).
Maltese institutions also gained increasing visibility
thanks to meetings, Training Schools and STSMs being
hosted in their premises. In 2014, 4 COST meetings, 1
Training School and 5 STSMs were held in Malta helping to strengthen the existing networks and foster colwww.xjenza.org
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Year
COST actions with participation from Malta
Maltese participation in COST networking activities
Maltese early career investigators participation in COST networking
activities
COST networking budget transferred to Malta (in euros)

2011

2012

2013

2014

47
46
18

70
75
25

116
161
60

149
200
82

42 233

72 674

141 883

188 015

4

3
3
1

4
13
1

15
13
1

1
–
2
–

1
1
1
–

3
2
7
1

4
1
5
4

COST Short Term Scientific Missions (STSM) and training
school participation from Malta
STSM participants
Trainees in Training Schools
Trainers in Training Schools
COST meetings, training schools, STSMs and Annual Progress
Conference (APCs) organised in Malta
Meetings
Training Schools
STSM
APC
Table 1: COST action statistics (Halen, 2015).

laboration links between researchers, institutions and
ultimately countries. They also helped to increase the
visibility of hosting institutions. Maltese institutions
seem to be particularly attractive to researchers coming on STSMs (Table 1). In addition, Malta also had
the honour to host five Annual Progress Conferences
(APCs) from five of the ten COST domains in 2013 and
2014.

4

COST impact in Malta

In 2014, MCST carried out a survey among Malta- based
COST MC members in order to gauge the success, failure and impact of COST since its initiation in Malta,
aiming to identify the resulting impact of this participation in COST on the local research arena and innovation
initiatives (Armeni & Mifsud, 2014).

5

Who is the Maltese COST researcher?

The survey was carried out by means of an online questionnaire using Survey Monkey R . There were a total
number of 100 responses, from 193 potential respondents
that were participating in COST actions across Malta
and Gozo at the time the survey was taken. As also
confirmed by the data provided in Table 1, the majority
of respondents, 37.10 %, were between 30 and 39 years
of age, followed by 25.81 % between 40 and 49 years of
age, 16.94 % between 50 and 59 years of age and 13.71 %
between 21 and 29 years of age. Only 3.23 % noted that
they were 60 years of age or older (Table 1). In this

respect COST has reached out to and involved comparatively high numbers of young researchers below the
age of 40 in the majority of its domains. Such capacity
building and opportunities for early stage researchers,
who are key human resources, will thus contribute to
a continued growth of innovation, product development
and commercialisation in Malta.
In terms of career status, most respondents noted
that they hold the position of senior lecturers (27.42 %),
whereas 19.35 % noted that they are lecturers, 9.68 %
noted that they are associate professors and 3.23 %
noted that they are professors. There was a positive
uptake from PhD students (13.71 %) and post-doctorate
researchers (7.26 %) indicating an increasing interest by
the younger population of researchers across the domains and the involvement and integration of a more
juvenile cohort of academics and scientists in the various research agendas of the different COST actions.
Significantly lower were percentages for participation
from industry (1.61 %) and NGO’s (4.03 %). In addition, there is very limited involvement reported from
the public entities and the public sector suggesting that
more efforts could be focused to generate awareness and
interest there. Academia continues to enjoy a strong
hold in the programme. The lack of participation from
industry could imply that COST is not yet understood
by Maltese industry as potentially being a significant
contributor towards their participation in transnational
consortia or in research arenas. Increased efforts, directed at this particular sector, could result in increased
participation when relevant domains/actions arise.
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6

What are the outcomes of participation in COST?

Most respondents stated that their COST action members intended to continue to co-operate once the COST
action was completed (80 %). Nonetheless, some commented that any speculation of potential future action, at present, would be premature (29 %). An equal
amount simply noted ’future collaborations’, such as
through access to infrastructures and joint research
activities, as possible sources of action (29 %) Others
highlighted future research contributions or submissions
under Horizon 2020 as a possible way forward.

7

What can be done to improve
Malta COST participation?

Participation in COST actions has had its benefits and
difficulties. The main benefits noted by the respondents
were: networking, opportunities for cooperation and collaboration with European counterparts, increased exposure at a European level, opportunities for training
and staff/student exchange and access to research infrastructures. Furthermore, the majority of respondents
who claimed prior participation in, or organisation of,
COST events, both locally and abroad, noted that the
output and impact was well worth the return on investment, particularly in terms of time and effort.
The main obstacles were: financial and administrative burdens, lack of time and resources, bureaucracy,
language barriers, travel requirements and other work.
In this respect, it was noted that the provision of more
frequent information sessions and assistance in sourcing
and joining existing consortia, coupled with more hands
on guidance in the compilation and submission of research proposals for Horizon 2020 would be beneficial.
This, as well as, funding to conduct further research remains a key concern for most respondents. Notably, lack
of financial support implies lack of advancements in research and analytics in each domain which could place
Malta at a disadvantage when compared to other countries. For this purpose, some respondents suggested a
potential allocation of some resources that may act as
an incentive for local researchers to construe research
groups in areas that are deemed relevant to work upon.
The areas may not have direct relevance to Malta, but
Malta can act as a cost effective base where research
can be carried out, generating income and knowledge.
In addition, continued efforts towards increasing opportunities for the mobility of researchers across Europe,
to foster scientific excellence, is recommended together
with an alignment of the selection of local participation in specific COST actions with the national scientific
priorities’ as outlined in the National Research and In-
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novation Strategy 2020 (Malta Council for Science and
Technology, 2014).
In addition, the majority cohort of academic senior
lecturers as MC members and the lack of participation
from industry, raises concerns, particularly, in view of
the need to bridge the gap between research in academia and industry. Lack of easily accessible information, easier access to academics, lack of available time
and resources and lack of tangible and/or immediate
return on investment could be precluding players from
industry from actively participating in COST. To this
end, one-to-one meetings, networking events, information sessions and the CNC’s or MCST staff participation in events organized by other bodies representing
industry and young researchers, could be beneficial. In
addition, in line with efforts to mediate gender equality and balance in scientific spheres, it is advised that
more emphasis is made on mediating the current gender
balance in COST actions

8

COST: the next steps

COST has been proud of its ability of renewal. The
renewal started in 2010, in response to the COST FP7
Mid-Term Evaluation (Horvat et al., 2010) and through
the COST Strategy (COST CSO, 2011) aims to achieve
best performance, output orientation, better cooperation, and good governance. The new phase has been
characterised by reviewing the institutional, operational
and administrative levels of the COST Framework and
the creation of a new independent legal entity, the
‘COST Association’, tasked with becoming COST’s
implementing agent in 2014 (COST CSO, 2013).
Over the last few years, COST has also adapted and
changed to respond to the requirements and challenges
in Horizon 2020 ensuring that COST actions are focussed on Spreading excellence and widening participation as well as ensuring Europe in a changing world
– inclusive, innovative and reflective societies (COST
CSO, 2014). Adaptations have always been made keeping in mind the above principles that govern the COST
Framework from both a strategic and operational point
of view: supporting excellence and being open
and inclusive. The driving forces (deriving from the
principles described above) of fostering new ideas,
sharing knowledge and output orientation have
been enabling COST to make significant contributions
to the competitiveness and overall development of the
European research landscape and assisting European research communities in overcoming the many challenges
they face and thereby contributing to Europe’s Innovation Union goals.
Researchers based in Malta are now integrated in
each part of the COST process, from participation in
the high level policy Committee of Scientific Officers
www.xjenza.org
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(CSO), having a representative on the strategic Committee of Scientific Experts, a full cohort of eighteen
Review Panel Experts and also close to 300 COST experts. Malta’s success in COST has often been highlighted by the COST Association and Malta has even
been invited to be Vice-Chair for the COST working
group on Inclusiveness and Widening.
Malta’s participation and investment in COST has
resulted in better exposure opportunities for various
parties. More importantly, the younger cohort of researchers have been given an invaluable opportunity to
increase their contacts circles in their fields of interest.
This, coupled with opportunities for participation in research on a European scale, opportunities for specialisation through joint collaborations and opportunities to
showcase our local potential, continue to support and
advocate Malta’s necessity to participate in this programme and acts as an incentive for local participation
to continue to be supported and encouraged.
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‘Everyone is a winner, help is just a push of a button away . . . ’: The
Telecare Plus service in Malta
M. Formosa
University of Malta, Gerontology Unit, Faculty for Social Wellbeing
Abstract. This paper reports on a research study
on the role of assistive technologies in later life. Research questions included what is the impact of assistive technologies on the quality of life of older serviceusers, and to what extent does assistive technology lead
to an improved quality of life for subscribers and informal carers? The chosen method of enquiry was a
case-study of the Telecare Plus service in Malta. A total
of 26 semi-structured interviews were held with a convenience sample of 26 people aged 60-plus about their
use and experience of this particular telecare system.
The Telecare Plus service was found to contribute positively to subscribers’ levels of emotional and physical
wellbeing, interpersonal relations and personal development, as well as towards the quality of life of informal
carers. However, research also highlighted a range of
challenges that stood in the way of increased adoption
rates of the Telecare Plus service by older people. The
fact that the field of assistive technologies in Malta lacks
efficient and clear business models constitutes another
barrier towards the take up of such services.

1

Introduction

All over the world, governments are facing the multidimensional consequences of an ageing population. Contemporary social and political agendas are peppered
with issues such as older people’s care, healthy ageing,
and age-friendly housing - amongst others. However,
concerns about the most cost-effective ways to provide
social and health care services are also being addressed
keenly. It is within such an emergent framework that
policies promoting assistive technology have emerged.
From humble beginnings in the late 1940s, when some
sheltered housing tenants in the United Kingdom had
the facility to ring a bell in a warden’s home, nowadays
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assistive technologies have revolutionised the delivery of
health and social care to older people, enabling them to
live healthier, safer and more independent lives.
Throughout this article, ’assistive technology’ is
defined as “any device or system that allows an individual to perform a task that they would otherwise be
unable to do, or increases the ease and safety with which
the task can be performed” (Cowan and Turner-Smith,
cited in McCreadie and Tinker (2005)). In other words,
assistive technology refers to any item, or piece of equipment, that is used to increase, maintain or improve the
functional capabilities of individuals and independence
of people with cognitive, physical, or communication
difficulties. Although the dominant stereotypical view
is that older persons are unable to master new technological advances, and are apathetic to how technology
can assist them in achieving higher levels of active and
successful lifestyles, the available literature suggests the
contrary (Sixsmith & Gutman, 2013). Indeed, there is
no shortage of literature on how assistive technologies ranging from community alarms to fall equipment - have
been mastered by relatively frail and vulnerable older
people to help them stay independent and in their homes
for as long as possible (Mann, 2005). Assistive technologies also enable healthcare professionals to manage data
in order to monitor various chronic conditions associated
with old age, as well as to deliver services beyond the
confines of health and care institutions,whilst also facilitating effective responses to critical events (Sixsmith &
Gutman, 2013).
Various literature has recognised the role and contribution of assistive technology on the quality of lives of
older persons (Horner, Soar & Krich, 2009). Few studies, however, presented views or reactions of potential
users of telecare services, and how this assistive technology is used and experienced (Percival & Hanson, 2006).
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The research reported herein addresses such a shortcoming by addressing questions such as: what is the impact
of assistive technologies on the quality of life of older
service-users? to what extent does assistive technology
lead to improved quality of life, maintenance of ability
to remain at home, reduced burden placed on carers;
and improved support for people with long-term health
conditions? The chosen method of enquiry was to undertake a case-study of the Telecare Plus service in Malta,
by conducting semi-structured interviews through the
telephone with a convenience sample of 26 people aged
60-plus that queried their use and experience of this
particular telecare system1 . Findings generated much
needed knowledge and understanding about both the
potential benefits and possible contra-indications of the
Telecare Plus service towards the quality of life of older
users.

2

Assistive
technologies
older persons

and

In the realm of later life, assistive technology contributes to the maintenance of human dignity, in the face of
the fact that as people get older they often experience
decreased financial capacity resulting from increased
frailty and/or cognitive limitations. The scope of assistive technology in later life embodies a ‘social model’ of
disability, which acknowledges that older persons’ disability ascends from the interface between their physical/mental capacities and the environment, especially
their living environments (McCreadie & Tinker, 2005).
Assistive technologies offer assistance in the form of a
range of equipment that boost the living environment,
and thus, prolong older people’s ability to function commendably in the face of increasing dependency levels. As
a result, the application of assistive technologies aims
to (i) enable those who wish to age in their own residences by maintaining independence, extending capability and productivity, and permitting more informed
choices; (ii) aid older people who reside in care facilities and their formal/informal carers by facilitating communication patterns, and improving the monitoring and
treatment of conditions; (iii) support families in the provision of the assistance and care that are needed by older
persons, as well as to facilitate their roles as part of the
holistic care team; and (iv), foster innovations that are
a response to ‘clinical, social, or personal need’ (Horner
et al., 2009).
1 The Maltese archipelago is a European Union Member State.
It consists of three islands - Comino, Gozo and Malta, 93 kilometres south of Sicily and 290 kilometres north of Libya. Comino
has a permanent population of just 3, and with Gozo having a
population of 31,143 persons, this leaves Malta as the major island of this archipelago state with 384,912 residents (Census 2011
data) (National Statistics Office, 2014a).
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Common examples of assistive technologies generally
used by older persons include telecare, smart toilets,
wearable technologies, and smart homes. Telecare, as
discussed in more detail in the subsequent section, includes a telephone alarm and pendant at its most basic, and wireless devices that measure home safety features and personal medical history at the most complex.
Smart toilets are sites that conduct telehealth consultation, with some even equipped with devices for blood
pressure and pathology tests on wastes. Wearable technology consists of implanted devices such as heart pacemakers and artificial joints, and sensors embedded in
a vest that measure cardio-respiratory and motion signals. A smart home is a residence equipped with technology that facilitates monitoring of residents aiming to
improve quality of life and physical independence other
than to be a monitor of one’s health status. Herein, the
technology becomes an element of the residential infrastructure and its performance does not rely on residents
receiving training to operate it (Frisardi & Imbimbo,
2011).
Assistive technology promises to taper the break
between individuals’ capacity and their environment,
and hence, make it easier for people to remain in their
prevailing housing. Studies of impacts and outcomes
of assistive technologies on the quality of life of older
persons outline positive benefits in terms of quality of
life, safety and ease of performing everyday tasks (Barlow, Singh, Bayer & Curry, 2007). In one particular
study, users particularly valued the independence given
to them by automatic showers, stair-lifts and downstairs
toilets - as well as preventive benefits, which are likely to
result in reduced demands on health and social care services and reduced admissions to hospital and other communal care settings (Gramstad, Storli & Hamran, 2012).
Assistive technologies also benefit persons with dementia (even those experiencing advanced stages of the disease) - functioning to prevent, or at least delay, admission to residential care for many people, whilst also
providing many carers with the reassurance, support
and peace-of-mind to continue in this capacity (Agree
& Freedman, 2011). Carers appreciate being able to
share the caring duties, especially at night if the person
for whom they are caring is prone to wandering when
the carer would normally be asleep. However, the degree
to which assistive technologies can succeed in reaching
such a goal depends on older persons’ willingness to use
related equipment, something that in turn hinges on the
needs that people perceive, among which safety and the
perceived usefulness of assistive technologies may be the
most important.
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3

Telecare

‘Telecare’ describes any service that brings health and
social care directly to a user, generally in their own
homes, and is supported by information and communication technology. It is considered to be an innovative system for the delivery of health and care services that cuts across traditional domains of housing.
An oft-cited definition states that ‘telecare is the remote or enhanced delivery of health and social services
to people in their own home by means of telecommunications and computerised systems” (Scottish Government,
2009). Hence, “equipment and detectors that provide
continuous, automatic and remote monitoring of care
needs, emergencies and lifestyle changes, using information and communication technology. . . to trigger human
responses, or shut down equipment to prevent hazards”
(Scottish Government, 2009). In most cases, data is collected through sensors, fed into a smart residential hub
and sent electronically to a customer call centre.
In its course of development, there have been four major generations of Telecare systems (Brownsell, 2003).
The first generation consisted of community alarms;
simple technical systems that have no embedded intelligence, and are entirely reliant on the user activating
a call for help. The second generation has all the features of the first generation but also includes some level
of intelligence either locally in the home or dispersed
throughout the system (table 1). For example, sensors
might be positioned both on the user and in the home
to detect alert situations and autonomously initiate a
call for assistance if required. Hence, second generation
telecare systems are proactive.
Of course, it is unlikely that any user would need all
the components, so a range is available so that the most
appropriate can be chosen or prescribed. The home becomes a safer environment in terms of appliances used
and detection of emergency situations, such as falls, fire
or the presence of intruders. As needs change over
time, such as following early discharge from hospital,
new components can be introduced and subscribed to.
Overall, the second generation provides greater support
and monitoring in a way that addresses the particular
needs of service users.
The third generation adds further support capabilities such as life-style monitoring, as well as contributing
to an improvement in the user’s quality of life by supporting other tele-services such as banking, shopping,
interactive exercise, medical diagnosis, and interaction
with other older people through teleconferencing and
video conferencing (table 2). Tasks that were previously carried out by staff but did not require contact
with users are taken over by the system. This therefore enables staff to spend more time with users and
to provide a more caring environment. Improvements
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.01
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in medical monitoring will enable further parameters to
be measured, while for some users continuous 24-hour
medical monitoring will even be possible.
Finally, an emergent fourth generation involves the
use of Internet to deliver a vast range of telecare services
that overlap and integrate with other assistive technologies (table 3). Whilst the emphasis of the previous three
generations was to monitor users and detect emergency
situations, the fourth generation seeks to improve the
system for both the user and provider. For instance,
when service users are equipped with implanted sensors
under the skin which communicate to an intelligent hub,
fourth generation equipment provides health care professionals with ongoing monitoring and automatic assessment. Users can be formally assessed after the system has indicated that intervention would be beneficial.
This allows resources to be effectively targeted, whilst
also allowing for a preventive system both in terms of
the users’ health and their daily living.
Academia is only now beginning to attend to the
views and aspirations of prospective recipients of telecare services, as well as conducting critical evaluations of
telecare packages. As one may expect, there is immense
enthusiasm and excitement accompanying accounts of
telecare’s potential usefulness, as a means of supplying care services in a cost effective manner, given the
resource inadequacies of formal support services. The
consensus in contemporary research is that telecare systems have the potential to increase independence for
older people, support the delivery of more efficient services, and control expenditure on care which is projected to increase massively in coming decades. The
United Kingdom government, for instance, has invested
significantly in telecare development and delivery, and
has asserted that telecare could support older people to
remain at home, reduce hospital admissions, improve
quality of life, address workforce issues, cope with increasing demand, and save money (Bowes & McColgan,
2013). In many respects, telecare was found to support older people to realise their own goals, facilitating
their control over how they spent their time, and their
own determined efforts to retain independence. In terms
of social participation and active citizenship, telecare
provided support to remain in one’s own home, hence
providing opportunities to enjoy social interactions of
people’s own choosing.
However, research has also questioned the capacity
of telecare systems – thus, tempering the optimism of
policy makers. For example, Percival and Hanson (2006)
- drawing on a series of focus groups involving service
providers, older people and family caregivers - identified concerns about the possibility for telecare to reduce
human contact and thus increase isolation. Magnusson
and Hanson (2003) identified complex ethical issues re-
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Table 1: Key features of second generation telecare systems. Source: Brownsell (2003).

Main features

Description

Fall detection
Fire detection
Gas detection
Water detection
Incontinence monitoring
Security
Drug dispenser
Medical monitoring

Detect a fall and automatically instigate a call for assistance
Detect the presence of fire and inform user to contact centre
Monitor levels of gas and keep the user informed as necessary
Suspend water supply if bath, shower or sink overflow
To indicate when incontinence pads need replacing
Record arriving carers and disallow unauthorised access
Dispense drugs when required and remind user
Measure medical characteristics and facilitate call for assistance

Table 2: Key features of third generation telecare systems. Source: Brownsell (2003).

Main features

Description

Security
Weight detection
Drug dispenser
Medical band
Distance support
User control
Healthy ageing
Pharmacist

Highly developed burglar alarms / automatic recognition of client
Measures the client’s weight and outputs monthly charts
Enables prescription reminders and remote analysis of medication
Provides 24-hour continuous medical monitoring
Communication with medical centre and allows call for assistance
Provides verbal communication with the home-based system
Provides remote physiotherapy and exercise sessions
Enables paperless prescription / delivery of prescribed medicine

Table 3: Key features of fourth generation telecare systems. Source: Brownsell (2003).

Main features

Description

Water detection
General assistance
Implants

Monitoring the washing habits of the user
Mechanical assistance with cleaning / retrieving items from floor
Implanting sensors measuring vital signs 24-hours a day

garding telecare use, including its impact on complex
family relationships, such as care partnerships in which
care is coproduced. Similarly, Fisk (2003) highlighted
how some aspects of telecare are more focused on surveillance and monitoring than on promoting independence and choice, raising important ethical issues. Other
research found that telecare service did not mitigate
against ageist experiences, and service users still faced
issues of ageism in many of the communities in which
they lived (May, Mort, Williams, Mair & Gask, 2003).
In other words, telecare provided older people with some
protection from acts of age discrimination but did not
address them. As Dant (2006) suggested, the interactions of technical innovations with human relations must
be a central concern for future evaluations of telecare.
The use of the citizenship lens in evaluating telecare is
important for focusing attention on the wishes of older
people themselves and draws attention away from the
service-led assessment of effectiveness.
In a study that explored the extent to which older
people, carers, and professionals consider telecare to be a
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valuable/potentially valuable service, researchers found
that service users draw attention to positive aspects of
telecare (Bowes & McColgan, 2013). However, data also
uncovered concerns relating to privacy and surveillance,
and issues that highlight the interplay between social
citizenship and individual freedom, that merit greater
attentiveness (Bowes & McColgan, 2013). Although
most carers made positive statements about the depth of
information that lifestyle monitoring and devices such as
wandering alerts can generate, and the likely increased
knowledge they would subsequently have about a person’s risk levels at home, there was a general view that
the data generated in respect of each individual has to
be subject to strict guidelines of confidentiality. In particular, participants raised the spectre of commercial
companies gaining lifestyle data and using this to direct
marketing strategies to sell aids or adaptations. The importance of potential telecare service users maintaining
and strengthening personal contact was also highlighted,
usually by way of proclaiming that telecare should not
‘take the place of face to face contact’, thereby reducing
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even more a person’s connection with a social world. In
this respect, researchers urge policy makers to promote
a holistic provision for Telecare services, one that allows
service users to choose their preferred service and for
that service to be tailored to meet their changing needs.

4

The empirical universe

The second half of the 20th Century witnessed unique
demographic changes. Declining fertility rates and mortality levels, and major improvements in life expectancies at birth, had far-reaching effects on global population trends, to the extent that the present epoch has
been referred to as the ‘age of ageing’ (Magnus, 2008).
Malta is no exception to such trends. Figures based on
the 2011 Census indicate that, at end of 2013, 24.6 per
cent of the total Maltese population, or 105,068 persons,
were aged 60-plus (National Statistics Office, 2014b).
The number of persons aged 65-plus reached 76,024 or
almost 18 per cent of the population. The sex ratios for
cohorts aged 65-plus and 80-plus numbered 79 and 55 respectively. Amongst cohorts aged 90-plus, the number
of older women was double that of men. Confirming
its belief that the institutionalisation of older persons
in residential and nursing homes should only be a last
resort, the Government coordinates a number of community services targeting older persons to enable them
to live independently for as long as possible. These include a card entitling its holder to obtain rebates and
concessions, handyman services, meals on wheels, home
help services, incontinence services that supply heavily
subsidized diapers, telephone rebates to low income elders, day centres, respite centres, and night shelters - in
addition to residential and nursing care homes (Parliamentary Secretariat for Rights of Persons with Disability and Active Ageing, 2013).
The Telecare Plus service owes its origins to the
‘Telecare’ service which was established in 1991 as an
emergency telephone service targeting older persons and
others with special needs. At the end of 2012, the
total number of installations stood at 9,049 - with teleoperators handling some 100,000 calls every six months
(Times of Malta, 2014). The aim of the Telecare service
was to help older persons to continue living in their own
homes for as long as possible, providing a 24- hour peace
of mind not only to older persons in their own homes,
but also reassurance to family members and carers. The
client was equipped with a pendant with an alarm system connected to the telecare centre. In case of an emergency the client would press the button that is found on
the telecare set, or the button on the pendant, which was
to be worn indoors, and kept within reach. Telephone
operators would make contact with family members - or
doctors, health centres, and ambulances - in accordance
with the client’s needs. Research conducted by Cuta10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.01
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jar (2009) reported that subscribers to Telecare applied
for this service because they were afraid that something
would happen to them while they were alone at home,
believing that if there is an emergency the Telecare service would bring a quicker response than if they were
to use the normal telephone service. Clients were generally positive about the service, reporting that it was
very supportive and efficient, and it put their mind at
rest. As regards whether the Telecare service should be
improved, clients suggested that the service would be
beneficial if instead of working with electricity it would
work on batteries, so that it would not stop working if
electricity is cut off, whilst others suggested that they
would be better served if they could speak through the
pendant instead of having to reach the equipment in an
emergency. Some also proposed that it would be much
more beneficial if the service could be used outside the
house within a certain distance.
The Telecare Plus service was launched in November
2013, offering valuable add-ons to the previous Telecare
system such as pill dispensers, and flood and gas detectors. The pendant can be upgraded to a ‘smart pendant’
which also acts as a fall detector, intruder alarm, and
medication reminder. It is currently planned that this
smart platform will be upgraded in the future to build
up medical profiles of the person, who will be able to
submit their blood pressure, diabetes or even peak flow,
which will then trigger alerts to medical staff when they
are outside the upper or lower limit for that particular patient. Eligible persons who can apply for such a
service include older couples/persons living alone, aged
sixty years and over; persons with disability and those
with special needs; and persons of any age who are
troubled by chronic systemic illnesses and who are living
alone and who are not gainfully occupied. The Telecare
Service is subsidised by state funds. No administrative
fees are incurred in applying for this service. However,
if the applicant is not (i) 60 years or over, (ii) in possession of the pink form, (iii) living totally alone or with
two or more elderly persons, he/she must pay the Telecare Plus rental fee, which is e 4 a month. As at May
2014, the number of all Telecare clients numbered 8,952:
56 clients (Telecare and Carelink), 53 clients (Carelink),
806 (Telecare Plus), and 8,037 (Telecare) (Department
for the Elderly and Community Care, unpublished statistics). Whilst 29.7 per cent of clients were male, as
much as 69.7 per cent were female - 0.6 per cent of clients were organisations. As regards living arrangements,
17.1 per cent of clients were couples living alone, 2.3 per
cent were couples living with others, 69.5 per cent were
single persons living alone, and 11.1 per cent were single
persons living with others.
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Research design

The study reported herein aimed to shed light on the
impact of Telecare Plus subscription on Maltese residents aged 60-plus, seeking to uncover the extent that this
assistive technology contributes to their quality of life,
and hence, its role in enabling them to ‘age-in-place’.
The term ‘quality of life’ is an umbrella conceptualisation that refers to wellbeing across various domains. In
principle, quality of life includes both subjective and objective components, is based on individual needs, and is
composed of multidimensional constructs influenced by
relationship and environmental factors (Agree & Freedman, 2011). An oft-cited definition of the term ‘quality
of life’ is that promoted by the World Health Organization (1997), as “individuals’ perceptions of their position
in life in the context of the culture and value systems
in which they live and in relation to their goals, expectations, standards and concerns”. The objectives of the
case-study included the examination of the extent that
the Telecare Plus service functions to improving - or at
least maintaining - service users’ emotional wellbeing,
interpersonal relations, material wellbeing, personal development, physical wellbeing, self-determination, social
inclusion, and human rights.
The case study adopted a qualitative methodology
which, in essence, “is concerned with how ordinary
people manage their practical affairs in everyday life,
or how they get things done”, constituting a “systematic analysis of socially meaningful action through the
direct detailed observation of people in natural settings
in order to arrive at understandings and interpretations
of how people create and maintain their social worlds”
(Neuman, 2002). Data collection was conducted by
means of semi-structured interviews, and also via researcher’s observation of group activities and research
notes, with the purpose of achieving triangulation. In
semi-structured interviews, the interviewer is normally
required to ask specific open-ended questions but is free
to probe beyond them if necessary with the interview
developing as a joint product of what the interviewees
and interviewers talk about with each other. Therefore, semi-structured interviews contain the advantages
of both standardised and non-standardised interviews
such as flexibility, control of the interview situation,
and collection of supplementary information (Neuman,
2002).
Informants for the semi- structured interviews
were selected through the process of non-probability
sampling, which albeit making no claim to representativeness, is a common strategy in exploratory research. The case study opted for a purposive type
of non-probability sampling where “researchers purposively choose subjects who, in their opinion, are thought
to be relevant to the research topic” (Sarantakos, 1993).
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In this case, “the judgement of the investigator is more
important than obtaining a probability sample” (ibid.).
Throughout the data collection process, efforts were
made in order to elicit information about service users’
views on the impact that Telecare Plus is having on
their quality of life. In between ice-breaker and closure
questions, interview enquiries focused on that interface
between the support awarded by Telecare Plus on one
hand and quality of life on the other hand. Inspired
and adapted from research by Moe and Molka-Danielsen
(2012) research, interview questions included:
• Do you trust that you can call for help and be heard
when needed? Does use of Telecare Plus in your
home help you enjoy life? Does use of Telecare Plus
in your home make life more meaningful? (emotional wellbeing)
• Do you have daily individual communication
through Telecare Plus with your friends, family,
support staff, and personal relations, in general?
(interpersonal relations)
• How satisfied are you with your access to health services through Telecare Plus? How available is Telecare Plus for access to your day-to-day information
technology needs? Does Telecare Plus improve your
sense of personal dignity? (personal development)
• Does Telecare Plus facilitate the lives of your informal carers? (physical wellbeing)
• Does Telecare Plus help you in your personal relations? (social wellbeing)
Interviews were conducted with 26 older adults, all
aged 60 years and above, with interviews ensuring unfailing adherence to the ethical principles (autonomy,
beneficence, non-maleficence, justice) and rules (veracity, privacy, confidentiality, fidelity) surrounding ethical conduct. The final stage consisted in the rigorous
analysis of data which resulted in the major themes
presented in subsequent sections of this report. Data
was analysed through ‘logical analysis’ which first located premises within data that symbolise one group,
and then explored connections between groups (Glaser
& Strauss, 1967).

6

Results and Discussion

Of the 26 older people who took part in the research, 16
lived alone and 10 with someone else, most with their
spouse. Whilst 8 were male, the remaining 18 were female. All informants subscribed to the first generation
services of Telecare Plus. The reasons whereby research
participants chose to subscribe to Telecare were threefold - namely, a modification in their living situation,
such as becoming widowed and starting to live alone;
changes in their health (often involving hospitalisation)
in response to which social workers suggested a Telecare
subscription; and needing to put their ‘mind at rest’ if
www.xjenza.org
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they were to experience an emergency. In all three trigger situations, social relationships were central to the
decision to subscribe to Telecare Plus. Family members were generally actively involved in organising the
acquisition of this assistive technology service, usually
with the aim of levelling their informal care responsibilities to a more manageable level. As one informant
underlined,
I am no longer young. . . On my return home
from hospitalisation I was not as strong as
before. I was afraid that I would fall again.
I needed some reassurance that I could call
for help if something happened. . . My children
suggested Telecare. They dealt with the application process. They were resolute that it
was either Telecare or applying for entry into
a care home! I do not blame them. They cannot stay with me all day long. They work and
have small children. . . All in all it was a good
decision to apply for this service. It reassures
everyone. Help is just one push away, no need
to fumble with telephone numbers. My eyesight suffers these days.
Many research participants valued their regular participation in the community, especially attending religious functions at the nearest parish church, and visiting day centres for the elderly. It was positive to note
that most enjoyed strong and supportive networks with
neighbours in the community and family relatives. The
fact that Malta is a micro-state where no locality is
further away than a 45-minute drive (excluding rush
hours) certainly enables children to provide informal
care to their parents. Informants who claimed limited
ability to leave their residences, particularly as a result of mobility troubles, reported that almost all their
social interactions took place within their home, supplemented by visits to children’s and other family relatives’ residences on special occasions such as birthdays
and national holidays. As expected, the phone played
a central role in keeping contact with significant others,
most claiming that they received a daily call from their
children. Only two subscribers owned a computer and
internet connection at home, with the rest of informants being digitally illiterate. As a consequence, many
interviewees professed to experience social isolation or
loneliness, some suffering considerably from one or both
of these. Indeed, during the research interviews informants frequently mentioned the relatively recent deaths
and loss of their loved ones and friends, and the increasing number of acquaintances who were no longer able
to visit them due to frail health. In such circumstances,
Telecare Plus filled an important void in older persons’
lives. In an informant’s own words,
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.01

I am more alone at home than before. Many
of my friends cannot visit me as they cannot
leave their homes or take public transport. Although I can leave my home, I cannot walk
long distances. . . My children also visit me less
than they used to do. . . The Telecare helps me
to overcome my worries and anxiety. The times
when your family lived just round the corner
and were available all throughout the days are
long gone! The Telecare is good though, just
one push of the button and you can speak to
someone, I used it once when my oven stopped
working, my son was here in less than an hour.
Research participants claimed that initially they perceived the Telecare Plus equipment as a cumbersome
addition to their houses, especially when it was positioned in the living room. They experienced stress and
subjective displeasure when facing the equipment as it
reminded them of their frailty and vulnerability. However, all informants stated that they eventually got used
to it, and even welcomed it in their homes once an emergency arose and they used the services of Telecare Plus
with satisfactory results.

6.1

Emotional wellbeing

Informants emphasised that Telecare Plus enables them
to engage in a more active lifestyle in their communities, supports them in carrying out everyday tasks, and
effectively manages risks to their health and home environment. Even though some never had to use the facilities available through Telecare Plus, they felt confident
enough to stay living in the community, knowing that if
they ran into some kind of difficulty then it was relatively easy and uncomplicated to ask for help. Presented
with the queries ‘do you trust that you can call for help
and be heard when needed?’ and ‘does the use of Telecare Plus in your home help you enjoy life and make life
more meaningful?’, informants reacted as follows:
The Telecare makes it possible for people like
me to stay living in the community. Sometimes I cannot sleep at night, I get afraid that
I am going to suffer another heart attack or
that someone will break into my house. Telecare reassures me! I would have had to apply
for entry into a care home if it were not for
Telecare.
Telecare enables me to enjoy my home, and do
the things I want to do, cook, phone my children, and receive visitors. I spend hours looking outside the window watching children going
to school, the cars go by, and the religious processions on Good Friday, Easter Sunday and
during the annual village feast. I know that
www.xjenza.org
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with Telecare help is just a call away. It helps
me to forget my physical problems and enjoy
the day.
The contribution of Telecare Plus towards clients’
emotional well-being was especially evident where service users found it difficult to use their telephone or an
ordinary mobile phone, either due to physical limitations such as arthritis and even early stage dementia.
The equipment provided service users with a lifeline to
call for help in an emergency.

6.2

Interpersonal relations

Informants claimed that the Telecare Plus service functions as an interface that connects them on one hand,
and family relatives and Telecare Plus operators on the
other hand. In response to the questions ‘do you have
daily individual communication through Telecare Plus
with your friends, family, and support staff?’ and ‘does
Telecare Plus help you in your personal relations?’, informants underlined how the service provides them with
a supportive network that links adequate social welfare
and social aid in the community:
Being alone is the worst obstacle that older
persons have to face in their daily lives. It is
not that you will not have anyone to speak to
but that if something happens to you, you are
always afraid that you will not be able to reach
for help. A few days ago I heard on the news
about that old lady who was dead for two days
before her family relatives went to visit. I feel
that the key advantage of Telecare is that if I
feel some physical ailment, especially at night
when I am in bed, I can use the pendant to call
for help. I do not have to get out of bed!
Telecare puts you in a system. You become
part of the system. I did not like it at first. I
refused to admit that I am old and that I now
need help. I think of myself more like a free
bird if you know what I mean. . . I know that if
it were not for Telecare I would not be able to
stay at home, and do all the things that I do.
I would not be able to live with my wife. How
would I be able to bear that?. . . Entering a care
home restricts you from living your life and
meeting the people you want to meet, people
you have been frequenting all your life.
During interviews, research participants often
stressed the loss of strong interpersonal relations due to
the loss of friends, neighbours, and family members who
had died, or who were no longer able to visit because of
poor health or disability. For frail users, their inability
to leave their house meant that social interaction had
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.01

become limited to visitors coming to their homes. As
a result, their main challenges included loneliness and
social isolation. Although the Telecare Plus enabled
service users to stay and live longer in the community,
it was not contributing much to sustaining satisfactory
levels of interpersonal relations.

6.3

Personal development

The fact of getting used to the Telecare Plus equipment,
experiences of using it in an emergency and dealing with
alarms and alerts, was part of the lived experience of service users. It was positive to note that contrary to stereotypes that ‘older persons’ and ‘information technology’ cannot live side-by-side, research data found otherwise - namely, that technology could really become
‘domesticated’ and ‘embedded’ into the daily practices
of later life. Many described how despite initially not
being very positive about subscribing to Telecare Plus,
where such a subscription was to an extent forced upon
them by their family relatives (especially children), with
time they gained much confidence and were now even
feeling comfortable with this form of assistive technology. From responses to the questions ‘how available is
Telecare Plus for access to your day-to-day information
technology needs?’ and ‘does Telecare Plus give you
more opportunity for leisure activity?’ it was evident
that the service strengthened users’ self-esteem and the
execution of personal development plans:
Services such as Telecare allow older persons
such as myself to live in dignity. I never married, and as a result, do not have children. I
have very minimal support, only that provided
by neighbours and friends, most of whom are
older persons just as myself. Telecare is the
only alternative I have if I encounter an emergency. I do not have anybody to call in the
middle of the night. When I felt dizzy some
months ago, I used Telecare and everything
was sorted out for me by dawn. . . Although
I am old, I still want to do things in life, I
still want to live my life. Nothing much, mind
you, but for me even little things are important. Telecare provides me with the support I
need to continue living in my community and
continue living my life.
It was also evident that when service users had friends
who also subscribed to Telecare Plus, the former do not
feel ‘different’ from significant others in their social network.

6.4

Social wellbeing

Telecare can lead to a variety of outcomes and consequences for family carers of older people. Whilst there
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is no doubt that caring for someone can be physically exhausting, to the extent that the physical health of carers
tends to suffer greatly, constant worry also takes its toll
on their mental health. Over half of the respondents
perceived that their subscription to Telecare Plus had a
positive effect on their family carers. Reasons forwarded
were various and ranged from reduced stress, increased
self-assurance about the safety and welfare of the person cared for, having more prospects for respite from
caring, positive developments in the relationship with
person cared for and family carer, to the capacity to
remain in paid employment. In the informants’ words,
I want to continue living in my home as much
as possible. I want to be considered lucky if
I die here. But I do not want to be a burden on my children. My son and daughter
have demanding jobs and both have children.
At one point they were taking it in turns to
sleep with me. After some months, we realised
that this was no longer possible. They were no
longer able to keep up with their lives. Telecare made it possible, as well as safe, for me
to sleep on my own. Although they still visit
me every day, now they are able to get on with
their lives with minimal disruption as possible.
They can sleep soundly at home knowing that
if something happens to me, I can contact them
through Telecare. Everybody feels better this
way.

14

work, something that is not only a significant element
of improving carers’ future career prospects and social
inclusion but also has a direct impact on the likelihood
of family carers falling into debt and financial hardship.

6.5

Barriers

The research study highlighted a range of challenges towards an increased adoption of the Telecare Plus service by older people. From the tele-interviews, it was
clear that constrained user-friendliness may restrict the
aptitude to control technological equipment, just as cognitive limitations can hinder the understanding of procedures and navigation. Products are not always agefriendly - for example, directions may be in print, or in
no print at all - so that instead of being empowering, assistive technologies may become the ‘last straw’ for an
older person. This may result in older people having a
limited knowledge of possible products, and hence, their
functions and applications. As one informant explained,
I resisted the introduction of Telecare because I took long to understand its functions.
You hear Telecare this and Telecare that but
nobody tells you exactly what it does. Nobody
shows it to you. I never saw the Telecare equipment until the day it entered my home. None
of my friends or relatives had it. So it was a
bit too much for me to understand what it is
and what it does. They should have demonstrations and adverts in television.

My children are very happy that I accepted
the Telecare service and that I know how it
works. They love me but they cannot live with
me. And I do not want to live with them. I
tried to live with them but the experiment only
lasted a week. We were all going mad! We live
different lives and we have different lifestyles.
I am too old to change mine and they are too
young to accommodate my preferences. With
Telecare everybody is a winner, my children
sleep in their homes, I continue living at home,
everybody’s mind is at rest that help is just a
push of a button away. It was a good decision.
Telecare is easy to operate.

Lack of training on behalf of health professionals on
the use of technology, or the capacity to act on information, are also potential impediments. This may result
in some professionals resisting the further development
and expansion of assistive technologies, which points to
the strong need for organisations involved in health and
social care partnerships to develop approaches for prioritising client access to the types of assistive technologies that they deliver. From the data it emerged that
other potential barriers include the perception on behalf of subscribers that they will have difficulty engaging with the technological requirements of the Telecare
Plus equipment:

Telecare brings to family carers a peace of mind and
a strong bearing on their social inclusion - leaving them
more able to leave the house for any length of time to socialise, spend time with other family members or work
- and most crucially, to dedicate some time to themselves. Assistive technologies also function to prevent
crises by preventing health complications, which might
result in a loss of independence and the need for higher
levels of care provided by family members. Telecare
provides family carers the ability to stay in or return to

I resisted the introduction of Telecare because
I was afraid that I would not be able to understand how it works. I was always afraid
of technology. I am not well-learned, I barely
went to school, I do not know how to drive, I
barely can navigate the television set. . . I preferred to complicate my life rather than getting some technological device which I would
not know how to operate. . . This was not wise
of me, but I am like that, I do not have much
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confidence in myself. When you are illiterate
you prefer to keep a step back.
At the same time, most research participants indicated that they initially associated the use of Telecare
Plus with a high degree of dependency and ill health.
Wishing to distance themselves from negative connotations of old age, sickness and dependence, it followed
that they were not favourable to subscribe to the service. It is also possible that potential users believe that
their quality of life will take a turn for the worse if
they subscribe to an assistive technology in terms of
potential threats to existing independence and service
arrangements. However, what is clear is that a lack of
information and discussions about prospects regarding
the technological interventions also leads to decisions to
decline telecare services.

7

Conclusion

This study sought to conduct a systematic review of
the home telecare service for vulnerable older people in
Malta. Its goal was to examine the potential effects of
telecare in terms of benefits to individuals and carers.
Results indicated that the key reasons whereby research
participants chose to subscribe to Telecare Plus were
three-fold: namely, a modification in their living situation, such as becoming widowed and starting to live
alone; changes in their health; and pressures on behalf of children so as for the latter to ‘put their mind
at rest’. All things considered, the Telecare Plus service was contributing in exceptionally positive ways towards the quality of life of both subscribers and informal
carers, as exemplified by the statement of one of the informants: “With Telecare everybody is a winner, my
children sleep in their homes, I continue living at home,
everybody’s mind is at rest that help is just a push of a
button away” (male, 70 years old).
Assistive technologies such as Telecare Plus have the
potential to empower older persons to continue living at home if that is their preference, although it is
noteworthy that there will always be some compromise
between meeting the desired sense of independence and
an enduring element of risk in living at home. At the
forefront of benefits for users, telecare systems can alleviate the anxiety caused by age or long-term health conditions, whilst also improving an older person’s sense of
security and self-confidence. Moreover, since most available telecare systems have the possibility to be upgraded
to incorporate second, third and fourth generation services, the level of telecare provision can be increased as
new health problems develop. Telecare systems also alleviate some of the burdens and anxieties that affect informal carers, and hence, serve to improve their quality
of lives too. This is highly positive as it can encourage
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.01

family members to carry on caring for longer, which can
circumvent the older person moving into a care home for
longer periods. Although not as a result of this study, it
is evident that third and fourth generation telecare technologies assist in caring for older people suffering from
long-term chronic conditions such as diabetes, asthma
and high blood pressure. Hence, this encourages older
people with these conditions to remain living at home,
while also monitoring any further deterioration in their
condition. This means that telecare systems also have
the potential to be cost-effective by circumventing or
postponing a person’s move into a care home or hospital.
Indeed, telecare can hasten an older person’s discharge
from hospital by providing added support in their own
residence or in another intermediate care setting, thus
freeing up hospital beds.
The research data elicited possible barriers to the take
up of telecare services in Malta. Indeed, although there
exists an overabundance of innovative forms of assistive
technologies, the uptake is far from ideal. Most preoccupying was the fact that none of the informants in
the convenience sample subscribed to second, third and
fourth generation versions of Telecare services. In addition to the potential difficulties listed in the results
and discussion section, especially the constrained userfriendliness, the fact that the field of assistive technologies lacks efficient and clear business models constitutes a key limitation towards the take up of such services. The adoption rates of assistive technologies are
very low in most countries, with very few people living in smart homes, and with the available ones generally existing for research and demonstration purposes.
This occurs despite the fact that the need for such technology is apparent through the predominance of issues
ranging from wandering, leading to getting lost and selfharm, accidental falls, medication complications, continence management, and the high fear of crime amongst
older persons. Indeed, one missing element constitutes a
business process for assessment, specification of suitable
technology, installation, and maintenance, and a service
to monitor the signals. At the same time, existing business models are wrong to project assistive technologies
as the solution to all social and health care ailments, and
it remains necessary that assistive technology is clearly
recognized as only one component of a care package.
For instance, technological systems for monitoring a person’s vital signs are to be linked to systems and protocols
for providing assistance when required. Moreover, given
its holistic approach to health care, strategies for increasing population access to assistive technologies need
to be developed by, and have the support of, all stakeholders responsible for the welfare of older and ageing
people.
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Connecting Frontier Research with Industrial Development - Lanthanide and Actinide Chemistry in the European f-Element Network
(EUFEN)
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Abstract. The chemistry of f-elements, even though
often not known to the general public, forms part of
many industrial processes, manufacturing and medical
applications, such as medical imaging (e.g. MRI scans),
strong magnets, data storage media, superconducters,
LEDs, catalysis, as well as energy, and metal extraction. It plays a crucial role in the scientific and industrial
landscape of the European Union (EU) in fields of energy, security, training, sustainability, and society. The
use of these elements widens the scope of synthetic possibilities in chemistry, and materials with outstanding
electromagnetic properties have already been realised.
The synthesis of lanthanide containing supramolecular materials with exceptional materials properties has
already been reported, e.g. the ability to bind and
release gases, high-temperature superconductivity, and
all-white light emitting diodes. The EUFEN (European
f-Element Network) COST action provides cooperative mobility mechanisms for nationally funded f-element
chemists pursuing fundamental frontier research to initiate collaborations, training, networking, and dissemination among each other. Novel developments and results
in terms of f-element crystal engineering carried out at
the University of Malta are therefore part of EUFEN.

1

Introduction

EUFEN, the European f-Element Network is a COST
action which provides cooperative mobility mechanisms
for f-element chemists from all over Europe for pursuing
fundamental frontier research to initiate collaborations,
training, networking, and dissemination with each other
(COST, 2014).
Two goals for the action have been identified: (i) to
tackle unsolved problems in f-element chemistry and (ii)
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to supply industry with trained researchers from universities, restructuring the EU science-base, and thus result
in a research output that is greater than the sum of its
parts.
Although already more than 200 years old, the chemistry of f-elements (a block of 28 elements at the bottom
of the periodic table) can still be considered as one the
of areas of chemistry that are least known by the general public. Hardly anybody outside the field of inorganic chemistry will have read or heard of “f-elements”
as well as groups of elements called lanthanides, actinides or rare earths; a good example are the actinide elements uranium or plutonium: even though one might
know these elements very well in the context of radioactivity or nuclear energy, only a small group of people
would know that uranium and plutonium are part of the
group of elements in the periodic table called f-elements
and that there is a surprisingly rich amount of synthetic
chemistry of e.g. uranium and thorium complexes published every year (Bünzli, 2006); a search with the program SciFinder using the key words thorium or uranium
complex resulted in over 5000 publications since 2000.
The innocence of the existence of a whole group of
28 elements is somewhat surprising as f-elements (in
particular lanthanides) are indispensable components in
many materials everybody uses day by day. f-Element
chemistry contributes to medical imaging (MRI contrast
agents), magnetic (strong magnets), electronic (superconductors), and photonic devices (lasers, phosphors,
displays, LEDs), catalysis, energy, and metal extraction
and is therefore strategically crucial to science, energy,
security, training, sustainability, and society (Blake et
al., 1999; Bünzli, 2006; Bünzli & Piguet, 2002; Edelmann, 2009). This wide range of applications is the
result of the particular electromagnetic properties of
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f-elements. Often just a very small percentage of felement (usually between 0.01 and 10 %) needs to be
present in a material to change its optical, electrical or
magnetic properties completely.
The synthesis of lanthanide containing supramolecular materials with exceptional materials properties have
been discovered recently, e.g. the ability to bind and release gases, superconductivity, and luminescence (Blake
et al., 1999).
In addition to the general lack of knowledge about
the existence of these elements in public, there are also
a number of ways to name certain groups of f-elements
and other related elements in the periodic table. Elements called lanthanides and actinides can either i) be
the row of elements from lanthanum (La) to ytterbium
(Yb) and actinium (Ac) to nobelium (No) or ii) include
also the elements lutetium (Lu) and (Lr) lawrencium,
respectively. However, according to the conventions set
by the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC), the latter (ii) would refer to these groups
as lanthanoids and actinoids rather than lanthanides
and actinides. Some sources also state that the group
of lanthanides consists of the group of elements from
cerium (Ce) to lutetium (Lu) (Bünzli, 2006). Rare
earths is also an expression which is often used for the
group of 4f and 5f-elements. This group consists not
only of 4f and 5f elements, but it includes also other
elements from Group 3 of the periodic system, namely
yttrium (Y) and scandium (Sc).
In view of their large ionic radius and their particular electronic configuration, f-element based research
can be extremely challenging from a synthetic point of
view. Scientific exchange and collaboration are therefore
essential in this field of research. EUFEN offered for the
first time a platform for f-element researchers from all
over Europe to join forces and tackle the pending questions, such as: What are the principles/mechanisms behind the use of lanthanide complexes as catalysts? How
can f-element compounds be treated in computational
chemistry and how can we predict the formation of new
complex compounds (COST, 2014)?
Due to their special physical and chemical properties,
rare earth elements were almost unused and less popular
in the field of crystal engineering (Broker, Klingshirn
& Rogers, 2002). Novel developments and results in
terms of f-element crystal engineering are therefore also
an important part of EUFEN.
As EUFEN is the first and only collaborative research
network in the field of f-element chemistry, a very large
part of the European community of f-element scientists
is involved. Over 120 researchers from 24 nations form
part of this COST action. Three main working groups
were set up (COST, 2014):
a) Synthesis and Structure: the aim is to undertake
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the synthesis, structures, and chemical bonding in new felement compounds, with the scope of discovering novel
structures and bonding and rationalising the observed
phenomena.
b) Spectroscopy and Computation: the aim is to focus on exploiting existing and new f-element compounds
for novel spectroscopic and computational investigations
which hitherto have no precedent.
c) Applications: the aim is to explore existing and
new chemical bonding and reactivity, or other phenomena, with a view to ultimately delivering research which
can benefit EU science, industry, and society as opportunities to exploit new findings become available.
Three different major published outcomes of collaborative EUFEN research will be described below in order
to showcase the COST action. Subsequently, our own
scientific contribution will be summarised.

2

Supramolecular Sensors

One of the most prominent properties of both 4f- and
5f-elements is their large atomic or ionic size. As a consequence their metal ions can usually coordinate to a
higher amount of ligands (coordination numbers vary
between 7 and 12) than is usually the case for transition
metals. The geometries around the f-element centre are
less restricted and this makes 4f-element complexes in
particular a well-known component in supramolecular
chemistry.
Three research participants of EUFEN (Universities of Strasbourg and Bretagne Occidentale, France;
University of Coruña, Spain) collaborated on a project which examined the effect of fluoride addition to
aqueous solutions of luminescent lanthanide complexes
(Ln = Eu, Tb, Yb).(Liu et al., 2014) Upon addition,
the formation of a dimeric europium complex Eu-1 was
observed. X-ray crystal structure determination and luminescence spectroscopy revealed not only the geometry
of the complexes but also that i) fluoride anions were
confined into the cavity that was formed by the two complex molecules and ii) luminescence intensity increased
significantly. Synergistic effects of the Eu-F-Eu bridging
motif, π stacking interactions, and a four-component
hydrogen-bonding network which control the assembly
of the two complex molecules around the fluoride ion,
are crucial for the above (see Figure 1).
The exact sensing of fluoride in aqueous solutions or
solvent mixtures is of great importance for public health
(Liu et al., 2014). Fluoride in small quantities can have
a positive impact on teeth and bones, whereas higher
concentrations of fluoride can result in serious health
problems. According to the World Health Organisation
the fluoride content in drinking water should be lower
than 1.5 ppm (World Health Organization, 2004). However, so far there are just a few procedures known to
www.xjenza.org
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Figure 1: Crystal structure of the Eu-1 dimer viewed perpendicular to (a and b) the main pseudo-C2 axis.(Liu et al.,
2014)

quantitatively analyse the fluoride content in aqueous
solutions.
The authors’ new approach is to use the lanthanide
complexes described above to sense the fluoride content in aqueous solutions using fluorescence spectroscopy (Liu et al., 2014).

3

Single Molecule Magnets

Single-molecule magnets (SMMs) are metal-organic
compounds that exhibit paramagnetic behaviour on a
molecular level. They can be described as the smallest possible magnetic devices. Potential applications of
SMMs are quantum computing, high-density information storage and magnetic memory devices. LanthanideSMMs play a leading role in this field of research as the
presence of 4f-elements in a complex molecule alters the
magnetic behaviour drastically due to the presence of
4f-electrons and thus show a particularly high magnetic
moment and single ion anisotropy compared to transition metal SMMs (Christou, Gatteschi, Hendrickson &
Sessoli, 2000). However, also systematic research in the
field of actinoid (5f) based SMMs emerged in the literature, recently. The outcomes discussed in these papers
have resulted from STSMs (Short-Term Scientific Mission) of EUFEN (Liddle, Mills & Wooles, 2010, 2011;
Meihaus & Long, 2015; Mougel et al., 2012, 2012).
Okuda (RWTH Aachen, Germany), Layfield (University of Manchester, UK) and coworkers have collaborated within EUFEN and carried out an experimental
and ab initio computational study of an asymmetrical,
hydride-bridged di-dysprosium single-molecule magnet
(Venugopal et al., 2013).
Hydride ligands can be of particular interest for
the development of SMMs as they exhibit very strong
ligand-field effects. Subsequently, this could have a different effect on the relaxation times in Ln-SMMs compared to metal-organic compounds with oxygen-donor
ligands (Luzon & Sessoli, 2012; Rinehart & Long, 2011;
Sorace, Benelli & Gatteschi, 2011).
The reported compounds in this study were
the first hydride-ligated SMMs.
The com10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.02

Figure 2: Orientation of the magnetic moments in Ln2 (dashed lines). The arrows show the antiferromagnetic
coupling. Pink atoms = hydride atoms, blue = N atoms,
grey = C atoms (Venugopal et al., 2013).

pounds consist of hydride bridged complexes
[Ln(Me6 trenCH2 )(µ−H)3 Ln(Me6 tren)][BC6H3(CF 3)24 ]2
Ln-2,where Ln = Gd(III), Dy(III) and Me6 tren =
tris[2-(dimethylamino)ethyl]amine (see Figure 2).

4

Uranium(VI)–nitride
bond

triple

The chemistry of uranium is not only related to its role
as a radioactive element, but it is in fact an element
well known for its extraordinary coordination chemistry
(Bart & Meyer, 2008; Hayton, 2010; King & Liddle,
2014; Lu, 2014; Van Horn & Huang, 2006). Uranium
can exist in different oxidation states and can form complexes with high coordination numbers around the actinide (5f) centre due to its large atomic and ionic size.
Whereas the bonding of ligands to 4f elements
(lanthanides) is generally known to be mainly ionic,
the nature of 5f-element (actinides) ligand bonds is still
discussed in recent literature. One of the most controversially analysed aspects of this is the existence of
uranium-ligand multiple bonds (Baker, 2012; Bart &
Meyer, 2008; Hayton, 2010; King & Liddle, 2014).
During the past years uranium(V)-OR and –NR were
reported (R = alkyl group) and thus, the synthesis of
a uranium-ligand triple bond was one of the hot topics
of EUFEN as it is of fundamental importance to the
study of f-orbital participation in metal-ligand multiple
bonding (Hayton, 2013).
It was therefore a big break-through when Liddle
(University of Nottingham, UK), McInnes (University of Manchester, UK) and coworkers reported the
preparation of a complex with a uranium(VI)–nitride
triple bond: the terminal uranium(V) nitride complex [UN(TrenTIPS)][Na(12-crown-4)2 ] (TrenTIPS =
[N(CH2 CH2 NSiiPr3 )3 ]3 - and i Pr = isopropyl) U-3.
Synthesis was achieved as summarized in Figure 3 (King
et al., 2012, 2013).
The existence of a triple bond was proven by singlewww.xjenza.org
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Figure 3: Reaction scheme for the synthesis of multiple uranium-nitrogen bonds (U-3) (King et al., 2013).

crystal X-ray diffraction. The uranium-terminal nitride
bond length of 1.825 Å is significantly shorter than the
distances reported for uranium amides and uranium
amines, which average at around 2.33 Å and 2.66 Å (Lu,
2014).
A thorough understanding of the nature of uranium
ligand bonds could result in new developments for
nuclear-waste clean-up, as well as new applications in
the field of catalysis or in the synthesis of polymeric
uranium nitride [UN]n for use as a ceramic nuclear fuel
(Streit & Ingold, 2005).

5

Lanthanide Crystal Engineering in Malta

Solubility is one of the biggest challenges industrial
chemistry has to face day by day. Prominent examples
are paints, coatings, pigments, and last but not least,
pharmaceutically active compounds. Almost all of these
compounds are obtained as a solid at some stage during
the manufacturing process. Solids are often preferred
as the final product because of the obvious advantages
in transporting and storing. However, almost all of the
above-mentioned products are applied in the form of
solutions or suspensions: e.g. drugs are swallowed as a
solid and then will have to be dissolved in the stomach
to enter the blood stream; paints have to be applied as
solutions or suspensions.
Thus, almost all of the solids produced will have to be
dissolved or suspended again when used. The solubility
of a solid depends mainly on the amount of attraction
between the individual molecules, ions or atoms in the
crystal lattice, which again depends on their 3D arrangement. Crystal chemistry of molecular networks, where
molecules are linked to each other by non-covalent inter10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.02

actions (H-bonds, π-interactions) or coordinative bonds
involving multidentate ligands, can be considered as one
of the most promising and appealing branches in modern solid-state chemistry. The formation and recombination of these molecular building blocks permits a
unique fine-tuning of the physical-chemical properties
of the synthesized compound in the solid-state without
altering the actual molecule itself.
During the past decade a new field of science emerged
from the above-mentioned necessity to control the arrangement of molecules and ions in crystalline solids:
Crystal Engineering. It is “the understanding of the intermolecular interactions in the context of crystal packing and the utilization of such understanding in the
design of new solids with desired physical and chemical properties” (Desiraju, 1989). This area of research
does not fall neatly within the classical fields of chemistry (organic chemistry, inorganic chemistry, physical
chemistry, materials chemistry, biochemistry). It cuts
across these traditional vertical subdivisions. Analytical knowledge (e.g. crystallisation techniques, X-ray
diffraction, biological processes, and thermo-analytical
methods) and the practical experience to synthesise
organic, complex, and organometallic compounds are
equally important.
In spite of its great potential, very few research groups
have applied a crystal engineering approach to molecular metal-based compounds in general (Braga, Grepioni & Maini, 2010; Evans & Lin, 2002; Kanaizuka et
al., 2008; Mı́nguez Espallargas et al., 2010; Zaworotko,
2006). Their inclusion into cocrystal and polymorph
screening for the development of the treatment is still
to be exploited both from a theoretical and practical
point of view.
This is true in particular in the field of 4f-element
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Figure 4: Crystal structure of Yb-4 with view along cell
axis b, dashed lines depict hydrogen bonding (Baisch &
Braga, 2009).

chemistry. Lanthanide elements are chemically very
similar to alkaline and alkaline earth elements and thus
can also influence the solubility of a compound significantly. When surrounded by ligands, these elements
have very low toxicity apart from being generally very
stable towards oxidation.(Dyson & Sava, 2006; Mewis
& Archibald, 2010) They could be utilised effectively
not only in the formation of cocrystals or salts to alter the physical properties of drugs, but also to alter
crystal growth/solubility of solids which are harmful to
the body (e.g. urate crystals). There is currently no
precedent literature for this approach.
Our group at the University of Malta functions as
a collaborator in all aspects of Crystal Engineering for
various 4f-element complexes (ionic and neutral) in the
EUFEN COST action. Polymorph screening is carried
out in order to explore the existence of new crystal forms
with potentially different solubility properties.
The synthesis of lanthanide containing supramolecular compounds with exceptional materials properties has
already been achieved as can be seen below (Figure 4)
(Baisch & Braga, 2009). This compound has been synthesized by the reaction of melamine with ytterbium oxalate Yb-4 in boiling water. Single-crystal X-ray analysis of suitable crystals revealed a structure in which
melamine forms layers via an extended hydrogen bond
network. The lanthanide complex molecules connect
these layers vertically by multiple hydrogen bonds.
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Abstract. Due to the complexity of the interactions
involved in various dynamic systems, known physical,
biological or chemical laws cannot adequately describe
the dynamics behind these processes. The study of these
systems thus depends on measurements often taken at
various discrete spatial locations through time by noisy
sensors. For this reason, scientists often necessitate interpolative, visualisation and analytical tools to deal
with the large volumes of data common to these systems. The starting point of this study is the seminal
research by C. Shannon on sampling and reconstruction
theory and its various extensions. Based on recent work
on the reconstruction of stochastic processes, this paper
develops a novel real-time estimation method for nonstationary stochastic spatio-temporal behaviour based
on the Integro-Difference Equation (IDE). This methodology is applied to collected marine pollution data
from a Norwegian fjord. Comparison of the results obtained by the proposed method with interpolators from
state-of-the-art Geographical Information System (GIS)
packages will show, that significantly superior results are
obtained by including the temporal evolution in the spatial interpolations.

1

Introduction

Complex spatio-temporal interactions are exhibited in
various natural systems as witnessed in ecology, meteorology, physics and epidemiology. Such natural systems
evolve on a continuous spatial domain, but the data
sets collected from these systems are made up of spatially localised measurements taken at different discrete
spatial locations through time by noisy sensors. Nevertheless, for analysis and visualisation purposes, the underlying, spatially continuous processes must often be
reconstructed from these discrete measurements.
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Traditionally, spatial interactions have been mathematically explained using spatial models, and several
interpolation techniques are readily available. Nevertheless, these methods provide interpolations that ignore the temporal behaviour of the process. Typical
examples include Inverse Distance Weighting (IDW)
(Poshtmasari, Sarvestani, Kamkar, Shataei & Sadeghi, 2012), Gaussian Radial Basis Functions (GRBF)
(Poshtmasari et al., 2012) and Kriging (Poshtmasari et
al., 2012; Schabenberger & Gotway, 2005). However,
since spatial measurements are also often repeatedly
taken in time, any interpolated field could greatly benefit from augmenting the temporal evolution of the data
with the spatial information. A modern approach to the
interpolation from spatial-temporal information may be
based on the reconstruction step of sampling theory
first attributed to C. Shannon’s seminal work (Shannon,
1949). The aim of this paper is thus to provide a novel
real-time procedure for the estimation of the underlying
stochastic process from noisy observations that serves as
a new tool for better interpolations. Another significant
contribution is the validation of the developed methods
on a pollution data set highlighting the applicability of
this methodology to real-world applications.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows.
The historical developments of sampling and reconstruction theory fundamental to this research are presented
in Section II. More recent developments required for this
work together with the chosen real-time estimation approach are presented in Section III. Section IV is dedicated to an illustrative example highlighting the benefits
of this procedure. Finally, some concluding remarks are
drawn together with an overview of some possible future
additions in Section V.
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Historical Developments

The starting point of this research is the seminal study
by C. Shannon on sampling and reconstruction theory
and its various extensions. Shannon first presented the
fundamental framework to represent a bandlimited, continuous time signal as a discrete sequence without any
loss of information in 1949 (Shannon, 1949). He also
introduced an approach for a perfect reconstruction of
the original time signal from its sampled representation. Over the past decades, Shannon’s work has been
extended by various notable contributors as summarised by M. Unser in (Unser, 2000). These extensions
aim to relax some of Shannon’s assumptions and extend the framework to account for non-ideal sampling
(S. Ramani D. Van De Ville & Unser, 2008), multidimensional settings (Petersen & Middleton, 1962; Izen,
2005; Feuer, 2004; Jr. & Sangsari, 1989) and more convenient reconstruction spaces (Yao, 1967; Eldar & Unser, 2006; Eldar & Werther, 2005; Nashed & Walter,
1991). Table 1 summarises the main contributions to
sampling and reconstruction theory published since the
seminal work of Shannon together with the contributions envisaged through this work.
The restriction to unidimensional processes assumed
in Shannon’s sampling theory prevents the application of this seminal theory to multidimensional signals.
Petersen et. al. (Petersen & Middleton, 1964) extended
this theory to accommodate other areas where physical
phenomena need to be measured in a multidimensional
continuum. Some conspicuous fields within this area include meteorology, oceanography, seismology, acoustics,
optics and radar (Petersen & Middleton, 1962). Papoulis (Papoulis, 1977) continued Shannon’s work stating that it is unrealistic to assume that the acquisition
device is ideal. The theory thus developed shows the
introduction of a non-ideal acquisition device prior to
sampling. However due to the introduction of a nonideal acquisition device, a discrete correction filter prior
to the reconstruction stage is required to limit its effect.
Moreover, sampling, as presented by Shannon is restricted to bandlimited signals. However, for nonbandlimited signals, Aldroubi and Unser (Aldroubi, Unser & Aldroubi, 1994) proposed the use of alternative
reconstruction spaces which take into account both the
input signal and the sampling process. Conventional
sampling and interpolation theories provide solutions to
the problem of reconstructing a signal from its samples
limited to a noise-free scenario. Perfect reconstruction
can, therefore, be achieved as long as this noise free acquisition is respected. In any real world application, the
measured signals are always corrupted by various degrees of noise levels and, therefore, perfect reconstruction is no longer attainable. Eldar and Unser in (Eldar &
Unser, 2006), therefore, proposed the use of the Weiner
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.03
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filter as the discrete correction filter to limit the effect
of measurement noise on the reconstruction process.
Classical sampling theory assumes that each realisation of the sampling processes is independent of all
past signals. Wikle showed that although such an assumption is valid in various temporal or spatial applications, it is violated for spatio-temporal signals where
successive spatial samples are temporally related to
the dynamics of the process under observation (Wikle,
2002). Thus, sampling and reconstruction theory of
non-stationary stochastic processes utilises a dynamic
filter to capture the temporal evolution of the process
(Scerri, Dewar & Kadirkamanathan, 2008).
Building on the extensions discussed in this section,
this work provides a method for the reconstruction of
sampled non-stationary stochastic processes observed
in the presence of noise. A modern shift-invariant approach is also adopted in a multi-dimensional domain.
The sampling and reconstruction methods developed in
this paper are based on the same building blocks as
presented in (Scerri et al., 2008). Nevertheless, this research extends the work in (Scerri et al., 2008) such that
the estimation of the kernel from noisy observations is
implemented in real-time. As opposed to previous work,
the methods developed were validated on collected marine pollution measurements.

3

Theoretical Developments

The temporally evolving signal z(s, t) ∈ L2 ∀ t where
L2 is the space of measurable, square-integrable, realvalued functions with s ∈ Rn and t ∈ Z+ . The signal
z(s, t) is continuous in the spatial domain (s) but discrete in the temporal domain (t).
As done in (Scerri et al., 2008), an approximation to
the spatially continuous signal z(s, t) in the shift invariant space V , is given by this projection into V given by

z(s, t) ≈

X

hz(s, t), φxj (s)iφxj (s) = x(t)> φx (s)

(1)

j∈Z

where
x(k, t) = [hz(s, t), φx1 (s)i . . . hx(s, t), φxnx (s)i]>
φi (s) = [φi1 (s) . . . φini (s)]>

(2)

φi (s) is some chosen reconstruction function. In this
work it is assumed that the temporal evolution of the
stochastic process z(s, t) can be described by the linear spatial convolution of the previous field with an unknown kernel k(s) and subject to some additive noise
process given by:
Z
z(s, t) = z(., t − 1)k(.) + η(s, t)
(3)
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Table 1: Comparison of the various extensions to Shannon’s sampling theorem.

Method

Dimensions

Acquisition Reconstruction Dynamics
Device
Space

Noise

RealTime

(Shannon, 1949)
(Petersen & Middleton, 1964)
(Papoulis, 1977)
(Aldroubi, Unser & Aldroubi, 1994)

1-D
Multi-D
1-D
1-D

Ideal
Ideal
Non-ideal
Non-ideal

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No

(Wikle, 2002)
(Eldar & Unser, 2006)

1-D
1-D

Non-ideal
Non-ideal

Yes
No

No
Yes

No
No

(Scerri, Dewar & Kadirkamanathan, 2008)

Multi-D

Non-ideal

Yes

Yes

No

This research (2014)

Multi-D

Non-ideal

Yes

Yes

Yes

where η(s, t) is a zero mean stationary Gaussian noise
process with covariance Ση given by
(
λ(s) if t = 0
Ση = COV[z(s, t), z(s + s, t + t)] =
0
otherwise
(4)
Sampling is performed where filtering by the non-ideal
acquisition device is followed by an ideal sampler. The
output of the non-ideal filter is dictated by its impulse
response, h(s), and is given by:
Z
y(si , t) =
h(si − r)z(r, t)d r +v(t)
(5)
S

where v(t) is a zero mean white Gaussian noise process uncorrelated with η(s, t) representing measurement
noise.
A major difficulty in making use of the unknown temporal dynamics in the reconstruction of z(s, t) is the continuous nature of the convolution describing the temporal dynamics as given by (3). An approximate discretised representation of the dynamics (3) and the observation process (5) can be obtained by considering the
approximations:
z(s, t) ≈

nx
X

Bandlimited
Bandlimited
Bandlimited
ShiftInvariant
Harmonic
Shiftinvariant
Shiftinvariant
Shiftinvariant

where
x(t) = [hz(s, t), φx1 (s)i . . . hx(s, t), φxnx (s)i]>
θ = [hk(s), φθ1 (s)i . . . hk(s), φθnθ (s)i]>
ϑ = [hh(s), φϑ1 (s)i . . . hh(s), φϑnϑ (s)i]>
% = [hλ, (s)φ%1 (s)i . . . hλ(s), φ%n% (s)i]
φi (s) = [φi1 (s) . . . φini (s)]>
Based on these decompositions an approximate discrete
representation of the dynamics (3) and the non-ideal
sampler (5) with known error bounds is given by Theorem 1 (Scerri et al., 2008).
Theorem 1. Using the spatially discrete representations (6) to (9), the dynamic equation (3) and the observation equation (5) can be approximated by the finite
dimension state-space model
x(t + 1) = A(θ) x(t) + w(t)

(11)

y(t) = C(ϑ) x(t) + v(t)

(12)

and
where

>

hz(s, t), φxj (s)iφxj (s) = x(t) φx (s)

(6)

A(θ) = Ψ -1

Z

k(s) ≈

Z
hk(s), φθj (s)iφθj (s) = θ > φθ (s)

φx (s) θ > Ξθ (s)ds

(13)

S

j=1
nθ
X

(10)

>

(7)

Ψ=

φx (s) φx (s)> ds

(14)

φθ (s − r) φx (r)> d r

(15)

S

j=1

h(s) ≈

nϑ
X

Z
>

hh(s), φϑj (s)iφϑj (s) = ϑ φϑ (s)

(8)

j=1

λ(s) ≈

n%
X

Ξθ (s) =
S


ϑ> Ξϑ (s1 )


..
C(ϑ) = 

.


hλ(s), φ%j (s)iφ%j (s) = %> φ% (s)

j=1
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(9)

ϑ> Ξϑ (sny )
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Z

>

φϑ (s − r) φx (r) d r

Ξϑ (s) =

(16)

S

w(t) ∼ N (0, Σw )

(17)

with
−1

Z

φ% (s)%(s)> Ξ% (s)dsΨ−>

Σw = Ψ

(18)

S

Z
Ξ% (s) =

φ% (s − r) φx (r)> d r

(19)

S

and v(t) ∼ N (0, Σv ) with Σv = σv Iny ; with errors in
the approximation of z(s, t) given by
Z
z = |z(s, t) − x(t)> φx (s)| 6 0z
Φx (ν)d ν
Rn :ν>ν

Note that (23) is a rewriting of (11) as done in (Scerri
et al., 2008). This completes one run of the algorithm.
Therefore, the use of dual Kalman filtering based on the
state space model describing both the states and parameter evolution in real-time leads to the reconstruction
of the spatio-temporal process z(s, t). Note that, the
sensor’s spatial characteristics are assumed to be known
when the spatio-temporal process and the model dynamics are being inferred. Such an assumption is reasonable since sensor characteristics may be either given
by the manufacturer or measured by experimentation.
Nevertheless, this assumption may be relaxed by adding
the estimation of the sensors parameters, ϑ, to the dual
estimation procedure.

4

c

(20)
where
0z

=

sup
Rn :ν>ν c

|Z(ν)Φ−1
x (ν)|

(21)

Proof is found in (Scerri et al., 2008). Since the
dynamics are unknown, a joint estimation technique
is being proposed to simultaneously reconstruct both
the stochastic non-stationary spatio-temporal process
and the systems dynamics from the noise-corrupted observations. This research necessitates real-time learning of the model parameters and states, with the most
widely used techniques being the online version of the
Expectation-Maximisation (EM) algorithm, particle filters and the Dual Kalman filter. Despite being a mathematically rigorous technique, the online version of the
EM algorithm is not easily applicable to different solutions due to the possible intractability of the maximisation function (Ozkan, Fritsche & Gustafsson, 2012). On
the other hand, although particle filters are easily applicable to varied dynamics and provide accurate and rigorous solutions, they carry a significant computational
burden which can easily become excessive in a spatiotemporal setting (Kwok, Fox & Meila, 2004). Thus, the
dual Kalman filter was chosen for this application due
to its low computational cost, easy of adoption, rapid
convergence and well-studied behaviour (Wan, van der
Merwe & Nelson, 1999).
The state estimates based upon the initial estimates of
θ are obtained from the first state space representation
given in (3) and (12). Estimates of the parameter θ
based on the values from first state-space model, are
then obtained from the state space representation given
by:
θ(t + 1) = Iθ(t) + q(t)

(22)

x(t + 1) = B(x(t))θ + w(t)

(23)
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Marine Pollution Spread Modelling and Interpolation

An important contribution of this research was to apply
the developed models on a real data set. To the author’s
best knowledge, this is the first application of such a
methodology to real data. The marine pollution dataset
was provided by NORUS, a north American and Norwegian educational programme (Medina, Moline, Clark &
Wood, 2011). Its main focus is the study of the effect of
climate change on the ecosystems and living organisms.
Part of the data required for NORUS is obtained via
the Slocum Glider (Medina et al., 2011), an autonomous underwater robot.
The dataset used for this project was taken from
this glider deployed in the fjord of Svalbard, Norway.
The glider’s mission extended from longitude 13.3042◦
East to 16.6875◦ East and latitude 78.1042◦ North and
78.7042◦ North (Medina et al., 2011). During the 17day mission, which began on June 30, 2009, the glider
collected a large data set of measurements for each of
its 20 onboard sensors. The data set available for this
research includes the position of the glider and the oxygen concentration at the robot’s location and the time
of measurement. Oxygen concentration is an important
indicator of water quality, and it is envisaged that this
methodology can adequately capture its spatio-temporal
evolution from the measured data in real time. Such behaviour is similar to other spreading pollutants in large
bodies of water which may necessitate real-time spatiotemporal interpolation and prediction in the natural disaster scenarios.

4.1

Pre-Processing of Data

The stochastic spatio-temporal measurement of interest
in this research is the oxygen concentration. Thus,
these measurements were plotted against their discrete
sampling instances as shown in Figure 1. This plot
shows variations in oxygen concentrations with time as
the glider is moving and collecting the data. It indicwww.xjenza.org
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ates that there exists a cyclical variation in the oxygen
readings.

• Cluster 1
l(t) = m1 + c1 d + r(t)

(24)

l(t) = m2 + c2 d + r(t)

(25)

l(t) = m3 + r(t)

(26)

l(t) = m4 + r(t)

(27)

• Cluster 2

• Cluster 3
• Cluster 4
where l(t) is the oxygen level, d is the depth, m is the
mean of the data, c is the linear regression model parameter and r(t) represents the residual left after detrending. Using Least Squares estimation, the model parameters obtained are presented in Table 2.
Figure 1: Oxygen concentration plotted against time.
Table 2: Simulation function and parameters.

With the aim to visualise the main causes of the cyclic variations in oxygen concentration, a similar graph of
the depth against the time instances is shown in Figure
2 . Both Figures 1 and 2 are seen to exhibit very similar behaviour, each having similar cycles at the same
time instances. This highlights the strong relationship
between oxygen concentration and depth.

Parameter

Value

m1
c1
m2
c2
m3
m4

3.1947
1.2115
−1.1732
−0.9596
1.0678
−8.6269

A plot of the detrended version of the original data
set is given in Figure 3. This figure indicates that the
residuals form a horizontal band about zero and have a
very small variance up to a depth of 6m. Moving, however, to a greater depth, even though the mean remains
around zero, the variance is significantly larger.

Figure 2: Depth variation as the glider is moving in time.

A detrending procedure was carried out to capture
the apparent relationship between the oxygen level and
the depth. Detrending is often applied to remove a feature thought to distort or obscure the relationships of
interest (Chatfield, 2004). After detrending, to facilitate interpretation and modelling of the dataset, trend
estimation was carried out. In trend estimation, a model
is developed to pick up the main characteristics of the
data. Based on this pre-processing procedure, the residuals were clustered into four groups, with models for
each cluster given by:
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.03

Figure 3: Detrended Data.
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To verify if significant spatial and temporal correlations are still present after detrending, correlation coefficients are obtained. The correlogram presented in Figure 4, facilitates the interpretation of the results of the
autocorrelation coefficients. The 95% confidence intervals are also included in Figure 4. Values outside these
confidence intervals are considered to be statistically insignificant. Figure 4 shows that significant spatial and
temporal correlations still exist in the residues since values at low lag exhibit correlation coefficients well beyond
the 95% confidence interval.

Figure 4: Correlogram for the Detrended Data.

4.2

Spatio-Temporal Modelling

Since the pollution spread dynamics are unknown, the
reconstruction being proposed reconstructs both the
spatio-temporal process and the model kernel via the
joint estimation technique in real-time. This is carried
out based on the spatial location of the measurements
and their evolution through time. Fourier and correlation analysis were used to identify the bandwidth and
kernel support of the data as suggested in (Scerri et al.,
2008). Based on this analysis, a spatio-temporal model
was proposed using cubic B-splines as the basis functions. The functions and parameters for reconstruction
of both the process and the underlying dynamics are
presented in Table 3.
The tests carried out on the proposed interpolation
technique measure the accuracy of the spatio-temporal
interpolation. To quantify the accuracy of the reconstructed spatio-temporal process, Table 4 shows the
Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) difference between the
measured spatio-temporal process and the reconstructed process. These RMSE measures indicate relatively
small errors between the measurements and the recon10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.03
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Table 3: Simulation function and parameters.

Function and Parameter
λ(s)
h(s)
ny
nθ
nϑ
nx = nρ
basis locations for z(s, t)
basis locations for k(s)
basis locations for h(s)

Simulation Value
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

δ(s)
2
0.3 exp( s3 )
3134
3
3
7
{−11, −7.5, ..., 10}
{−3.5, 0, 3.5}
{−3.5, 0, 3.5}

structed field. The values from Table 4 show that for
the randomly chosen time points, the proposed methodology for real-time estimation of the parameters and the
states obtained a reasonably smoothed representation
of the measured data. Running on standard computer
hardware with Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-2670QM CPU at
2.20GHz processor and 8GB of main memory, the computational time for each time point was approximately
0.388s, thus near immediate estimates are obtained for
each now measured field. Most importantly, the overall
RMSE over all time points is measured at 0.5345mg/l,
indicating that the proposed procedure for real-time
parameter and state estimation was able to pick the
main process behaviour at each time and the interpolated behaviour is a good representative sample of the
general behaviour.
The widely used 10-fold validation method (McLachlan, Do & Ambroise, 2004) is used as a validation of
the proposed methodology. Thus, a sample of 300-time
points is removed from the data set for each run to be
used as a validation set. The advantage of this method
is that all observations are used for both training and
validation, and each observation is used for validation
only once. The RMSE of each fold used as a validation
set is presented in Table 5. For each fold, the results
show that good estimates are obtained with low RMSEs
and relatively low percentage errors. Moreover for each
fold tested, the kernel parameters converged to the same
values, obtaining a repeatable kernel reconstruction.

4.3

Comparison with Other Interpolation Techniques

Furthermore, standard spatial interpolation techniques
provided by the latest GIS software were used to compare their performance with the results obtained from
the proposed real-time methodology. 10-fold validation
was carried out for each interpolation technique available in GIS software. The results from each interpolation technique are included in Table 6 together with
the spatio-temporal methodology developed in this pawww.xjenza.org
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Table 4: RMSE of the reconstructed spatio-temporal process for the randomly chosen time points.

t

RMSE (mg/l)

% error

t

RMSE (mg/l)

% error

89
332
787
1222
1546
1844
2385
3005

0.5004
0.5366
0.2517
0.2904
0.3534
0.3303
1.0642
0.3193

0.4924
0.4910
0.2444
0.2851
0.3440
0.3125
1.0048
0.3135

162
520
890
1329
1800
1963
2855
3118

2.0910
1.2928
2.1250
1.2021
0.5198
0.2165
2.6440
0.3247

1.9366
1.1600
2.7420
1.7563
0.5072
0.2090
2.1341
0.3188

Table 5: Overall RMSE of the reconstructed spatiotemporal process within each fold.

t

RMSE (mg/l)

% error

1:300
301:600
601:900
901:1200
1201:1500
1501:1800
1801:2100
2101:2400
2401:2700
2701:3000

0.2054
0.2942
0.3711
0.4049
0.2956
0.2396
0.3085
0.1649
0.2205
0.2262

0.2015
0.2797
0.3506
0.3826
0.2786
0.2260
0.2906
0.1555
0.2082
0.2133

per. These results show that the lowest RMSE from all
standard interpolation techniques is obtained via empirical Bayesian kriging. Nevertheless, this is still significantly outperformed by the spatio-temporal methodology
developed in this paper.
Table 6: Summary of the results for all the interpolators
which were considered.

All Functions in GIS software and developed models

RMSE
(mg/l)

Inverse Distance Weighting
Global Polynomial Interpolation - Order
10
Radial Basis Functions - Multiquadratic
Kernel
Local Polynomial Interpolator - Order 1
with Exponential Kernel
Kriging/CoKriging - Ordinary Kriging
Kriging/CoKriging - Universal Kriging
Empirical Bayesian Kriging
Diffusion Kernel
Spatio-Temporal Modelling

1.0521
2.1503

10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.03

1.0156
1.7826
1.0283
1.0283
0.9862
2.0332
0.2731

5

Conclusion

This research presented a structured approach to datadriven spatio-temporal modelling and spatial interpolation utilising a state space representation of the IDE
with parameter and state estimation in real-time. Classical interpolation theory assumes that the data collected from sensors is independent of all past signals.
However, in spatio-temporal signals, successive spatial
samples are temporally related based on the dynamics of the process under observation. Novel methods
for modelling and spatial interpolation were developed
based on multidimensional sampling theory, to cater
for noise-corrupted observations from spatially discrete
sensors. A real-time estimation procedure was utilised
to estimate the model dynamics and the hidden spatiotemporal process with the use of the dual Kalman filter.
This methodology was applied to a real data set thus
providing the very first validation of these methods on
gathered, rather than simulated data. The proposed
models together with the methodology developed, obtained better interpolative results than any competitive
spatial interpolator. This can be attributed to the use of
the temporal information in the developed interpolator.
Thus, these spatio-temporal models may aid in both the
visualisations of the data and a better understanding of
the evolving process.
To further enhance the applicability of the proposed
methodology, various other extensions could be considered. In one such extension, the assumptions of full
knowledge of the spatial response of the sensor and the
support of the continuous functions of the IDE is removed. Furthermore, the homogeneous representation
of the IDE can be altered to a spatially heterogeneous
representation allowing for the modelling and interpolation of more complex dynamics.
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Erlang is an actor-based programming

The growth of multicore, and even more recently

language used extensively for building concurrent, react-

many-core, computer processors has made concurrency

ive systems that are highly available and suer minimum

a crucial consideration for developers.

downtime. Such systems are often mission critical, mak-

age of the potential speedup that can be achieved using

ing system correctness vital.

multicore computers is one of the main driving forces for

Abstract.

Refactoring

is code re-

structuring that improves the code but does not change

programming concurrently.

behaviour. While using automated refactoring tools is

grams are dicult for developers to

less error-prone than performing refactorings manually,

tools to

automated refactoring tools still cannot guarantee that
the refactoring is correct, i.e., program behaviour is pre-

analyse.

There exist a number of

Taking advant-

However, concurrent pro-

construct

concurrency models

and for

which al-

low developers to construct concurrent programs. The

served. This leads to lack of trust in automated refact-

actor model

oring tools.

struction of concurrent programs, providing an alternat-

We rst survey solutions to this problem

is one such abstraction which eases the con-

shared memory concur-

proposed in the literature. Erlang refactoring tools as

ive to the currently predominant

commonly use approximation techniques which do not

rency model. Actors are suitable for structuring highly

guarantee behaviour while some other works propose the

concurrent software systems which scale up to many-

use of formal methodologies.

In this work we aim to

core processors, as well as scale out to clusters and the

develop a formal methodology for refactoring Erlang

cloud (Cesarini & Thompson, 2009; Haller & Sommers,

code. We study

2011). This has led to a steady stream of research and

cus on the

industrial development, contributing to a renewed in-

behavioural preorders, with a special fotesting preorder as it seems most suited to

our purpose.

terest in actors in academia (Karmani, Shali & Agha,
2009; Haller, 2012; Sutter & Larus, 2005). Examples of

1

programming languages which have adopted the actor

Introduction

model include Erlang (Armstrong, 2007; Cesarini &

There exist a number of tools which assist with the
construction and maintenance of software.
ample of such tools are

refactoring tools

One ex-

which auto-

mate the process of modifying a software system in such
a way that improves the internal structure of program
code but at the same time does not alter the external
functionality or behaviour of the code.

Examples of

such improvements include improved readability, such
as through compliance with certain code practices, improved eciency, reusability, extensibility and maintainability (Mens & Tourwé, 2004). Also, recently (Brown,
Hammond, Danelutto & Kilpatrick, 2012, 2013), the
use of refactoring tools has been proposed to automatically preform the complex task of transforming single
threaded code into
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code.
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Thompson, 2009) and Scala (Haller & Sommers, 2011).
There also exist a number of actor frameworks such as
Akka which run on the Java Virtual Machine (JVM)
with APIs available for both Java and Scala (Haller,
2012) amd Microsoft's Asynchronous Agents Library for
.NET (Karmani et al., 2009).

In our work we have

chosen to focus on Erlang as it is one of the most
mature actor languages (Armstrong, 2010).
There exist a number of refactoring tools for actorbased programming languages such as Erlang, Tidier (Sagonas & Avgerinos, 2009) and Wrangler (Li,
Thompson, Orosz & Tóth, 2008). The use of automated
refactoring tools is generally faster and less likely to introduce mistakes than refactoring manually (MurphyHill, Parnin & Black, 2009).

Despite this, refactor-
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ing tools are, as discussed in a survey by Murphy-Hill

Wrangler and RefactorErl refactorings, using Quviq's

(Murphy-Hill, 2007), largely underused.

automated testing tool QuickCheck (Hughes, 2007).

Amongst the

reasons for this phenomenon the people surveyed cited

However such methods are only approximations and

lack of trust in automated refactoring tools. To counter

thus do not supply us with denitive guarantees.

this problem, most of the refactorings provided, includ-

safety-critical software, undoing such a refactoring when

ing those by existing Erlang refactoring tools such

a bug is found, and thus when the damage may already

as Tidier (Sagonas & Avgerinos, 2009), are simple as

have been done, is unsatisfactory.

this is the only way to ensure that behaviour is pre-

troducing a bug, even for a short time, outweighs the

served. Despite this, bugs may still be found in refactor-

possible benets of refactoring.

ing tools, even after extensive testing (Li & Thompson,
2008; Soares, Gheyi, Serey & Massoni, 2010).

There-

2.2

In

The expense of in-

Formal Methodologies

fore tools permitting more complex refactorings such as

The problem of introducing bugs despite the precau-

Wrangler (Li et al., 2008) use

tions described above could potentially be avoided if

tions

side-conditions

or

asser-

to attempt to ascertain whether a refactoring is

there was a way to truly ensure that the refactoring

correct,

valid, but do not guarantee behaviour preservation. To

is

mitigate the problem, such tools, including Wrangler,

this end, there has been some previous work on the use

are often

of

semi-automatic,

thus necessitating some hu-

man interaction and support an

undo mechanism

which

i.e., that behaviour has been preserved.

formal techniques

haviour preservation.

To

which may be used to ensure beWork carried out by Ward and

Mens and Tourwé (2004) state is required when a tool

Bennett (Ward & Bennett, 1995), Li and Thompson

cannot guarantee behaviour preservation.

(Li & Thompson, 2005) and Sultana and Thompson

In this paper, we rst survey and discuss existing

(Sultana & Thompson, 2008) use a number of dier-

methodologies for determining behaviour preservation

ent formal techniques to determine whether behaviour

in refactoring tools in Section 2. In this section, we dis-

has been preserved, similar to the goals of this work.

cuss both approximation techniques and precise formal

Complementary to such techniques there are also

graph

techniques. We then discuss in Section 3 how to apply

transformations

previous work to develop a formal behavioural theory

graph, and restructurings correspond to transformation

for Erlang and which may be applied to Erlang re-

rules.

factoring tools. Section 4 concludes.

occurrences of poor design patterns with good design

2

Techniques used to prevent erroneous refactorings

In this section we give an overview of techniques commonly used to prevent erroneous refactorings. We rst

whereby software is represented as a

Graph transformations are ideal for replacing

patterns (Mens, Demeyer, Bois, Stenten & Gorp, 2003;
Mens & Tourwé, 2004).

These graph transformations

must be formally proven to be correct.
2.2.1

Previous applications of formal methodologies

present a brief overview of approximation techniques

Ward and Bennett's (Ward & Bennett, 1995) Wide

commonly used which do not guarantee behaviour pre-

Spectrum Language (WSL) is a simple, unambiguous,

servation. We then discuss formal methodologies used

formal language with pre-proven refactorings, thus guar-

in previous work.

anteeing the refactoring's correctness.

2.1

Approximation Techniques

Translators are

then written to and from WSL to the target language.
Using an intermediate language in this tool proved to

A number of approximation techniques exist for determ-

be useful beyond the usual advantages of code improve-

ining behaviour preservation. One relatively simple and

ment as it may be used for reverse engineering, that

common way to check for a refactoring's correctness is

is to generate specications and to translate code from

to perform conditional checks on the code. These come

one language to another.

in the form of (1)

is very general purpose, their translated code is often

invariants that should remain satised
throughout the process, and (2) pre- and postconditions
that should hold before and after the refactoring has

However, as their language

cumbersome and the translations themselves cannot be
formally proven to be accurate.

been applied respectively. These conditions serve only

Work (Li & Thompson, 2005) exists on proving be-

to approximate correctness as only some of the set of all

haviour preserving refactorings for the Haskell, which is

possible properties are checked. Additionally, statically

a functional programming language like Erlang. They

checking certain properties may be computationally ex-

formalise a core subset of Haskell using a simple lambda-

pensive or impossible. An example of such work includes

calculus and a number of semantic equivalence reduction

Li and Thompson (2007) work checking Wrangler (Li et

rules. Each rule is known to preserve semantic equival-

al., 2008) refactorings and Drienyovszky et al.'s work

ence, thus a refactoring made up of a combination of

(Drienyovszky, Horpácsi & Thompson, 2010) checking

these rules is also considered semantically equivalent.
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pari and Zavattaro note that a lot of research, including
equivalence theories, use process algebras, mathemat-

More recently, and more similar to our ultimate goal,

ical languages used for describing and verifying proper-

π -calculus.

is the work of Sultana and Thompson (2008) who use

ties of concurrent systems such as CCS and

a proof assistant Isabelle/HOL to verify refactorings for

However, they argue that such calculi are very dier-

two fragments (Sultana & Thompson, 2008) of the pro-

ent from the calculi developed for the actor model and

gramming languages Haskell and Erlang, using pre-

real object-oriented and actor languages.

conditions and behavioural equivalence. They aimed to

fore develop an actor calculus and Labelled Transition

study the methodology for equivalence checking, which

Systems (LTS) that have a clean formal denition, like

could later be extended for larger, more realistic lan-

π -calculus,

guages and for larger refactorings.

actors. They then use the language to study asynchron-

Their preliminary

while capturing essential features specic to

observations are promising.

ous bisimulation equivalence.

3

3.2

Aims

Given

the

previous

work

on

formal

methodologies

They there-

Behavioural equivalences

Given a language formalisation for Erlang, we may

behavioural equivalences.

for guaranteeing behaviour preservation for refactoring

then study

tools, particularly Sultana and Thompson's (Sultana &

valences are used to determine in which cases two sub-

Behavioural equi-

Thompson, 2008) work, we felt that it would be ap-

programs oer similar interaction capabilities when run

propriate to delve deeper into the topic of behavioural

in the context of any larger program, and thus seem like

equivalence. To this end, we rst discuss formal means

an ideal candidate to be applied to refactoring tools.

of modelling the Erlang language which may then be

However, there is a large number of relevant properties

used to prove behavioural properties of the language

which may need to be considered. This has led to the
development of many dierent equivalences theories. An

3.1

Language Formalisations

extensive description and a lattice of known behavioural

To be able to study behavioural equivalence theories for
refactoring Erlang code, we rst construct a formal
calculus for the language.

In this section we give a

review of existing actor and Erlang language calculi
which may be used or adapted for this work.
There is a series of works which build on each other
that attempt to formalise Erlang, namely those of
Fredlund (2001), Claessen and Svensson (2005), Svensson and Fredlund (2007) and (Svensson, Fredlund &
Earle, 2010).

These formalisations occurred post-hoc,

that is after the Erlang language was created. Their
aim was to create a faithful representation of the Er-

lang compiler so as to study the behaviour of actors in
local and distributed settings and encourage discussion
on how the Erlang language may be better understood
and improved. Francalanza and Seychell (2013) model
the basic Erlang functions and also the tracing mechanism available in the Erlang Virtual Machine (EVM).
These previous works dier from ours as they do not discuss behavioural theories.
Similar to our goals, Thati (2003) and Gaspari and
Zavattaro (1999, 2000) develop actor calculi to study
equivalence theories. Thati develops an actor calculus,
in this case to study the may testing preorder.

How-

ever, while his aim is closest to ours, the actor language
developed in this work is essentially a variant of asynchronous

π -calculus with a type system enforcing discip-

equivalences and preorders over LTS, ordered by inclusion, can be found in the literature e.g. (van Glabbeek,
2001). To determine which behavioural theory should be
used, we must rst have a well-dened notion of what
a safe or acceptable refactoring is.

One denition, as

dened in the original thesis about refactoring by Opdyke (Opdyke, 1992), is that behaviour is preserved if
for the same sequence of inputs one receives the same
sequence of outputs. However, this is not always sucient, for example:

•

Real-time software should preserve all temporal
constraints, and

•

Embedded software has memory constraints and
power consumption which may need to be preserved
by refactoring (Mens & Tourwé, 2004).

In our case we have decided to focus solely on the
denition of behaviour preservation provided by Opdyke
(Opdyke, 1992) mentioned previously.

This denition

is similar to that for the testing behavioural equivalences by De Nicola and Hennessy (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1984).

In their work De Nicola and Hennessy

A and B , behaviour is
A passes a set of tests, then B will also
pass these tests. When applied to refactoring A would
be the program before refactoring and B the program
state that if given two programs,
preserved if when

after refactoring. By generalising the set of tests to all
possible tests, this condition may be reformulated as:

line on the use of names. This means he forgoes actor
features such as mailboxes and the

become

primitive is

reduced to an input (without pattern matching). Gas-
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In this way, we will be able to determine that the

Brown, C., Hammond, K., Danelutto, M. & Kilpatrick,

output after refactoring has not changed and thus the

P. (2012). A language-independent parallel refact-

refactoring is correct.

oring framework. In

Unfortunately this reasoning is impractical, as one
cannot run the set of all possible tests in a nite amount

tools

Proc. fth work. refactoring

(pp. 5458). WRT '12. New York, NY, USA:

ACM.

of time. We therefore plan to investigate an alternative

Brown, C., Hammond, K., Danelutto, M., Kilpatrick, P.,

theory that facilitates reasoning about our testing equi-

Schöner, H. & Breddin, T. (2013). Paraphrasing:

valence. The technical development does not follow dir-

Generating Parallel Programs Using Refactoring.

ectly from previous work (Castellani & Hennessy, 1998;

In B. Beckert, F. Damiani, F. S. Boer & M. M.

Boreale, De Nicola & Pugliese, 2002; Thati, 2003) as

Bonsangue (Eds.),

certain characteristics pertaining to actor systems complicate the development of our alternative preorder.

4

behaviour preservation of a program after refactorWhile a number of approximation techniques ex-

ist, these cannot ensure that bugs are not introduced
when refactoring. Thus, we focus on formal techniques,
mainly behavioural equivalence, as a means of formally
proving and thus ensuring that program behaviour was
not modied when refactoring.
Using the literature surveyed as a starting point, in
our work we develop a formal calculus for the Erlang
language and a behavioural equivalence technique using
the calculus which is suitable for refactoring tools. One
possible starting point is using testing equivalences by
De Nicola and Hennessy (De Nicola & Hennessy, 1984)
as it is very similar to the denition of behaviour preservation found in the original thesis about refactoring
by Opdyke (Opdyke, 1992). As reasoning using testing
equivalence is often cumbersome, we are also tasked with
developing an alternative theory for reasoning about
testing equivalence, tailored for our Erlang calculus.
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Abstract. COST Action IS1205 aims at advancing
knowledge and promoting networking among historians and social psychologists to analyse the role played
by social representations of history in Europe. Social
representations of history are central to the identity of
groups that may or may not form the majority in any
given country. In Europe, these representations are at
best diverse, at worst fragmented, among various national and ethnic groups, either in the same country
or across the continent. If left unexplored and unexplained, these social (mis)representations can incite adverse emotions, in turn influencing group behaviours
and possibly leading to intergroup rivalry. Bridging the
two disciplines through representatives from 28 countries, Action IS1205 addresses this issue by coordinating research on the role of: social cognitive processes in
shaping lay representations of history; lay representation of history through the concepts of nationhood and
identities; social-psychological studies of the narrative
transmission of history through textbooks and the media; lay representation of history and group-based emotions in shaping attitudes, intergroup conflict and reconciliation processes.

1
1.1

Introduction
What is the relationship between
History and Social Psychology?

The field of psychology is largely defined as ‘the science
of human behaviour’. Social psychology is that branch
which deals specifically with human interaction. It seeks
to establish general laws which describe and explain social relations. If such general principles of human behaviour could be established, it becomes more possible

Correspondence to: S. Azzopardi (simone.azzopardi@um.edu.mt)

c 2015 Xjenza Online

to determine social contexts in such a way as to offer
optimal benefits to members of society, predict social
behaviour, and reduce conflict Gergen, 1973.
History as a discipline is concerned with the course of
international relations, nations and social institutions
(political, financial, educational structures), economic
and social development, social groups and movements
(civil right protestors, student activists, strikers, trade
unions), and of groups of people (women, minorities,
children, migrant labourers). Historians focus on the
history of particular systems, analyse the history of periods and events, and study the processes and actions of
men/women cutting across various system levels Runyan, 1988. Therefore, history is fundamentally a study
about people, unpredictable beings who make this discipline an investigation of angles and curves, rather than
linear developments. Time and place are two crucial
factors that any historian has to consider when trying
to make sense of the experiences of the past Buttigieg,
2011.
Even from these very broad definitions, the relationship between the two disciplines could be easily drawn.
The disciplines of social psychology and history share a
fundamental concern with the human condition, be it in
the form of ‘individual and collective beliefs, mentalities,
human behaviour and motivation, memory, personalities, emotions and feelings.’ Tileagă and Byford, 2014. In
spite of the long history of mutual suspicion and interdisciplinary uneasiness, recent works and projects are
seeking to underline that the similarities between these
two sciences outnumber their differences, and that subsequently, there are more benefits to derive from dialogue than from competition. This is the core remit of
COST Action IS1205.
As economic historian Koji Yamamoto and social psy-
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chologist Vlad Glaveanu note:
Social psychologists can benefit from engaging
with historical sources by being able to contextualise their findings and enrich their theoretical models. . . . On the other hand, historians can enhance their analysis of historical
sources by drawing upon the conceptual tools
developed in social psychology [and] to ‘test’
these tools and contribute to their validation
and enrichment from completely different perspectives. Glăveanu and Yamamoto, 2012
The attempt of bridging history and social psychology is not particular to this Action. This exercise of
bringing the two disciplines closer together is embedded
in a rich academic body of research and analysis from
both ends of the spectrum. Scholars in social psychology, such as Münsterberg (1899), Gergen (1973), Runyan (1988), and historians such as Bloch (1924), Scott
(2012), Millstone (2012) have long underlined the need
of mutual exploration of the two disciplines, primarily
in the analysis of collective memory.
These previous attempts notwithstanding, the distance between the two sciences remained, in that the
effort was largely made by one side only, and not simultaneously. The process therefore has been fraught
with theoretical and epistemological tensions, misunderstandings and mutual suspicion. Indeed, this is the gap
that Action IS1205 tries to bridge. By providing a solid
framework and forum for experts from both fields, this
COST Action is ensuring two-way coordination of the
bridging process. Research is still underway. Yet, constructive and promising results already point towards a
hopefully successful exercise.

1.2

What is COST and Action IS1205?

COST is an intergovernmental framework for European
Cooperation in Science and Technology.1 Its multidisciplinary element is clearly reflected in the nine key
domains which it promotes, ranging from biomedicine
and molecular biosciences to transport and urban development, from physics and nano-sciences to individuals,
societies, cultures and health. Action IS12052 is specifically on social psychological dynamics of historical
representations in the enlarged European Union and it
aims at advancing knowledge on the role played by social representations of history in processes of ethnic and
national constructions of European identities, and intergroup conflicts. The Action is stimulating scientific
cooperation among social psychologists and historians
from around 27 European countries and Israel, along
1 http://www.cost.eu/

[Last accessed: 28 Aug. 2014]
[Last accessed: 28 Aug.

2 http://costis1205.wix.com/home

2014]
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with the Palestinian Authority, New Zealand, and Argentina.
The Action also plans to influence and shape both scientific and public domains through academic and public dissemination. Throughout the estimated four years
allocated for this Action (2012-6), the participating historians and social psychologists seek to: complement
and expand existing knowledge regarding the psychological processes involved in the development and maintenance of lay representations of history; understand
how representations of the past are collectively elaborated and remembered; complement and expand existing
social psychological theories of intergroup relations and
prejudice by integrating a historical dimension; identify,
through concerted data collection, representations of the
past that inform contemporary political conflicts across
Europe; provide insight into how group-based emotions
influence processes of collective remembering, identities, and intergroup relations; provide guidelines for the
teaching of history of intergroup conflicts through reviewed pedagogical methods in the teaching of history;
inform political decision-makers about the influence of
lay representations of history, and history education on
identities and intergroup relations through a brief policy
briefing; prepare a concerted research project that will
be submitted to a series of research-funding sources,
such as Horizon 2020 and Eurocores.

2
2.1

Working Groups
The Working Groups (WGs): Work
in Progress

The four working groups (WGs) through which these
objectives will be achieved share the ultimate goal of exploring the interplay between lay representations of history, social identities and intergroup conflict. Although
working relatively independently to ensure free choice of
the most appropriate methods according to the respective group objectives, the four teams are bound by a set
of common tasks. All four groups set off by reviewing
the relevant literature from both disciplines in a concerted effort to increase mutual awareness of what already
exists in the respective fields. This proved crucial to
the build-up of ideas and the planning of future projects within the respective remits, while also establishing opportunities of cooperation with the other research
groups.
By pooling in the individual research agenda and
expertise, the participants collaborated to consolidate
common research projects(s) which run in line with the
individual area of interests so that contribution would
be more forthcoming. It is noteworthy that in all WGs,
more than one research project has been identified,
which has motivated the formation of subgroups. These
www.xjenza.org
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have already developed or are still in the process of developing research methods and designs that would contribute to updating the broader research agenda of each
of the WGs.
Indeed, it is an important requisite that all subgroups
of each of the WGs meet at the same time and in the
same location so that, while getting enough space to
work on their own, the subgroups would be able to
mutualise their research findings and build a comprehensive and compact picture of their results. In other
instances, two WGs may even plan to hold their meetings contemporaneously or to hold joint sessions where
necessary. This in turn facilitates coordination of studies among the four WGs. Such orchestrated research is
then aimed at informing the public, academics, journalists and decision-makers about the social psychological
correlations of lay representation of history.3
2.1.1

Working Group 1

38

highly identified participants. The tool used in this
study is a computer-administered personality inventory,
the Michigan Omnibus Personality Inventory (MOPI).
Each participant answers a number of items and reads
a set of statements about citizens from two different
countries: the participant’s country and another country. This survey would then explore the way people
process and remember information about their own and
other cultural groups.
As for subgroup 4, it is organised in two groups.
The first one is concerned with the effects of exposure
to counter-stereotypical narratives on attribution. The
second deals with the effects of exposure to counterstereotypical narratives on cognitive processing by exploring the relationship between the commitment to the
group narrative and the level of interest in the facts depicted by the narrative.
Subproject 5 is focused on the influence of historical
analogies on current political judgement and attitudes.
An online study on the current Ukraine conflict (Crimea
crisis) has been undertaken. The conclusions allowed for
too many interpretations. This has given rise to several
follow-up studies during the autumn of 2014.
As for Subproject 6, it has prepared a theoretical paper on historical culture.

The first WG focuses on the role of social cognitive processes in shaping lay representation of history. It is coled by social psychologists Olivier Klein, Karen Douglas
and Susanne Bruckmüller and includes six subgroups.
It investigates the psychological processes that explain
how communities forge collective memories around historical events. This in turn is meant to assist historians
in avoiding biases in historical accounts.
Subgroup 1 is concerned with ‘examining how ordinary people interpret historical events in a general sense
by investigating what in history is considered important and worthy of an explanation – and what is not.’
A study has already been undertaken to gauge how ‘ordinary’ people assess a given set of important events in
European history. The second part of the project focuses on people’s construals of the beginning versus the
ending of an historical event. The initial hypothesis is
that people would attach more importance to the beginnings of the events rather than the endings.
Subgroup 2 examines the influence of labelling a piece
of information as a ‘conspiracy theory’ on the way that
it is received. In the upcoming studies, the group plans
to directly manipulate rationality by instructing participants to behave in a rational versus an intuitive
way. This is meant to further explore how ‘people’s
self-concepts of rationality interact with the way information is presented’, in turn offering a deeper insight into
people’s interpretation of political and historical events.
Subproject 3 is concerned with the epistemic and affiliative functions of collective memory or what has been
termed ‘mnemic neglect’. The main hypothesis is that
positive behaviours of in-group members will be better remembered than negative behaviours, especially by

Social psychologist Denis Hilton, and historians Chantal
Kesteloot and Alberto Sá head WG2 which deals with
lay representation of history in Europe, and focuses on
concepts of nationhood and identities. It is concerned
with ‘the content, structure, and properties of social representations of history, and how they relate with ethnic,
national and European identities.’ A study around this
issue has already been undertaken by analysing the conceptions of world history from data collected from 30
counties in Europe, Asia, Australasia, North and South
America Liu et al., 2012. This WG2 now aims at conducting a similar study on Europe only.4
Three subgroups have been formed to facilitate this
exercise, each focusing more specifically on WWI, colonialism and social representations of European history.
Jointly, these subgroups are interested in uncovering the
commonalities and differences in representations of historical events across Europe; analysing how the identification with the nation and with the continent correlates with differences in conceptions of national and
European history, respectively; exploring the ‘moral lessons’ that people draw from historical events; evaluating
how conceptions of nationhood and lay representations
of national and continental history relate, or otherwise,
with existing intergroup attitudes; and exploring how

3 http://costis1205.wix.com/home#!working-groups/ciop
[Last accessed: 28 Aug. 2014]

4 http://costis1205.wix.com/home#!working-groups/ciop
[Last accessed: 28 Aug. 2014]
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Working Group 2
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these conceptions relate with attitudes towards immigrants and acculturation processes in the receiving countries.
The first subgroup honed in on WWI by launching
a Europe-wide survey among the participants and any
other interested third parties. The participants collected/are collecting survey data about the way this war
is represented nowadays, and how it relates with current attitudes and ideological positioning. This survey
will ultimately help members to draw European comparisons, and to assess how commemorations will affect
those representations and attitudes. The data is collected from undergraduate psychology (n ≥ 100) and
history (n ≥ 100) students in each participating country.
Three countries (Serbia, Belgium and Finland) have
collected big enough samples to start some analysis
work. Although incomplete, preliminary conclusions are
indicative of certain results. It turns out that the respondents have very minimal knowledge of WWI, that
they believe that the war was the result of animosities between the leaders of different nations rather than
a conflict between peoples, and that a nation’s people
and soldiers were constrained – rather than willing – to
live the war and to fight for their country.
Subgroup 2 runs on the same lines as the World History Survey, but is focused on Europe instead. It is in
course of drafting a similar survey as that of the World
History Survey for circulation among its participants.
The third subgroup is concerned about social representations of colonialism and their implications in contemporary intercultural relationships. Historically, colonialism had a profound impact on the way formerly
colonised peoples, as well as formerly colonising ones,
represent themselves, the others, and the world Volpato
and Licata, 2010. However, the history of colonialism
is hardly taught in most European countries. This subgroup is investigating how collective memories of the
colonial period in different settings relate with current
intergroup representations and attitudes. A text-book
analysis in a selection of former colonised and colonising
countries is currently underway.
2.1.3

Working Group 3

Co-led by Tibor Polya and Eva Fülöp, WG3 deals with
social-psychological studies of the narrative transmission of history. The participants are chiefly working on
narratives as presented in history textbooks to study
how institutional presentation of the past is diffused
and consumed by younger generations. The initial assumptions are two: history textbooks currently used in
schools serve as materials of social representations; historical texts, because of their inevitable narrative style,
are conducive to evoke empathy. Based on these two
points, history textbooks become sources of identifica10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.05

tion, which may project nationalism and therefore create
distortions of social identity and representation. To this
effect, the group has selected particular events, namely
WWI and WWII and the colonial past, and a number of
selective media about them, namely novels, movies and
textbooks, to study their content and narratives.5
This WG is also using computer-assisted techniques of
text analysis. This is the linguistic development environment NOOJ that includes large-coverage dictionaries,
grammars and parses corpora in real time. Dictionaries
and grammars are applied to texts in order to locate
morphological, lexical and syntactic patterns and tag
simple and compound words. NOOJ dictionaries and
grammars can be built by users and they can process
a dozen languages, including some Roman, Germanic,
Slavic, Semitic and Asian languages, as well as Hungarian. It will be used to analyse various psychological
dimensions in history textbooks.6
2.1.4

Working Group 4

The fourth and final WG, headed by Michal Bilewicz
& Sabina Čehajić-Clancy, covers the roles of lay representations of history and group-based emotions in intergroup conflict and reconciliation processes. This group
is working on the interplay between such specific historyrelated emotions as collective guilt, shame and pride,
and intergroup mediation or confrontation.
Research on collective guilt has already yielded important results. What WG4 is in the course of doing
is to extend this research further to cover the following areas: the conditions under which intergroup apologies and reparations satisfy their target groups; why
some people defend against national guilt and others
accept it; how victimisation influences intergroup attitudes; and how to temper the role of historical moral
schemes in present day political attitudes.7
WG4 has established several project lines: to explore
the extent to which and how intergroup relations in
ethnically-mixed countries are determined by the different historical beliefs about ownership or authoctony;
to look into the adherence to the ‘official’ historical narrative; to evaluate the dimensions of national identification; to assess the impact of official apologies on victim or perpetrator group members; or to investigate the
role played by historical moral exemplars in historical
narratives. Besides this, WG4 has also performed several studies in countries where historical genocides took
place (Bosnia & Herzegovina, Poland), looking into how
perpetrator, victim and bystander groups construe the
past, with a view to analyse which strategies can be em5 http://costis1205.wix.com/home#!working-groups/ciop

[Last accessed: 28 Aug. 2014]
6 www.noojnlp.net/ [Last accessed: 28 Aug. 2014]
7 http://costis1205.wix.com/home#{}!working-groups/ciop
[Last accessed: 28 Aug. 2014]
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ployed to foster reconciliation between them. The main
subgroups deal with the following specified areas: victims and perpetrators - contemporary social perceptions
of Fascism in different European countries; responsibility displacement; moral exemplars in history; historical
representations of the Holocaust; parrhesiastic reconciliation.

3

Conclusion

The interaction of history and social psychology in this
Action is seeking to find ways in which the past can be
better understood in the present, while acknowledging
that the present is forever informing perceptions of the
past. The work in progress is successfully exploring the
healthy symbiosis between the two fields and the participants are already reaping the benefits of this intensive dialogue. Some limitations have emerged, such as
the numerical imbalance of social psychologists over historians, and the theoretical versus the interpretational
priorities of social psychologists and historians, respectively. However, the increasing mutual awareness of the
common grounds between the two disciplines means that
the participants are constantly seeking to work on the
strong points between them in search of the broader objective of Action IS1205.
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Numerical Modelling of Soil Erosion Susceptibility in the Maltese
Islands using Geographic Information Systems and the Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation (RUSLE)
D. Sultana
Malta Environment and Planning Authority, St Francis Ravelin, Floriana, FRN1230, Malta
Abstract. The Mediterranean region is subject to
various factors that exacerbate soil erosion pressures.
Such factors include agricultural land fragmentation and
abandonment, unsustainable agricultural practices and
rapid urbanisation. Soil erosion in the Maltese Islands
has been identified as a predominating land degradation process and a major threat to the sustainability of
the agricultural sector. The small scale of the Maltese
Islands facilitates an in detail national study of soil
erosion processes and contributing socio-economic dynamics. The research methods, erosion rate values and
controlling dynamics discussed in this work have a particular relevance to the Mediterranean area.

1

The Mediterranean region is particularly susceptible to
erosion (EEA, 1999). High erosion rates, in conjunction
to slow soil formation, lead to irreversible reductions of
Mediterranean soil quality and quantity.
The Maltese Islands (Figure 1) are located in the
centre of the Mediterranean Sea. The Islands have a
total land area of 316 km2 and comprise three main islands, Malta, Gozo and Comino, and a number of outlying islets.

Introduction

Soil erosion is triggered by a combination of natural and
anthropogenic factors that include steep slope gradients,
intense precipitation, low vegetation cover and inappropriate land use (Renschler, Mannaerts & Diekkrüger,
1999; Wischmeier & Smith, 1978). Prolonged erosion
leads to an irreversible loss of ecological and agricultural soil function and associated ecosystems services.
Erosion reduces agricultural productivity, posing limitations to sustainable agricultural use. The aspect of soil
erosion that causes most concern is the loss of topsoil,
the most fertile part of the soil profile (Gobin et al.,
2004).
The Global Assessment of Human-induced Soil Degradation (GLASOD) map estimates that 114 million
hectares are affected by human-induced soil erosion
(Oldeman, Hakkeling & Sombroek, 1991). The principal
drivers of soil erosion in the European Union are unsustainable agricultural practices, overgrazing, deforestation and construction activities (Oldeman et al., 1991).
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Figure 1: Map of the Maltese Islands (from (Ezilon, 2009))

The Maltese Islands have a semi-arid Mediterranean
climate, with mild, wet winters and hot, dry summers.
The average annual rainfall is around 524 mm and the
average yearly temperature is 22.5 ◦C. Rainfall is characterised by storms of high intensity and relatively short
duration (Government of Malta, 2002).
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The Maltese Islands, and indeed the rest of the Mediterranean, are subject to various local factors which exacerbate soil erosion pressures. Such factors include agricultural land fragmentation and abandonment, limited
soil agriculture suitability, unsustainable agricultural
practice, rapid urbanisation, limited water resources and
rapidly modernising social structure. As a consequence
of the above interacting factors, soil erosion has been
identified as a predominating land degradation process
and a major threat to the sustainability of the agricultural sector (Tanti, Role, Borg & Calleja, 2002).
Maltese soil erosion risk modelling predating this article consisted of a numerical model developed by Tanti
et al. (2002) assessing the northwestern region of Malta.
The model identified areas threatened by soil erosion on
the basis of geological substrate, slope, retaining rubble
walls state and land cover. Model results clearly indicated that the assessed area was subject to high soil
erosion rates (Tanti et al., 2002).
Presently, a large variety of empirical, semi-empirical,
and physical process-based soil erosion risk models are
available (Gitas, Douros, Minakou & Silleos, 2009; Erkal
& Yildirim, 2012). The most widely applied empirical
model (Fistikoglu & Harmancioglu, 2002) for assessing
soil erosion by water driven mechanisms is the Universal
Soil Loss Equation (USLE), developed by Wischmeier
and Smith (1978). The USLE and its revision RUSLE
(Renard, Foster, Weesies, McCool & Yoder, 1997) apply
more than 40 years of experimental field observations
gathered by the Agricultural Research Service of the
USDA (Novotny & Olem, 1994). The RUSLE is applied
is this study.
The dynamic relationship between human activities
and resulting soil erosion requires that erosion be monitored. Regular monitoring allows competent authorities to appreciate the influence policy and land use
change mechanisms have on soil erosion. Our study
aims to provide quantitative estimates of soil erosion
by water of the Maltese Islands for the year 2013.
The discussion section examines the interaction between
the socio-economic situation and consequent effects on
soil erosion. This approach ties environmental science
to policy issues and provides an integrated approach
through which professionals and government may prioritise and present context specific erosion control measures. In this framework, high erosion risk areas are
singled out, the physical, socio-economic and policy
mechanisms influencing the area identified, and erosion
control measures, via policy and physical intervention,
suggested and implemented to reduce risk.

2

Methods

The RUSLE technique was applied and built into a
GIS-based model. Relevant model input parameters
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.06
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were prepared separately and stored as GIS vector layers. Five vector layers, each representative of RUSLE
factors, were converted to raster layers with a grid resolution of 50 metres. Each cell has a value representative of the area’s factor value. Each raster layer was then
combined in the GIS model to calculate soil loss for each
cell in the study area for the year 2013. The predicted
soil losses were verified against field observations of soil
erosion made at the end of the 2013 winter season. The
section below discusses the method followed to obtain
the five RUSLE factor values.

2.1

RUSLE factors

The factors assessed in the RUSLE are rainfall erosivity (R), soil erodibility (K), slope length and steepness
(LS), cover and management practices (C) and conservation practices (P) (Wischmeier & Smith, 1978). These
factors are combined in a numerical formula (equation
1). The computation returns soil loss per unit area,
equivalent to predicted erosion in ton hectare−1 year−1
(Gitas et al., 2009).
A = R × K × LS × C × P

(1)

where A = average annual soil loss (t ha−1 yr−1 ), R
= rainfall/runoff erosivity (MJ mm ha−1 h−1 yr−1 ), K =
soil erodibility (t h MJ−1 mm−1 ), LS = slope length and
steepness (dimensionless), C = cover management (dimensionless), P = support practice (dimensionless)
2.1.1

Rainfall Erosivity (R factor)

Rainfall erosivity is a climatic factor that takes into
account the erosive capacity of rainfall (D’Odorico,
Yoo & Over, 2001; Le Bissonnais, Montier, Jamagne,
Daroussin & King, 2002). The factor is determined
as a function of total storm kinetic energy (E) and
its maximum 30-min intensity (Imax30) (Wischmeier,
1959; Wischmeier & Smith, 1958).
The authors refer to the method employed by (Iraldo et al., 2013) in the calculation of the Maltese R
factor. Iraldo et al. (2013) applied a modification of
the Fournier index F , developed by (Arnoldus, 1980),
the modified F index (FF ) (Ferro, Porto & Yu, 1999)
(equation 2). The method uses average monthly (pij )
and annual precipitation (P). This approach is thought
to be better correlated with rainfall erosivity.
N 12
1 XX
FF =
N j=1 i=1

p2ij
Pj

!
(2)

where pij is the rainfall in month (mm) of the year j and
P is the total rainfall per year.
Iraldo et al. (2013) calculate the FF index using
rainfall data for Malta (http://www.maltaweather.com)
over the period 1985–2012. The R value was estimated
www.xjenza.org
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using the average of R: FF relationships adapted for Sicily (Ferro et al., 1999; Renard & Freimund, 1994). R =
0.612 F 1.56 (Sicily). The R factor value defined by Iraldo
et al. (2013) for Malta was 832.16 MJ mm ha−1 h−1 yr−1 .
2.1.2

kriging method. The resulting GIS layer was converted
to a raster map with a grid resolution of 50 metres. Each
cell has a value representative of the area’s K factor
value (Figure 2).

Soil erodibility (K factor)

Soil erodibility expresses the intrinsic capacity of the soil
to be eroded and reflects the effect of the average longterm soil profile response to rainfall and runoff erosion.
The main soil properties affecting K are soil texture,
organic matter, structure, and soil permeability (Erkal
& Yildirim, 2012). High organic content decreases soil
erodibility (F.A.O, 1996).
An extensive national soil survey, assessing over three
hundred data points in a grid distribution of 1 km spacing, was carried out in 2002 (MALta Soil Information
System, 2003). Amongst other soil parameters, the survey defined organic matter content and texture. Following Table 1, the MALSIS (2002) data set was used
to define two hundred and sixty eight K factor values
(Figure 2) for the Maltese Islands. Soil erodibility factor
(K) value varies from 0.12 to 0.6 t ha h MJ−1 mm−1 and
the mean value is 0.29 t ha h MJ−1 mm−1 .

Figure 2: K factor raster map showing K factor values.

2.1.3
Table 1: K values as they were calibrated according to
specific soil parameters

Textural classes

Organic
matter less
than 2 %

Organic
matter more
than 2 %

0.24
0.33
/
0.09
0.22
0.19
0.34
0.15
0.05
0.44
0.03
/
0.14
0.41
0.27
0.35
0.46
0.41
0.05
0.43
0.10
0.24

0.21
0.28
0.07
0.06
0.17
0.15
0.26
0.09
0.04
0.25
0.01
0.20
0.12
0.37
0.26
0.30
0.37
0.30
0.04
0.60
0.14
0.21

Clay
Clay Loam
Coarse Sand Loam
Fine Sand
Fine Sandy Loam
Heavy Clay
Loam
Loamy Fine Sand
Loamy Sand
Loamy Very Fine Sand
Sand
Sandy Clay Loam
Sandy Loam
Silty Loam
Silty Clay
Silty Clay Loam
Very Fine Sand
Very Fine Sandy Loam
Loamy sand
Silt
Sandy clay
Clay and heavy clay

The data points were then interpolated following GIS
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.06

Slope length and steepness (LS factor)

Slope length and steepness reflect the proportional effect
topography has on erosion (Foster & Wischmeier, 1974;
Wischmeier & Smith, 1978). For this study, the LS
factor was computed from a Digital Elevation Model
(DEM) with the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst extension. The
LS factor was calculated at a 10 m horizontal spacing
from a 1:1500 scale topographic DEM following equation
3.

LS =

Slope − length
22.1

0.5
0.065

+ 0.0456(slope) + 0.00654(slope)2

(3)

where Slope−length is in meters and slope is in %.
The computed LS factor GIS layer was converted to
a raster map with a grid resolution of 50 metres. Each
cell has a value representative of the area’s LS factor
value (Figure 3).
2.1.4

Crop and Vegetation management (C
factor)

The management factor reflects the effect cropping and
management practices have on erosion rates. The C
factor is closely linked to land-use types and is a factor
in soil erosion vulnerability (Wischmeier & Smith, 1978;
Beskow et al., 2009). For this study, the C factor of the
study area was obtained from a high resolution aerial
orthophoto set produced in June 2012. The orthophoto
data set was manually interpreted by the author, a land
cover expert (Figure 4). Ground truthing surveys and
www.xjenza.org
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Figure 3: LS factor raster map.

land cover reports were consulted as a means of ensuring
correct orthophoto land cover interpretation. A minimum mapping unit of 10.000 m2 was applied following
a classification system compliant to the CLC 2006 technical guidelines. A number of additional layers were
defined in view of the large scale of orthophoto interpretation (1:5000). Maltese Island cover was divided
into twenty two land-use types (Figure 4).
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little to no soil cover), beaches, dunes, sand plains, rocky
steppe and salt marshes as cover types of good management practice with a C factor value of less than 0.1.
Maquis (with moderate soil cover), green urban (semipermeable surfaces), sports and leisure (semi-permeable
surfaces), pastures and permanent crops are categorised
as land cover of moderate management practice with a
designated C factor value between 0.11 and 0.4. Arable land, abandoned and degraded agricultural areas,
and degraded semi-natural areas are categorised as land
cover or low management practice of C factor values
between 0.41 and 0.8. Land-use classes were allocated
C values without considering seasonal variance.
Agricultural practice is of particular relevance when
defining agricultural C factor. A large portion of
Maltese arable soils are exposed, have no vegetation
cover, and are deep-ploughed in anticipation of the first
torrential September rains (RDP, 2007–2013). This agricultural practice intensifies water erosion and, as a consequence, a high C factor value was assigned to areas
covered by arable land. Abandoned/ degraded agricultural areas and degraded semi-natural areas have the
highest K factor values. Vegetation cover in these areas
is often entirely removed to accommodate bird trapping, parking and other such activities that contribute
towards accelerated soil erosion.
The land cover dependent C factor values were
mapped in GIS. The resulting layer was converted to a
raster map with a grid resolution of 50 metres. Each cell
has a value representative of the area’s C factor value
(Figure 5).

Figure 4: Detailed map showing spatial distribution of land
use and cover in the Maltese Islands.

C factor values, corresponding to land cover classes
(Table 2), were defined following expert defined descriptions (e.g., Wischmeier and Smith (1978), Morgan (1995), Pasák, Janeček and Šabata (1983), Alena
(1991), Malı́šek (1992). The classification scheme excludes urbanised areas, bare rocks and water surfaces
from evaluation since these surfaces contain no soil.
Discontinuous urban, green urban (semi-permeable surfaces), mixed forest (moderate soil cover), maquis (with
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.06

Figure 5: C factor raster map.

2.1.5

Erosion control (P factor)

Erosion control represents the effects various practices have on preventing soil erosion by water runoff. Wischmeier and Smith (1978) discuss that control structures, which include inter alia improved tillage
www.xjenza.org
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Table 2: Land-use classes, cover in km2 and allocated C value (land-use listed below only includes those with a C value)

Land cover type

Cover km2 (%
of total land)

Discontinuous urban
Green urban (semi-permeable surfaces)
Sports + Leisure (semi-permeable surfaces)
Arable land
Permanent crops
Abandoned + Degraded Agricultural areas
Mixed forest (moderate soil cover)
Steppe + Garrigue
Maquis (with moderate soil cover)
Maquis (with little to no soil cover)
Beaches, dunes, sand plains
Bare rock / rocky steppe (little to no soil cover)
Degraded semi-natural areas
Salt marshes

3.36 (1.06%)
0.26 (0.08%)
1.95 (0.62%)
164.50 (52.1%)
2.91 (0.92%)
9.56 (3.03%)
4.20 (1.33%)
36.07 (11.42%)
4.69 (1.49%)
0.08 (0.03%)
0.12 (0.04%)
5.83 (1.83%)
7.28 (2.31%)
0.15 (0.05%)

practices, strip cropping and terraces, should significantly contribute towards erosion control and frequently
provide the major control in a farmer’s field. The lower
the P values, the more effective the conservation practice is deemed to be in reducing soil erosion (Erkal &
Yildirim, 2012).
Appropriate farming practices may positively influence countryside and landscape quality, and sustain
key environmental resources such as biodiversity, soil
and water. Terraced agricultural fields are recognised
as a characteristic feature of Mediterranean landscapes
(Whitelaw & French, 1999; Frederick & Krahtopoulou,
2000; Grove & Rackham, 2001; Price & Nixon, 2005).
Terraces adjust hillslopes into stepped, contour parallel,
agricultural units of relatively flat ground suitable for
cultivation. In the Mediterranean, terrace construction
has typically involved the use of interlocked dry stone
risers, rubble walls. These walls act as retainers to support back-lying beds of level soil. Although the original
purpose of terrace construction is the increase of agricultural areas, these structures provide a necessary means
of soil erosion control (Bevan & Conolly, 2011).
Maltese agricultural practices have significant control
on agricultural land susceptibility to degradation and
soil erosion. Tanti et al. (2002) identify retaining rubble
walls in terraced fields as the most important water and
soil erosion control method structures in the Maltese
Islands (Tanti et al., 2002). Contour ploughing was also
identified as a key erosion mitigation practice.
A national survey was conducted by the author over
four months, starting in June 2013. The survey assessed
rubble wall state following a classification scheme consisting of three potential rubble wall states. In this classification scheme, rubble walls in a good state contain

10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.06

C factor value
0.10
0.15
0.20
0.50
0.40
0.80
0.10
0.25
0.20
0.15
0.10
0.05
0.60
0.05

a maximum of 1 breach showing half of the soil profile; rubble walls in moderate state contain more than 1
breach, but no more than 3, showing half of the soil profile, and rubble walls in a poor state contain more than
3 breaches showing half of the soil profile or 1 or more
that show the whole soil profile. Each state is attributed
P factor values; good state P factor value 0.3, moderate state P factor value 0.5, and poor state P factor
value 0.7. The resulting GIS rubble wall state layer was
converted to a raster map with a grid resolution of 50
metres. Each cell has a value representative of the area’s
P factor value (Figure 6).

Figure 6: P factor raster map. Blank (white) areas represent urban areas or areas that contain no rubble walls.

www.xjenza.org
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Results

3.1

Computed soil loss

The average annual soil loss was computed on a cellby-cell basis following equation 1. The five factor raster maps representing R, K, LS, C and P factors, were
overlain and multiplied with the ArcGIS Spatial Analyst extension. The erosion map (Figure 7) shows the
spatial distribution of soil loss in the Maltese Islands expressed as annual average soil loss in tonnes per hectare
per year. The values should however be considered in a
comparative manner rather than absolute values. This
is due to the generalisation of the used input data as
well as the nature of the model.
In order to obtain a better general understanding and
be able to carry out a National comparison, the quantitative output of soil loss prediction was classified in eight
categories of increasing soil loss severity: < 1 (none), 1
to 2, 2 to 5 (very low), 5 to 10 (low), 10 to 25 (moderate),
25 to 45 (high), 45 to 75 (very high), > 75 t ha−1 yr−1
(severe). Erosion severity thresholds are consistent with
those presented by various experts (e.g., Iraldo et al.
(2013)). Such a classification is consistent with the
RUSLE model’s role as a conservation management tool,
where relative comparisons among areas are more significant than any assessment of the absolute soil loss in a
particular location.

Figure 7: Average annual soil loss (t ha−1 yr−1 ) in the
Maltese Islands following RUSLE equation.

3.2

Areas at risk

Calculated National annual soil loss (Figure 7 and 8)
indicates that 61.01 km2 , 19.33 % of total National land
area, are at risk of moderate (10 to 25 t ha−1 yr−1 ) to
severe (> 75 t ha−1 yr−1 ) soil erosion.
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.06

Figure 8: Soil loss potential histogram. X-axis number
of cells (2500 m2 ) showing erosion values that fall within
erosion rate categories, Y-axis soil erosion rate categories.

4

Discussion

Maltese central and north-eastern areas show the lowest erosion risk. These areas are characterised by relatively flat topographies, good land management and
erosion control measures. Maltese north-western and
Gozitan areas are characterised by a large range in
erosion rates. Within this area, low erosion risk occurs
in plateaus comprising low topographic gradients, and
the application of good land management and erosion
control measures. Plateau flanks typically consist of
exceptionally high erosion rates, characterised by high
topographic gradients, inappropriate cultivation practices and poor erosion control measures. Steeply inclined plateau flanks demonstrating low erosion risk are
associated with areas demonstrating adequate vegetation cover, and effective management and conservation
practices.
The spatial pattern of modelled potential soil erosion
(Figure 7) is clearly proportional to slope gradient. Field
work and national reports also identify land use (C
factor) and control measures (P factor) as being critical.
The highest estimates of quantitatively measured and
predicted erosion rates occur in steeply inclined arable
land where poor management and conservation practices are applied (e.g., Tanti et al. (2002).
A large portion of Maltese arable soils are exposed, all
vegetation cover is removed and deep-ploughed in anticipation of the first torrential September rains. This agricultural practice intensifies water erosion. The author
proposes that strip contour ploughing, where vegetation
cover is retained between ploughed areas, is applied to
reduce water induced soil erosion. Field evidence also
clearly identifies agriculture retaining rubble walls as a
key soil erosion control method in steeply inclined agriculture areas. The reasons leading to inappropriate
agricultural practices, and consequent soil erosion, are
closely tied to the National socio-economic situation often common to the Mediterranean region.
Agricultural land ownership is a key issue in the
www.xjenza.org
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Maltese Islands. Two thirds of the agricultural land
is owned by the State and the remaining one-third by
the private sector. Eighty percent of cultivated agricultural land is rented and twenty percent is occupied
by owners or under a freehold basis (National Statistics Office, 2003). In accordance with the Agricultural
Leases (Re-letting) Act drawn up in 1967, government
and privately owned land is automatically re-let to the
existing tenant or descendants. Law impedes the eviction of tenants or any substantial increases of rent, even
on privately owned land. Given the low prices at which
land is rented and prospects of strong land speculation,
both tenants and private landowners tend to hold on to
leased land. This situation has significant national consequences. Should leased agricultural land not provide
a significant source of income, the arable land may be
disused or used for other purposes. This process leads to
accelerated land degradation and reduces the economies
of scale potential, reduced production, of the Maltese agricultural sector (Rural Development Plan, 2007–2013).
Statistical results from the 2010 census indicate that
seventy four percent (9.203 ha) of all agricultural holdings cover less than one hectare (census, 2010). Significantly contributing to this issue is land fragmentation,
brought about by inheritance and parcel sale. This process significantly reduces the total exploitable land and
thus diminishes economic viability of agriculture production. This may consequentially lead to land abandonment or change in land use.
Land abandonment may also be the consequence of
increased international agricultural product cost competitiveness. Mediterranean agriculture is faced with
severe limitations in this area. Naveh (1991) estimates
that more than half of Mediterranean land is of marginal economic agricultural potential, characterised by
steep, rocky uplands and poor soils. This setting often presents insurmountable economic obstacles for the
introduction of modern agricultural techniques necessary in modern markets (Pinto Correia, 1993). For the
Mediterranean regions, the trend towards land abandonment is accentuated by increasing competition with the
highly productive agriculture of northwestern Europe
(Pinto Correia, 1993). Agricultural activity survived in
the Maltese Islands in the past fifty years as a result of
protective measures, namely price guarantees and quota
restrictions on imports, aimed at encouraging production by ensuring a regular income flow for local farmers.
Maltese entry to the EU (2004) led to the dismantling
of various protective levies and extensive sector restructuring to adhere to EU legislation (RDP, 2007–2013).
These developments adversely influenced net farmer income. As a consequence, landowners may have to sustain net income through alternative employment, leading to reduced land management and land degradation.
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When agricultural exploits do not produce a source of
revenue, farmers may also resign and abandon the area
altogether.
The socio-economic conditions discussed above, agricultural land ownership, increased international agricultural product cost, agricultural holding size and land
fragmentation, constrain net farm income. The generation of income via agricultural practices is central to
understanding whether agricultural land is used and invested upon or abandoned and erosion processes potentially intensified.
The effects of land abandonment on soil quality and
soil erosion may be either positive or negative. The key
control on soil regenerative capacity is vegetation cover,
controlled by climatic conditions and soil quality. Numerous authors have demonstrated that in a wide range
of environments both runoff and sediment loss decrease
exponentially as the percentage of vegetation cover
increases (e.g., Elwell and Stocking (1976), Lee and
Skogerboe (1985), Francis and Thornes (1990). Consequently, should the applied agricultural management
practices have been unfavourable, the re-establishment
of natural vegetation cover may reduce soil erosion.
Central Mediterranean climatic conditions, dry summers reduce vegetation cover and winter flash floods
exacerbate soil erosion, however do not favour natural
vegetation reclamation. Another key parameter, significantly contributing to soil erosion in terraced fields, is
the degradation of soil retaining rubble walls.
Soil retaining rubble walls in terraced fields are anthropogenic structures characteristic of sloped Mediterranean agricultural areas. Although the original purpose of terrace construction is the increase of agricultural areas, these structures provide a necessary means
of soil erosion control (Bevan & Conolly, 2011). In
Malta, significant expanses of garrigue were reclaimed
for agricultural use; rubble material was used for levelling, topped-off with soil and retained by rubble walls
(Rural Development Plan, 2004-2007). Under natural
conditions, these soils would not accumulate in such
areas, and given the opportunity, gravitational processes
would transport soils to more stable areas. Unfavourable climatic conditions hinder natural vegetation reclamation and as a consequence, once rubble walls are
breached and not restored, intensive soil erosion occurs.
The Maltese National survey, carried out by the author assessing land use (Figure 4) and rubble wall state
(Figure 6), concludes that the majority of agricultural
terraces on inclined surfaces are disused and retaining
rubble walls in a derelict state. These steeply inclined
agricultural fields show the highest National soil erosion
rates (Figure 7). These areas are subject to various
socio-economic conditions that constrain net farm income. Such hindering conditions include agricultural
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land ownership legislation, increased international agricultural competition, agricultural holding size and land
fragmentation. In the Maltese Islands, these fields, of
limited size, low accessibility, and requiring high rubble
wall maintenance, may have once been economically exploitable. However, with changes in socio-economic dynamics, the economic incentive for tending these marginal fields was lost and the fields abandoned. It is proposed that in most cases, these socio-economic factors,
common to Mediterranean countries, significantly contributed towards agricultural land disuse and dilapidation of soil retaining structures. These conditions are
the main drivers leading to accelerated soil loss. The
socio-economic dynamics, and the consequent effects
on agricultural practices and soil erosion processes discussed in this study are characteristic of the Mediterranean region.
There is an urgent need for an update of national legislation to alleviate the adverse effects socio-economic
parameters have on agricultural practices. The author
proposes that ameliorating net farmer income will directly increase agricultural land use, reversing the current
abandonment trend. This mechanism will indirectly increase the maintenance of key soil erosion control structures, the terraced field rubble wall, and reduce the current alarming rate of soil erosion.

5

Conclusion

Calculated National annual soil loss (Figure 7) indicates that 61.01 km2 , 19.33 % of total National land area,
are at risk of moderate to severe soil erosion. Maltese
central and north-eastern areas show the lowest erosion
risk. These areas are characterised by relatively flat topographies, good land management and erosion control
measures. Maltese north-western and Gozitan areas are
characterised by a large range in erosion rates. Within
this area, low erosion risk occurs in plateaus comprising
low topographic gradients, and the application of good
land management and erosion control measures. Plateau flanks typically consist of exceptionally high erosion
rates, characterised by high topographic gradients, inappropriate cultivation practices and poor erosion control
measures. Steeply inclined plateau flanks demonstrating low erosion risk are associated with areas demonstrating adequate vegetation cover, and effective management and conservation practices.
Analysis of the Maltese National land cover (Figure 4)
and rubble wall state (Figure 6) survey, carried out by
the authors, concludes that the majority of agricultural
terraces on inclined surfaces are in a derelict state and
in most cases disused. These steeply inclined agricultural fields show the highest National soil erosion rates
(Figure 7). These areas are subject to various socioeconomic conditions that constrain net farm income. We
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.06
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propose that in most cases socio-economic factors, common to Mediterranean countries, significantly contribute towards agricultural land disuse, dilapidation of soil
retaining structures and accelerated soil erosion.
Soil is a limited resource in the Mediterranean area
both in terms of quantity and quality. Soil resources
support agriculture, maintain ecosystem health and are
central to hydrological processes. Although of great importance, soil resources are relatively mismanaged and
are threatened by accelerated erosion rates. There is an
urgent need for an update of national legislation to alleviate the adverse effects socio-economic parameters have
on agricultural practices. Ameliorating Mediterranean
net farmer income will directly increase agricultural land
use, reversing the current abandonment trend. This
mechanism will indirectly increase the maintenance of
key soil erosion control structures, the terraced field
rubble wall, and reduce the current alarming rate of soil
erosion.
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Abstract. The actor model of computation assists and disciplines the development of concurrent programs by forcing the software engineer to reason about high-level concurrency abstractions. While this leads to a better handling
of concurrency-related issues, the model itself does not exclude erratic program behaviours. In this paper we consider
the actor model and investigate a type-based static analysis
to identify actor systems which may behave erraticly during runtime. We consider the notion of behavioural types
and consider issues related to the nature of the actor model
including non-determinism, multi-party communication, dynamic actor spawning, non-finite computation and a possibly
changing communication topology, which we contrast with
existing works.

1

Introduction

The actor model (Hewitt, Bishop & Steiger, 1973) is becoming increasingly prevalent in the development of highlyconcurrent systems and constitutes the underlying model
of several mainstream technologies including programming
languages such as Erlang (Armstrong, 2007; Cesarini &
Thompson, 2009) and Scala (Odersky, Spoon & Venners,
2011), and frameworks such as AKKA (“AKKA”, 2015) and
Cloud-Haskell (Haskell, 2015). In particular, this programming model aides and disciplines the development of concurrent systems, facilitating the handling of concurrency-related
programming issues i.e., race conditions, dead/livelocks and
starvation, whilst shielding from intricacies that can easily
lead to errors (Haller & Sommers, 2012). Computation in the
actor model is carried out by a number of single-threaded entities called actors executing concurrently within their own
local memory. The absence of shared memory forces actors to interact solely by means of asynchronous messagepassing. In Figure 1 we show the basic structure of an actor,
composed of three distinct elements i) a unique actor name
used (as an address) for communication; ii) an expression
which describes the actor’s behaviour; and iii) a mailbox
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that stores received messages in order (of time of arrival).
Whereas each actor may be sent messages from several actors at the same time (multi-participation), input may only
be done from the actor’s own mailbox, unlike channel-based
message passing (Haller & Sommers, 2012).

i

e

q

Figure 1: An actor.

The actor also have the ability to dynamically change the
topology of their system by spawning additional actors during runtime. Communication topology may also be changed
by the delegation of actor names in message parameters, allowing output to previously unknown actors. Actor computation may also be non-terminating in order to implement
functionality such as that of servers or web-services. Due
to the concurrent nature of the programming model, multiparticipation and asynchrony, the messages received in an
actor’s mailbox may be different for each execution, causing
non-deterministic actor behaviour. As a result, actor-model
inspired technologies such as Erlang and AKKA extend input assisted with a pattern-matching mechanism (Armstrong,
2007; Cesarini & Thompson, 2009; Odersky et al., 2011),
which allows messages to be retrieved from the mailbox in an
order other than the one received in. We emphasise that our
presentation of the actor model is derived from a high level
description as described by Agha (1986), Clinger (1981) and
instantiations of this model within programming languages
such as Erlang (Armstrong, 2007; Cesarini & Thompson,
2009).
The rest of this paper highlights the actor model of computation (Section 2) followed by an analysis of the issues (and
related existing works) to adapt behaviour types for actors,
(Section 3). We conclude by analysing related work in behavioural types that concern actors specifically and close with
some final remarks (Section 4).
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hrep, truei
hack, truei

cl1
hreq, cl1 i

hval, cl1 , sri

sr

db

hreq, cl2 i

cl2

Figure 2: Banking system.

2

Actor Systems

Consider the actor system depicted in Figure 2 consisting of
two clients, cl1 and cl2 , which require credential validation
from a server, sr, where the latter in turn requestions the assistance of a database service, db. Each actor is identified
by its unique actor name, and output operations are represented as directed lines with messages as labels (and we abstract
away from the actors’ expression and mailbox structures).
In Figure 2, we show the validation process for one client; the client sends a request to the server in the form of a
tuple tagged by the label req containing its own address for
validation purposes, shown as hreq, cl1 i (for cl1 and similarly
hreq, cl2 i for cl2 ). Labels are employed to tag distinct messages for selective input from an actor’s mailbox (through
pattern-matching). Upon input, the server processes the client’s request by extracting the client’s address and creates
a new message tagged with the label val containing the client’s address and its own (as a reply address), hval, cl1 , sri.
The server sends the latter message to the database service
and awaits a reply from the server. After the database service inputs the server’s request, validation is carried on the
client’s name and the result is sent to the requester’s address
(in this case the server) in the form of hack, truei specifying
the validation result. Once the server retrieves the message,
it creates a new message, hrep, truei and sends it to the client
currently being handled. It is important to note that the server
is initially unaware of the client(s). Since it acts at the intermediary between it and the database service (which is aware
of the client in order to verify its identity), when the server
inputs this message it is temporarily made aware of the client
by the address in its request in order to carry out the validation task with the database service and reply back to the

hrep, truei

cl1

hack, truei
hreq, cl1 i

cl2

client with the result. Yet the system specified in Figure 2
may run into problems; the server represents a servicing bottleneck since it serializes every request and temporarily halts
servicing other clients.
Consider an improved arrangement of our banking system
shown in Figure 3; instead of handling the task locally, the
server assigns the service request to a new actor which it
spawns acting as a task handler, th. This allows the server
to remain responsive to other client requests by removing the
computational load of redirecting messages back to the respective clients.
In this new arrangement we use the actor’s ability to spawn
additional actors during runtime and have the spawned task
handle credential validation (of that particular client) with
the database handler and subsequently complete the service
request interaction with the client. This is achieved by the
newly spawned task handler delegating its address instead of
the server’s in the request to the database service, hval, cl, thi.
It is important to note that the client is unaware that the service request was completed by the task handler instead of the
server.
As both banking examples show, the actor model disciplines the implementation of a concurrent system; it forces
the software engineer to avoid the mechanisms (and possible
pitfalls) of shared memory by abstracting reasoning on the
processing components as distinct entities executing within
their own environment. In spite of this, the actor model does
not guarantee the absence of erratic behaviour during the execution of such a system. In particular, the aforementioned
systems are still susceptible to execution errors i.e., system
crash. Consider a client which sends a boolean value instead
of its address for validation, as shown in Figure 4. When the
database service attempts validation of the client credentials

sr

spawn
th

hval, cl1 , thi

db

hreq, cl2 i
Figure 3: Improved bank system.
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hreq, truei
clerr

sr

hval, true, thi

spawn
th

db

Figure 4: Erratic client 1.

(not shown in the figure), it will require an address but is
provided with a boolean value, thereby crashing and halting
the database service.
In Figure 5 we show another type of erratic behaviour
where the database service would receive a genuine request,
but never reply back. In such cases, the said system should
be analysed against a form of liveness property to discard
systems which get stuck.
We would like to formalise a static type system (Pierce,
2002; Cardelli, 2004) for the actor model, which would guarantee the absence of a select set of errors in actor systems.
However, the development of a type-based static analysis for
an actor system is non-trivial due to a number of reasons. In
order to verify each actor’s behaviour, we require to analyse
the mailbox which essentially defines the actor’s behaviour
(Agha, 1986). The messages and the order in which they
are received are the main variant on how an actor executes
upon input e.g., in our banking example, the server’s next
operation is dictated by the messages inputted from its mailbox, which in turn depends on the current state of its mailbox. However, since actor mailboxes may receive different
types of messages, traditional type systems for concurrency
are inapplicable, as these assume invariance with respect to
the values communicated (Marlow & Wadler, 1997).

3

Typing Actors

Behavioural types (compared to traditional types),
allow the analysis of how computation occurs by
providing notions of causality and choice (“Behavioural Types for Reliable Large-Scale Software
Systems - The Foundations of Behavioural Types:
http://www.operationalsemantics.net/behaviouralwiki”,
n.d.). These have been extensively used to statistically
analyse a wide range of computing aspects, ranging from
ensuring party compatibility in protocols (Mostrous &
Vasconcelos, 2011) to correct method call ordering in
object-oriented systems (Gay, Vasconcelos, Ravara, Gesbert
& Caldeira, 2010). Despite numerous existing works,
proposed approaches are not directly applicable to analyse
the actor systems. We aim to develop our own notation
of behavioural types, whilst retaining the expressivity of
the actor model. However, this is far from trivial as we
require to consider several issues including concurrency
and asynchrony, non-terminating behaviour, dynamic actor
hreq, cli
cl

sr

spawning and name delegation.
Concurrency and Asynchrony Concurrency is one main
source of complication; due to potential non-determinism,
we are forced to consider all possible execution interleavings
amongst actors. Actor communication is also asynchronous, hence actors send messages irrespective of the execution
state of the target actor. Due to this combination, actors that
are sent messages by several other actors at one time (multiparticipation) do not always guarantee the specific order of
messages in the recipient’s mailbox. Recall the server in Figure 3; client cl2 can send a message to the server while it is
handling a previous request from client cl1 . At the same time,
the server may receive a reply for the database service for the
request of cl1 . Figure 6 shows three instances of this server’s
state described by its name, expression and mailbox contents
receptively. Figure 6 (a) describes the server’s mailbox containing a request by the client, cl2 , and an acknowledgement
sent back by the database service for the current client request being processed, cl1 . The server’s mailbox may, from
this state: i) increase in size with the reception of an additional message, Figure 6 (b), say from another client, cl3 ; or
ii) decrease in size with the server inputting from its mailbox, Figure 6 (c). In the latter case, since the server requires
to process two different forms of messages (specifically client requests in the form of hreq, client namei and database
service replies, hack, booleani) the server employs patternmatching to extract messages other than the order present
in the mailbox, which complicates our static analysis of the
mailbox for each actor.
(a)

sr

. . . hreq, cl2 i, hack, true, cl1 i

(b)

sr

. . . hreq, cl2 i, hack, true, cl1 i, hreq, cl3 i

(c)

sr

. . . hreq, cl2 i

Figure 6: Mailbox communication structure.

Existing works, such as the work done by Honda, Yoshida
and Carbone (2008), extend the notion of (binary) session
types to a multi-party setting over a π-calculus with asynchronous communication semantics. In contrast, communication is carried by means of channels which may be used
hval, cl, thi

spawn
th

db

Figure 5: Erratic client 2.
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for input and output by several entities but only up to two at
one time, while in the actor model, each mailbox may only
be inputted from by the mailbox owner and may be outputted by several entities at any time. Furthermore, input from
a channel is on a first-in-first-out basis, unlike the patternmatching input in an actor setting which allows input in a
different order than from the one received, thereby having
looser tolerances. They employ a notion of types inspired
from the paradigm of global programming - interaction types
are specified by a global description (or global types) of the
overall communication behaviour between peers and are subsequently projected to extract the individual endpoint local
sessions of each peer. However, this requires the knowledge
of the communicating entities a priori, whereas in the actor
model the topology may change during runtime by the dynamic spawning of actors. This is further aggravated by
the possibility of delegation, as the communication topology may dynamically change to include actors unknown at
runtime.
Non-terminating Behaviour We have to consider the ability of actor-inspired technologies to specify non-finite computation (Armstrong, 2007; Cesarini & Thompson, 2009;
Odersky et al., 2011). Similar to the server and database
service in our banking scenarios, actors can carry out a specific operational sequence for an unbounded number of times
e.g., the database service’s operation sequence to receive a
request for validation, process the credentials and send back
the acknowledgement. We have to ensure safety for each
possible operational sequence, and with the addition of nondeterminism, we have to consider all possible interleavings
for each operational sequence e.g., it might be that in one execution, the request from one cl1 is processed by the server
first (and hence serviced by the database service), whereas
in another execution cl2 might be processed first. Several
works have tackled the problem of recursive behaviour (or
some form of repetition or replication of behaviour) (Honda
et al., 2008; Caires & Vieira, 2010), however in our case we
have to consider non-termination as well.
Dynamic Actor Spawning The actors’ ability to spawn
additional actors during runtime (Agha, 1986) is another issue that complicates the development of our static analysis.
Our type system must support actor systems that may dynamically change the number of participants, similar to our
bank system in Figure 3, whilst ensuring that these actors
are still safe when interacting within the actor system. This
is substantially more complex when it is coupled with possibly non-terminating computation. It requires assure safety
in systems with (possibly) an unanticipated number of participants which may only be known at runtime e.g., in our
banking system, since we may not know a priori the number
of clients that are going to interact with our system, we cannot know the number of actors spawned by the server. An
extension of the work done by Honda et al. (2008) handles
the issues of dynamic participation by the parametrization of
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.07
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sessions according to the number of participants (Deniélou,
Yoshida, Bejleri & Hu, 2012). However, the abstractions required for the communication constructs are rather different
from the ones in the actor model, as input and external choice
are modelled separately and messages in channels retain the
received ordering. Caires et al. present a novel notion of
behavioural types referred to as conversation types (Caires
& Vieira, 2010) to address multi-party interaction with dynamic interaction. The latter are similar to those found in
service-oriented computing, which are conceptually analogous to the communication interactions in the actor model.
The type system is based on an extension of the π-calculus
that addresses the issue of non-deterministic communication
by labelling output and input messages, similar to the communication primitives in our actor calculus. In contrast, the
actor mailbox is more dynamic from the channels employed
in the conversation calculus (Vieira, Caires & Seco, 2008),
whereby our input operation allows (a pattern-matched) selection other than the first value found in the channel. The
type system employed in (Caires & Vieira, 2010) uses a generalisation of session types adapted to multi-party interactions. This is achieved through the merging of local and
global types which are used to compositionally distribute
parts of the protocol between a number of participants, some
of which may be unknown at runtime.

3.1

Name Delegation

The ability to delegate a name by sending a copy of the
actor’s address as a message parameter allows dynamic changing of the communication topology. While beneficial and
allows communication to previously unknown actors, it decentralises control and introduces further process interleavings e.g., the server in Figure 2 is previously unaware of
the clients, until they send a request specifying their address. This is additionally complicated with the possibility
of dynamic actor spawning, as we require to analyse possible communication paths between actors which are only
known at runtime, e.g., the task handler is spawned during
runtime in Figure 3, and the database service is made aware
of it from the task handler’s request. Combined with nonterminating behaviour, this increases the complexity of the
possible communication topology, as the number of participants and their interactions is unknown before runtime. As
proposed by Caires and Vieira (2010), conversation types allow the type-checking of dynamic conversations, where a
particular slice of the conversation is delegated to an other
participant. Actors may also dynamically send addresses to
enable interaction with possibly, previously unknown actors. Caires and Vieira (2010) enable dynamic participation
by modelling multiparty conversation through name passing.
This may be contrasted with the approach taken by Honda et
al. (2008), where the authors distinguish between the passing
of values and the passing of session to another entity at the
level of the calculus. In our case, delegation is more subtle as
www.xjenza.org
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we communicate actor names as values, where some of the
actor names may even be unknown before runtime.

4

Conclusion

There has been limited work in the area of behavioural
types involving the actor model specifically (Crafa, 2012;
Mostrous & Vasconcelos, 2011). Mostrous and Vasconcelos
(2011) propose type system for a featherweight Erlang calculus, which lacks notions of internal choice and infinite computation. They analyse actor systems to eliminate possible
actor impersonation which may cause malicious behaviour.
However this is not our current goal as it enforces a specific
programming approach thereby limiting actor (language) expressivity. Mostrous and Vasconcelos (2011) employs the
notion of session types to model the protocol of specific sequences and forms of messages. This is used to ensure that
an actor handles all the messages in its mailbox, and receives
all expected messages. However, this goes against our notion
of the actor model as i) actors are not hindered by extra messages (virtually) inside their mailbox; and ii) the absence of
a message in the mailbox does not constitute ill-behaviour,
especially when we are reasoning on non-finite computation.
In fact, an actor that does not receive a particular message
simply blocks waiting for the desired input, a mechanism
intrinsic to the actor model. Crafa (2012) proposes a work
closer to what we study, specified over an alternate actor calculus inspired by Odersky et al. (2011). Their work lacks
the notion of internal choice and constructs to express some
form of repetitive behaviour. Furthermore, we contrast her
use of input semantics with (Crafa, 2012), where the author
handles communication non-determinism by specifying nondeterministic semantics for actor input, which does not reflect the input specification of the actor model. Also, Crafa
(2012) employs an approach inspired by conversation types
where the behavioural types define the protocols as a sequence of messages, branching from external choice. In order for typechecking to occur, a path is marked on each protocol describing each actor and the expected messages, and
the path markings are distributed amongst each actor compositionally. This approach allows Crafa to handle dynamic
actor spawning and ensure adherence of each actor’s protocol
throughout the entire actor system.
We give an in-depth study of the issues involved in the adaptation of behavioural types to model actor systems. We
also contrasted them against the current literature for actors,
however we found these to be rather restrictive. We concluded that current type systems are not flexible enough to
allow analysis of the actor model and we consider it as a
promising area for further research and study.
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Abstract. After outlining the various methods used
to estimate potential output, this article presents estimates for Malta, the smallest member of the euro area, derived from one of the most commonly used methods, the
production function approach. Given the uncertainty
surrounding these kinds of estimates, these estimates
are compared with those made for Malta by other institutions using different methods. Based on this analysis and on a cross-country comparison with other euro
area economies, a number of observations are made that
would enable potential growth to accelerate and result
in a faster economic convergence.

1

Introduction

Malta is the smallest member of the euro area, comprising less than 1 % of the monetary union’s economic size.
It also has one of the lowest levels of GDP per capita
among euro area members and is located in a region, the
Mediterranean, which has been characterised by political unrest and severe economic distress in recent years.
To be able to surmount these difficulties and converge
to the higher relative economic standards of its fellow
monetary union members, Malta faces the challenge of
achieving relatively higher rates of growth in its potential output. The latter is usually defined as the highest
level of output achievable without generating inflationary pressures in factor markets.
Estimating potential output has always been a challenge to policy makers, especially in economies undergoing structural changes (like Malta, which is moving from
a manufacturing and tourism-based economy to a more
diversified and higher value-added services based economy) or in the aftermath of wars, natural disasters or
financial crises (Malta is surrounded in the north by economies embroiled in the sovereign debt crisis and in the
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south by countries who have gone through the economic
turmoil of the Arab Spring). Conceptually, potential
output is often defined as the sustainable production
capabilities of an economy determined by the structure
of production, the state of technology and available resources. A closely related concept is the output gap,
defined as the difference between actual and potential
output. Measures of the output gap provide an indication of the overall balance between demand and supply
conditions in the economy. This is generally considered
useful information by policy makers, for example to determine and predict price pressures, and to gauge progress in fiscal consolidation.1
A number of studies have documented that financial
and economic crises have a sizeable impact on the level
of potential output and that, following their occurrence,
output does not revert to its previous growth trend but
rather remains permanently below it.2 There are several factors that can affect the economy’s supply capacity after a recession. On the production side, examples
include the scrapping of existing capital stock owing to
business failure, a slowdown in investment due to high
uncertainty about future prospects and tight credit con1 For a comprehensive review of the various policy applications
of potential output measures, see, for instance, De Masi (1997)
2 For instance, European Commission (2009) identifies three
possible scenarios in which the crisis could affect potential output. All three scenarios assume a short-run decline in the level of
potential output but differ in terms of its long-run impact on the
growth rate. In the first scenario, potential output growth accelerates after the crisis, therefore allowing the economy to recover
all lost output and hence, the level of potential output returns
to its initial trajectory. The second scenario assumes that potential growth rate returns to its pre-crisis rate in the long-run but
there is a permanent downward shift in the level of potential output. The third scenario assumes that the growth rate of potential
output will be permanently lower after a crisis, which implies an
increasing loss of potential output over time compared with the
pre-crisis level.
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ditions to firms. This state of events can, in turn, depress the growth rate of total factor productivity, especially if it leads to lower spending on research and
development. On the labour market front, in addition
to the erosion of skills, some workers who lose their jobs
may become discouraged in finding alternative work and
leave the labour force entirely.
The implications of the global recession that was
triggered by the financial crisis of 2009 for the growth
rate of potential output and whether the world (and in
turn, the Maltese) economy will settle on a lower growth
path are still open issues. Apart from the crisis, demographic developments will adversely affect potential output growth in a number of countries in the coming years
owing to the shrinkage of the workforce because of an
ageing population. The assessment of such effects on the
growth path of medium-term potential output remains
a key issue for economic policy analysis.
After outlining the various methods used to estimate potential output, this article presents estimates for
Malta derived from one of the most commonly used
methods, i.e. the production function approach. Given
the uncertainty surrounding these kinds of estimates,
they are compared with those made for Malta by other
institutions using different methods. Based on this
analysis and on a cross-country comparison, a number
of policy recommendations and final observations are
made.

2
2.1

Methods
Alternative methods to estimate potential output

There are various methods available in the literature
to estimate potential output.3 These can be grouped
into three broad categories: the production function
or growth-accounting exercises, statistical approaches
and measures computed from dynamic stochastic general equilibrium (DSGE) models. The first approach attempts to create an explicit model of the supply side of
the economy using economic theory. The second simply
attempts to break down real GDP directly into a trend
and a cyclical component. The third approach, although
founded in economic theory like the first, is conceptually
different. It recreates the level of output of the economy
that would prevail in the absence of the structural rigidities that form part of the underlying model.
The production function framework is generally considered a useful way to explain the key economic forces
underlying developments in output and growth in the
3 For a non-technical overview of these alternative methods and
policy implications, see Mishkin (2007) or Cotis, Elmeskov and
Mourougane (2005).
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medium term.4 This approach provides a comprehensive framework for estimating potential output, with a
clear link between output and its long-term fundamental
determinants. Thus, it may be used to assess the impact
on potential output of structural changes and individual
policies. Nevertheless, this approach has certain disadvantages. First, it raises important data problems. In
particular measures of capital stock are often not available and data on hours worked are not very reliable.
Second, it requires measures of the trend components
of the factor inputs. Different assumptions about these
trend components can lead to different estimates of potential output.
Statistical methods of estimating potential output are
based on extracting the trend from the output series
using statistical techniques. These methods can be divided into two categories. Univariate methods extract
the trend from the information contained in the output series in isolation, without using the information
contained in other variables. A widely used approach
in such a univariate estimation of potential output is
the Hodrick-Prescott (HP) filter. This filter extracts a
trend component by trying to balance a good fit to the
actual series with a certain degree of smoothness in the
trend. While such filters are relatively easy to use, they
have a number of drawbacks, the most important being the poor reliability of the end-of-sample estimates
and the arbitrary choice of the smoothing parameter.
In addition, these methods take no account of economic
theory or of information involving other series, which
may help to separate the trend from the cycle. The
filter will also smooth structural breaks, even if these
take the form of clear shifts in the level or the growth
rate of the series and, therefore, it generates misleading estimates of potential output around these periods.
Moreover, this simple filter is ill adapted to handle the
high degree of volatility manifested in the time series of
very small open economies (Grech, 2013).
Multivariate filters attempt to extract the trend using the information in the output series in conjunction
with information contained in other variables, most notably inflation or the unemployment rate. These techniques typically attempt to take into account empirical relationships, such as the Phillips curve or Okun’s
Law.5 They too, however, suffer from drawbacks, such
as the sensitivity of these estimates to the modelling spe4 The European Commission, for instance, adopts this method
as it considers it is the only one that can “underpin a comprehensive economic assessment of the outlook” and is the most “satisfactory instrument to frame economic policy discussions or explain
policy decisions to the public”. See Economic Policy Committee
(2001). A sectoral production function approach is also used by
the Congressional Budget Office (CBO) in the US, details of which
are available in (Congressional Budget Office, 2001).
5 See Micallef (2014) for an application of a multivariate filter
for Malta to estimate potential output and NAIRU.
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cification of these relationships, including the treatment
of expectations and estimates of equilibrium concepts,
like the non-accelerating inflation rate of unemployment
(NAIRU) (Carnot, Koen & Tissot, 2005).
Finally, measures of potential output can also be derived using DSGE models. The latter are micro-founded
models in which certain rigidities, such as wage and price
stickiness, are used to match developments observed in
macroeconomic data. Removing these rigidities offers
a natural way to define a measure of potential output
in a model-consistent way. This measure of potential
output is thus defined as the output level that would be
realised in equilibrium if prices and wages were perfectly
flexible. The drawback of this approach is that, without
rigidities, output – identified as “potential output” in
this framework – adjusts more rapidly than observed in
the data. This gives rise to more volatile measures of
potential output than usually obtained by other methods.6 Furthermore, DSGE estimates of potential output
are considered to be more model-dependent than the alternatives.
Given the advantages and drawbacks of various approaches used in the literature, analysts do not usually
depend exclusively on a single estimate of potential output. The most common approach is to rely on a production function approach and then compute alternative estimates, most likely from a statistical model, as a
cross-check. Disparities across potential output estimates and comparison with those published by international institutions, like the International Monetary Fund
(IMF) and the European Commission, are often used as
an indication of the uncertainty surrounding these estimates. When available, survey data on the degree of
capacity utilisation can also be used either as a check
on output gap estimates or as complementary information to inform policy makers on the current state of the
economy.

2.2

The production function approach
applied for the Maltese economy

In line with the approach taken by international institutions, in this article the benchmark approach is taken
to be a production function meant to model the supply side of the local economy. This production function
relates output to the level of technology and factor inputs, namely labour and capital, by means of a constantreturns-to-scale Cobb-Douglas specification, namely:
(1−α)

Yt = T F Pt × Ktα × Lt

productivity. T F P is derived as the HP-filter of the Solow residual, using the standard smoothing parameter of
1600 for quarterly data. The Solow residual is that part
of economic growth that cannot be explained through
growth in the capital stock or in the labour supply and
is a proxy for productivity gains.
In the Maltese case the share of labour income is calibrated at 0.58, based on the share of compensation of
employees in gross value added (GVA) between 1995
and 2012, adjusted for the proportion of the labour
force that consists of self-employed. The stock of capital is calculated using the perpetual inventory method.7
Housing investment is excluded from the measurement
of the capital stock. The capital stock thus includes
both public investment and non-housing investment by
the private sector.
In more detail, labour input comprises several key
variables of the labour market:

Lt = W APt × P Rt × (1 − U N Rt ) × HRSt

(2)

where W APt denotes the working-age population,
P Rt the trend participation rate, U N Rt the NAIRU and
HRSt the trend hours worked. To help derive potential
labour utilisation, the trend participation rate and hours
worked are obtained using the HP filter. NAIRU is computed from a multivariate filter, which is based on wellestablished relationships in economic theory, such as the
Phillips Curve and Okun’s Law Benes et al. (2010).

3

Estimates of potential output
growth for Malta

Chart 1 plots potential GDP growth and its decomposition between 1995 and 2014, using the production function approach.8 According to this method, Malta’s potential output growth declined from above 4 % in the
late 1990s to a trough of around 2 % in 2003, primarily owing to both a downward trend in productivity
and a slowdown in investment, with the latter leading
to a slower accumulation of capital.9 Potential output
growth recovered slightly during the cyclical upswing
between 2004 and 2008, peaking at around 2.6 % in
2006. This increase was driven by a rebound in investment and a stronger contribution from labour, due to
a combination of favourable demographics, an increase
in the participation rate and a decline in NAIRU. On

(1)

where Yt denotes output at time t, Lt the labour input, Kt the capital stock and T F Pt the total factor
6 For a discussion of alternative notions of potential output in
DSGE models used in ESCB central banks, see (Vetlov, Hledik,
Jonsson, Kuscera & Pisani, 2010).
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7 The perpetual inventory method is based on the following
formula: Kt = (1−δ)Kt−1 +It , where Kt is the level of the capital
stock, It is real investment and δ represents the depreciation rate.
8 Estimates in this paper are based on ESA2010 methodology.
Minor differences from the results presented in Central Bank of
Malta (2013) are due to the use of ESA1995 statistics.
9 Similar results are reported in Grech (2004).
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the contrary, the contribution from TFP maintained its
downward trend.

The recession of 2009 had an adverse effect on potential output growth, which declined to around 1.8 %
per annum between 2009 and 2010. The slowdown was
mainly due to a sharp contraction in the contribution of
capital, while, that of TFP remained at very low levels
by historical standards. The contribution of capital to
potential output growth declined from an average of 1.2
percentage points in the cyclical upswing before the recession to around 0.6 percentage point between 2009
and 2014. This was due to a slowdown in investment,
with the investment-to-GDP ratio declining from a historical average of 22 % before 2009 to 18 % afterwards.
The decline in investment was broad-based, affected not
only by contraction in the construction sector in recent
years, but also in other industrial categories, such as
machinery and equipment.
After reaching a trough in 2009, with a contribution of
less than 0.2 percentage points, TFP growth has been
gradually rising after the crisis. The contribution of
TFP to potential output growth, however, is still a fraction of that experienced in the late 1990s and early
2000s. From a longer-term perspective, the slowdown
in TFP growth started before the crisis and could be
a reflection of structural changes in the Maltese economy, such as the reallocation of resources to sectors,
for instance, from manufacturing to services, where productivity growth is slower (Dabla-Norris et al., 2015).
More generally, a striking feature of the evolution of
TFP in Malta is the absence of procyclicality – productivity, whether measured in terms of labour or total
factor productivity, generally tends to rise during booms
and falls during recessions – that is usually observed in
other economies (Basu & Fernald, 2001).
The contribution of labour to potential output growth
increased significantly in recent years (see Chart 2). In
the years before the recession, the main source was an
increase in the working-age population and, to a lesser
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.08

extent, the downward trend in NAIRU. On the contrary,
both the trend participation rate and hours worked contributed negatively. The latter coincides with the increase in part-time employment, which lowers the hours
worked per person. Since 2009, the unfavourable effects of an ageing population started to weigh in, with
a gradual decline in the contribution of the workingage population. However, these effects have been outweighed by the rising participation rate. This was
mainly driven by the rise in the female participation
rate, which went up by 9.8 percentage points since 2008,
by far the largest increase among EU countries, though
it remains relatively low at 50.2 % in 2013. Moreover,
the slight increase in NAIRU during the recession proved
to be temporary, as the rise in the domestic unemployment rate started to be reversed as early as 2010.

4

Comparison with estimates by
other institutions

As already mentioned, estimates of potential output
are surrounded by a considerable degree of uncertainty.
This stems from a number of factors, such as the unobservable nature of this variable and the sensitivity of
the results to the chosen method. The uncertainty surrounding the estimates of potential output is especially
pronounced during a period of structural change in the
economy or after a recession, when it is difficult to disentangle transitory effects from permanent ones.
One way of quantifying this uncertainty is by comparing the results of the production function approach
with alternative estimates, computed for instance from
a statistical model, or with those published by international organisations. This section compares the estimates made in the previous section of Maltese potential output and the output gap with four alternative estimates. These include a standard HP filter and
the estimates published by the Ministry of Finance and
the European Commission. Estimates by the European
www.xjenza.org
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Commission, which are based on a production function
approach similar to the one presented in the previous
section, refer to those published in the 2014 Autumn
Economic Forecasts.10 Estimates of potential output
from DSGE models are not available for Malta.

Chart 3 plots a range of estimates of potential output growth around the estimates derived using the production function approach as outlined above. Despite
some disparities across the various point estimates of
potential output, the different models point to a similar story. Potential output slowed down significantly
between the late 1990s and the early years of the last
decade. Moreover, despite the moderate increase in
the supply capacity during the cyclical upswing before
the 2009 recession, potential output growth had not recovered to the rates prevailing in the late 1990s. The
weakness in economic activity following the 2009 recession led to a slowdown in the growth rate of potential
GDP, which however started to recover in recent years,
with some estimates even pointing to growth rates in
2014 that exceed those registered in the pre-crisis period.
Building upon the various estimates for potential output, Chart 4 plots the range of estimates for the output gap. Allowing for some degree of uncertainty in
point estimates, all the indicators are broadly consistent in the analysis of the business cycle fluctuations of
the Maltese economy over the past 15 years. Between
1996 and 2014, there were two clear periods when the
economy was operating above potential. The first one
was in 2000, driven in part by a large (temporary) in10 For details of the Commission’s production function approach,
see (D’Auria et al., 2010) and (Havik et al., 2014). The Commission’s approach is very similar to the one used in this paper with
two main differences: (i) the labour share in the Commission’s
production function is assumed to be the same for all EU countries whereas in our case, it was calculated from the data i.e. the
average share of labour in Gross Value Added adjusted for the
share of self-employed for the period 1995-2012 and (ii) differences in extracting the structural components of some inputs in
the production function, such as TFP and NAWRU.
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crease in activity in Malta’s semi-conductor industry in
the context of the international technology boom. The
second one occurred between 2007 and 2008, before the
global recession.
This recession, which led to a fall in domestic output
in 2009, also pushed output below its potential and led
to a negative output gap in the range of −1 % to −2 %.
The subsequent recovery in economic activity led to a
relatively quick correction of the output gap, especially
when compared to other EU economies. The output
gap worsened slightly in 2012 owing to the slowdown in
GDP growth due to the sovereign debt crisis in Europe
but, following two years of above average GDP growth,
the gap between actual and potential GDP was broadly
in balance by 2014.

5

Cross-country
comparisons
within the European Union

The impact of the great recession on Malta’s potential
output growth was more muted than in the rest of the
European Union (EU). Chart 5 plots selected potential
growth rates across the EU between 1996 and 2014. Poland, which is shown at the top of the range, had the
most consistently positive potential output path in the
EU, with growth averaging 4.1 % per year, while Italy
had the lowest, at just 0.7 % on average. Note, however,
that in some countries, potential output has exhibited
boom and bust dynamics, with relatively high growth
rates before the crisis, as in Ireland and Latvia, but
shrinking potential since 2008. Italy and Poland have,
in fact, been selected on the basis of the consistency and
stability of their growth path, in order to ascertain the
main contributing factors behind success or failure.
The relatively strong growth of potential output in
Poland appears to be driven by a consistent decline
in structural unemployment, supported by a relatively
stable, albeit moderate investment to GDP ratio. The
long-term decline in Italian growth potential, from
www.xjenza.org
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around 2.3 % in 1980s to less than 1 % in the 2000s,
is driven by the downward trend in total factor productivity. Recent studies have attributed this slowdown
to a combination of deteriorating competitiveness and
resource misallocation, the latter most likely a result
of out-dated management practices and limited penetration of information and communication technologies
(Hassan & Ottaviano, 2012).

Malta has been closer to the top of the range, especially in the late 1990s and in the last two years, and
has outperformed the average for the euro area, except
during the period of economic restructuring that preceded EU accession in 2004. This bodes well for the
pace of real convergence of the Maltese economy. The
gap between the two economies has widened in recent
years given the divergent path in economic growth experienced after the crisis. In particular, growth in the
euro area seems to have stabilized at a lower level after
2009, although this picture masks considerable heterogeneity in the constituent countries. On the contrary,
potential growth in Malta has already reached and, according to some estimates, even surpassed, the growth
rate experienced in the cyclical upswing before the crisis.
Finally, as the sizeable changes in Malta’s potential
growth rates show, the business cycle in Malta is more
volatile than in the euro area, as would be expected for
a very small open economy, but, with the exception of
the last few years, it is quite synchronised with that in
the rest of the monetary union.

6

Conclusion

As in other euro area countries, in Malta the impact of
a slowdown in population growth has so far been offset
by rising participation rates. In contrast, as in other
countries with a better-than-average potential output
path, Malta has been spared the large rise in the structural unemployment rate that has affected many euro
area economies. However, the Maltese economy has also
witnessed a significant decline in the investment ratio,
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.08

which is towards the bottom of the range among EU
countries. Moreover, TFP growth has been on a declining trend, especially when seen from a longer term
perspective and, despite the pick-up in recent years, its
contribution to potential output growth is only a fraction of that observed in the late 1990s.
To facilitate the recovery in potential output, it is crucial to create a better business environment and generate the conditions to sustain more start-ups, while attracting new businesses to Malta. The ageing Maltese
population limits the possible increases in participation
rates, so that potential output growth is unlikely to be
sustained only through higher labour inputs. That said,
policymakers need to continue to put in place the right
incentives for more people to join and remain longer in
the labour force, while pursuing structural reforms to reduce unemployment. Given the increased share of very
competitive high value-added service activities, it is also
essential to have further investment in education to improve the quality of human capital and increase labour
market flexibility. This must be supported by adequate
investment in the supporting physical, communications
and information technology infrastructure of the country. Finally, policymakers need to continue to pursue
structural reforms that lead to an improvement in productivity.
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Abstract. The matter that lies beneath the smooth
and shining surface of stuccoes of the Serpotta family, who used to work in Sicily from 1670 to 1730, has
been thoroughly studied in previous papers, disclosing
the deep, even if empirical, knowledge of materials science that guided the artists in creating their masterworks. In this work the attention is focused on the solid
perspective and on the scenographic sculpture by Giacomo Serpotta, who is acknowledged as the leading exponent of the School. The study deals with some particular works of the artist, the so-called “teatrini” (Toy
Theater), made by him for the San Lorenzo Oratory in
Palermo. On the basis of archive documents and previous analogical photogrammetric plotting, integrated
with digital solutions and methodologies of computerbased technologies, the study investigates and interprets
the geometric-formal genesis of the examined works of
art, until the prototyping of the whole scenic apparatus.

1

Introduction

In the field of diagnostics, conservation, protection and
valorisation applied to Cultural Heritage, it is essential,
in order to develop an effective scientific investigation
process, to promote the formation of interdisciplinary
groups with different professional competences, to test,
define and propose specific methodologies and operative
protocols. In the specific field of architectural survey
and restoration, the evolution of techniques and the use
of non-invasive equipment is increasing, and numerous
scientific and technological progresses realised through
projects financed by research authorities, universities,
companies and firms specialised in the sector are observed.
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Focusing on our experience, the acquisition, processing and understanding of heterogeneous data extrapolated from the application of interdisciplinary specific
instrumental methods determined the crucial point of
the methodological approach aimed to propose an operative protocol in the specific field of protection, conservation and valorisation of Cultural Heritage.
This work presents the first results of a wider study,
which is included within a National Research PRIN
2010-2011, whose title is “Architectural Perspective: digital preservation, content access and analytics”. The
unit in Palermo is testing some instrumental hardware/software methods (owned by the Department of
Architecture, DARCH and the Department of Civil Engineering, DICIV, of the University of Salerno), in order to develop investigation paths aimed at observing,
building, elaborating, managing and visualising threedimensional models of important architectonical examples of solid perspective in Giacomo Serpotta’s scenographic sculpture.

2

Stuccoes form: the case study
of the tile “St. Francis clothes
a poor man”

Here, we report the in-depth analysis conducted on the
“plastic little theatres” of the Oratory of St. Lawrence,
which are emblematic evidence of Serpotta’s stucco
workmanship, admirably combining geometry, art and
architecture. The architectural-compositional complexity of the subject matter of the research and the interesting scenographic-spatial expedients, implemented to
create the micro-architectures of these incredible truncated pyramidal “boxes”, constituted the foundations
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for this survey.
For more than 70 years, the Serpotta family has represented the peak of stuccoes art in Sicily between 17th
and 18th centuries. Although the progenitor of the family was Gaspare Serpotta, his son Giacomo is recognized
as the most refined and famous artist. The activity of
the school proceeded with Giacomo’s son, Procopio, and
then with the son of the latter, Giovanni, but Giacomo’s
expressive refinement would remain unequaled.
In 1600, in Palermo, religious orders and “Companies” used to build little buildings adjoining the brotherhood churches, destining them as places of worship
for the performance of spiritual exercises, sermons and
other religious activities. These small rooms, known
as “oratories”, were initially conceived as a very simple
ornamental apparatus and composed of one singleaisle chamber illuminated by large rectangular windows,
without chapels and with an arch between the chamber
and the chancel, the latter being generally square and
covered by a small dome.
The baroque style and the competitiveness among
Palermo “Companies” in adorning their oratories contributed to the transformation and reintroduction of
these places, through rich and luxurious decorations
meeting the standards of that time.
The simple architectural frameworks of the pilaster
strips, the windows edges, the ledges and the bases were
admirably enriched and livened up by complex decorative compositions constituting plasters representing allegorical statues, little angels, garlands and festoons.
The figure of Giacomo Serpotta fitted this lively cultural mood well. The sculptor, with his brilliant flair
and his abilities in the art of stucco, modelled and moulded unique sculptures.
Following the devastating and destructive events of
the Second World War, many churches and oratories
decorated with Serpotta stuccoes were heavily damaged
and, after restoration interventions, fell into decades of
oblivion. All this brought some decorative apparatus to
a condition of deterioration about the point of no return. Fortunately, at the end of 20th century, the entire
cycle of stuccoes obtained the right attention, thanks
first to the impassioned interest of D. Garstang, and
finally to the so called “Serpotta Project” initiated in
1999 by the Soprintendenza BB CC (Monuments and
Fine Arts Office) of Palermo, which faced in its first
stage the restoration of the decorative apparatus of ten
monumental buildings (Garstang, 1990). The “Serpotta
Project” represented a unique opportunity to conduct a
systematic sampling of stuccoes and to carry out a comparative analysis of the results of physical chemical investigation, pointing out new elements of an extraordinary artistic heritage that until that moment was studied
mostly in its historic and artistic aspects.
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Unfortunately, the preservation interventions cannot
completely restore the original reading of those parts
of the decorative apparatus that were stolen. The attention of thieves was focused on those elements which
could easily be sold on the antique black market.
Our interest focuses on the sculptor’s meticulous realisation of the eight perspective scenes, made in little
magical boxes which reveal his deep knowledge of the
geometrical laws governing vision and perspective perception.
These frames, placed at a height of almost 4.50 metres
from the floor, contain some low relief hagiographic
scenes of the two saints with figures in the round animating the plastic little theatre, appearing off the scale
compared with the big allegorical figures laid out on the
edges (Palazzotto, 2004; Basile, 1981; Carandente, 1966;
Argan, 1957).
As repeatedly pointed out by scholars, Serpotta succeeds in moulding an innovative and spontaneous scenographic space, relating natural and architectural elements with human figures in the round, which do not always meet perspective accuracy (undoubtedly, he differs
from illustrious predecessors like Gagini and Brunelleschi).
In this study we report the experience conducted on
one of the eight Serpotta little theatres, particularly focusing on the scene of “St. Francis clothes a poor man”
(Montaperto, 2013).
The process of knowledge through the integration of
the different survey methods has been performed on the
sampled tile as an experimental test to structure an operative protocol to be extended to the study of all the
oratory tiles.

3

The 3D Scanning Technique

In the last decade of the 20th century, together with
the development of the equipment (generally differentiated depending on the depth of the survey field, from
centimetres to hundreds of metres, or from spatial resolution of the 3D model points generated with the measurement), the development of dedicated software has
occurred. This has allowed computer acquisition and
elaboration of three-dimensional models with mesh triangulate surfaces or NURBS (3D imaging) and the inspection and analysis of the latter, aimed at the creation
of digital archives, the reconstruction of complex sceneries of virtual realities (especially in the field of archaeology) and the realisation of copies through prototyping
techniques.
The use of these tools, employed by these threedimensional metric measurement techniques, turned out
to be suitable for the geometrical characteristics of the
subject matter of the research, boasting remarkable productivity and high precision standards when compared
www.xjenza.org
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to the equipment of the past. With minimal noninvasive interventions, the survey maintained the entirety and the authenticity of the historical-artistic heritage, highlighting the undeniable benefits of the digital
process in terms of reliability and management, determining a data bank which is consultable and implementable in relation to conservation and future transmission
(Arbace et al., 2013).
Among the new technologies currently proposed for
the application to Cultural Heritage, the use of the 3D
scanner represents a significant example of how originally far apart fields, such as the one of conservation, that
of research and that of advanced technologies industry,
can find a common interest ground for the non-invasive
experimental use of methodologies and innovative tools
for analysis procedures of geometric-dimensional data,
restoration and structural monitoring (Santagati, Inzerillo & Di Paola, 2013; Di Paola, 2007).
The 3D scanning technique, as known, is based on
the distance measuring method through electromagnetic
waves, also known as LIDAR (light detection and ranging). These specific tools generally use laser diastimeters which measure the signal flight time, that is impulses diastimeters.
The combination of a diastimeter with these characteristics, with a set of high-precision mechanical apparatuses, made the realisation of scanner laser sensors possible. The tool mechanics allows the materialisation of
an acquisition direction, while the laser diastimeter acquires a distance along the direction itself. The result of
the acquisition is a set of three-dimensional coordinates
in a reference system associated with the tool and referred to a high number of points, which are hit by the
laser beam and belonging to a physical surface of the object of the survey. The set of these points is commonly
called a “points cloud”.
As extensively described in literature (Serna et al.,
2011; Crosilla & Dequal, 2006; Gruen, Remondino &
Zhang, 2003), one of the logistical innovations of the
survey process using this technology is in the acquisition phase, which is defined by high informative density, due to the enormous amount of information automatically stored by the tool and the potentialities of
visual and real time restitution of the object geometric
form, even if in a dense set of points. The instrumental
method, in the first acquisition phase, limits the operator to interact with the camera by defining only some
parameters which influence the scan density and, on the
other hand, makes the data processing much heavier in
the next post-processing phase. Postponing an in depthanalysis of the technique to other moments, we highlight
that there are different 3D scanners on the market, each
one with different characteristics in the acquisition principle, obtainable precision, acquisition range and speed.
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For the drafting of the survey project conducted in
the oratory, we chose to use the 3D portable scanning
system with structured light flash bulb Artec MH (instrument of the Models Laboratory of the Department of
Civil Engineering DICIV of the University of Salerno).
Artec MH is a 3D scanner which utilises a rather
simple scanning procedure: it is sufficient to move uninterruptedly around the object and film it from various
angles. Although the technical characteristics tell about
an alleged irrelevance of the camera angle, it is easy
to observe how rays, which are perpendicularly incident and/or not tangent, assure a greater final accuracy
(however working on surfaces that do not really reflect).
The extremely versatile system (it does not need any
marker), which is functional, rapid and capable of acquiring almost 500.000 points per second, turned out to
be particularly suitable for the geometric-dimensional
characteristic of the object (indeed the acronym “MH”
indicates a “Medium” application field, perfectly consistent with the dimensions of the plastic little theatres)
and the goals to reach in terms of metric precision. The
related proprietary software automatically joins, georeferencing them, all the acquired frames in a single mesh.
The algorithm, in fact, recognises the geometry of the
object and, if the shape is “plastic” enough, as in the
case in question, it allows the correct alignment of the
various captured 3D frames to visualise them in a single
model (therefore conserving the reference system), eliminating the presence of holes and shadows due to back
drafts as much as is possible.
In particular, due to the specific shape of the object, the global alignment with a single shot strip-run
would not have been of immediate determination. That
is the reason why a little-acquisitions project has been
implemented, on the order of a few tens of seconds, as
shown in the figure (repeatedly changing the original
shooting stations in order to capture data relating to
the parts which were initially hidden or in the shade).
The intrinsic measuring speed of this equipment allowed
a rapid acquisition, assuring a low relative error (about
0.2 mm). The used tool, unlike the subsequent MHT
model, does not permit the capturing of images and,
therefore, in this case, the texturisation has been entirely performed during the post-processing.
The procedural phases of alignment, setting and texturisation, have been performed through the software
Geomagic Studio. This is a reverse engineering software
allowing the management of scanning or 3D photogrammetric shots data, points clouds processing, mesh models generation, CAD surfaces design and exportation
and the automatic creation of sections and/or NURBS
surfaces for modelling.
Without the automatic identification of the targets,
the scanning alignment operations are managed through
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two functions: “manual setting” and “global setting”.
The former makes a series of adjustments to the relative spatial positions on the basis of couples of homologous points defined by the user (by means of surface
matching algorithms, particularly the ICP algorithm Iterative Closest Point - which aligns the common parts
of adjacent scans through the minimisation of the distance between them). The latter automatically aligns
two or more scans according to the points arrangement.
The acquired data are then optimised through controls for the elimination of the marginal points and
the reduction of ground noise. In general, before the
subsequent editing operations, it is appropriate to implement an algorithm for noise reduction in order to
balance the systematic errors of the scanning phase
(defined, indeed, as noise), thus reducing the points dispersion for a more uniform distribution of the points
cloud. We speak about “local noise” when referring to
the scans before the alignment, or about “global noise”
when associated with the final recorded model.
In the editing phase, it is possible to meld more points
clouds in a single polygon model through merging operations. Moreover, this tool allows the automatic uniform
sampling of points and the final generation of surfaces
(wrap). In order to improve the mesh quality different
applications can be implemented, together with some
operations typical for points models, such as Sandpaper
to remove local flaws, Fill Holes, which fills the data
gaps, and so on. This last function highlighted the presence of “gaps” and allowed the generation of patches,
thus reconstructing the polygon mesh, according to different methods relating to the surrounding conditions
(Fill, Fill Partial, Create Bridges, Clean Up).
In the tile model, exported in .ply format within the
CAD modelling software NURBS Rhinoceros, the digital statue of St. Francis has been placed in the original
position (the modelling process of the statue is described
later in section 4). The high dense mesh (more than
7.7 million polygons) allows an integral reading of the
perspective scene and an analysis of the scenographic
sculptural composition as Serpotta conceived it.

4

The process of organic modellation of the statue of St. Francis

One of the predetermined goals is to fully reconfigure the
perspective perception of the little theatres, reproducing the missing figure sculptures virtually and in print,
through the production of prototypes.
Here we present some first results of the virtual restoration performed on a sampled tile, “St. Francis clothes
a poor man”, in which the statue of the saint is currently
not present. As already underlined in the previous sec10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.09
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tions, the scientific methodological process of reproduction of the sculpture has been made possible thanks to
the findings of graphic-numerical restitutions processed
during a previous stereo-photogrammetric survey conducted before the purloining of the statue. The 1:5 scale
tables produced in the 80s and represented through contour lines, and the historical photographs found by one
of the few photographers allowed to enter the oratory,
show the complexity of the organic form of the statue
(D’Alessandro & Pizzurro, 1989).
Unfortunately, the indirect sources and the scaled
drawings report the volumetric-spatial information of
the in the round statue, but are not exhaustive, as they
only show its part in sight and the apparent contour.
However, they are the only reliable scientific evidence of
the complete scenographic apparatus.
In the field of Computer Graphics, the interactive digital sculpture techniques of numerical models represent
the current status of the software evolution art in the
field of the organic modelling of free form complex surfaces.
The tools implementation allows the user to interactively carve or paint 3D models enriching their geometric
or superficial detail, showing potentialities measured in
terms of quality, precision and speed, in the drafting of
the graphic compositions and the versatility of management and space control.
There is no doubt about the opportunity of exploration, contaminations, relations, measurements and information, supplied by the continuous evolution of expeditive and automatic procedures in the use of various
products of the informatics era. In this lively experimentation, the progress of the culture of representation
tools leads the experts to a specialised level of drawing
techniques knowledge, revealing increasingly stimulating multidisciplinary application fields, especially in the
field of cultural heritage, valorisation and protection.
The panorama is rich and varied, so as to often generate difficulties in choosing the more specific software
according to personal needs and to require a high level
of applied knowledge (among the most popular in the
field of digital 3D sculpture there are the open source
software Sculptris and the paid software ZBrush and
MudBox). This panorama offers different solutions of
CAD platforms with interfaces which maximise effectiveness and flexibility of the work stream.
Dialog and library access boxes, navigation palettes
rich in icons, and tree-structured drop-down menus allow easy and more rapid web surfing and fast object
manipulation through the addition, removal or manipulation of virtual clay layers, fostering the interaction
among different format files and an extraordinary control of the detail figurative level.
With reference to the latter, which is linked to the
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variable control of the surface detail level, one of the
most significant innovations in the field of contemporary computer graphics is the introduction of subdivision surfaces (sub-d). These are very important, particularly for the organic modelling of morphologically
complex models, because they allow the subdivision of
polygons and edges of any mesh surface through specific approximation algorithms (among the most famous: Catmull-Clark, Loop, Butterfly, Kobbelt), turning
it into another surface entirely made of quadrangular
or triangular polygons. These polygons, taken together,
form the control cage of the resulting polyhedral surface,
which can easily be locally modified. This representation technique had great applicability in the field of entertainment software design, but also in the architecture
and industrial design fields.
We describe the manual modelling process which led
to the realisation of the prototype of St. Francis sculpture.

5

Conclusion

The fact-finding survey, divided into different in-depth
analysis phases, aims to test an operative protocol which
could allow the interpretation and validation of some
important aspects of the admirable analysed examples.
The study examines the state of conservation of the material, the geometric-spatial shape and the constructive
genesis of the scenographic structure of the tiles, highlighting the particular way the sculptor constructed the
space creating perceptual illusion effects.
This paper explains the procedural scientific path applied to a sampled tile, but the in progress research
implies that the methodology should be applied to
the whole sculptural heritage of the Oratory of St.
Lawrence. The restoration fact-finding surveys and the
digital survey instrumental technologies formed the content of an archive database rich in info-graphic information useful for future focused in-depth analyses. The
created three-dimensional models, represented in virtual
reality through VRML language (Virtual Reality Modeling Language), are interactively and immersively explorable.
Concerning the sculptures of the “plastic little
theatres”, eleven statues no longer exist (since the 90s),
making the reading and the interpretation of the sculptural scenes depicting the lives of St. Francis and St.
Lawrence difficult, and sometimes illegible. In this regard, we underline that, without the finding and the
consultation of the graphic composition of the previous
survey campaign made by the team of the former Department of Representation of the Drawing Institute of
Palermo, it would not have been possible to assure a
scientific approach in the virtual reconstruction of the
model of the St. Francis stolen statue.
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.09

As explained in the previous paragraphs, the threedimensional printing procedure has already been started, which will allow us to show to the users, even if not
expert, scaled models of the tile and the missing statue,
reproducing an interpretative hypothesis of the overall
volume.
Among the future research goals, we plan to integrate the collected digital information with Augmented
Reality (AR) technological systems. AR is a set of technologies that allow us to “augment” a real scene. It is
a new IT discipline, still in experimental stages, which
belongs to “computer graphics” and involves the superimposition of digital content on the observed real world.
It combines new ICT and new forms of communication,
showing an incremented reality representation in which
artificial/virtual sensorial information is overlaid to the
normal visualisation perceived through our senses.
The research team has already experienced the extraordinary potential of this new IT discipline in other
fields, recognising its special innovative educationalscientific communication, instruction and entertaining
values offered by the used state-of-the-art technologies,
which is particularly interesting in the field of Cultural
Heritage (Di Paola & Inzerillo, 2011).
The development of an application dedicated to Serpotta’s stuccoes, usable through the latest generation
mobile devices (smartphones, android devices, iPads,
iPods) will allow the visitor to access additional content in the form of videos or 3D models, and to visualise the models of the virtual statues introduced in the
real perspective scenes. The “augmented” vision will
enrich the guided visit with undeniable cultural benefits, completing the works of arts perception with entertainment multimedia content, pictures and historical information, related itineraries, paths to be organised and
educational information about the; execution processes,
stucco preparation and composition, the restoration and
consolidation works, the diagnostic investigations of the
decay and the state of conservation of the surfaces. All
this is achieved in a non-invasive way, helping to preserve the building state of conservation for the future
generations.
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Abstract. Palermo offers a repertoire of both artistic
and architectural solid perspective of great beauty and
in large quantity. This paper addresses the problem of
the 3D survey of these works and their related study
through the use of image-based modelling (IBM) techniques. We propose, as case studies, the use of IBM
techniques inside the Cathedral of Palermo. Indeed, the
church houses a huge and rich sculptural repertoire, dating back to 16th century, which constitutes a valid field
of IBM techniques application.
The aim of this study is to demonstrate the effectiveness and potentiality of these techniques for geometric
analysis of sculptured works. Indeed, usually the survey
of these artworks is very difficult due the geometric complexity, typical of sculptured elements. In this study,
we analysed cylindrical and planar geometries as well as
carrying out an application of perspective return.

matic space is transformed into an aberrated pyramidal
prism where narratives are represented, subjects characterizing the context (D’Alessandro, Inzerillo & Pizzurro,
1983; D’Alessandro & Pizzurro, 1989; Inzerillo, 2004,
2012).

Figure 1: The prismatic space in solid perspective

1

Introduction

The architectural and artistic heritage concerning the
solid perspectives in Sicily is of inestimable value both in
quantitative/qualitative typologies: antependiums, frescoes, sculptures, tiles, theater, false vaults, and more.
Already by the end of the 1400’s, architects and artists
were involved in the national problem of the embellishments of the interior spaces of both places of worship, such as churches and oratories, and civic buildings.
The greater mastery of the techniques of perspective
launched a new style in which geometry, art, dexterity,
and architecture blended into a single amalgam of great
visual and emotional effect; such as magic boxes that
reveal the mastery of the use of geometry in the service of perception perspective (Figure 1). Thus, a pris-
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In Palermo, the applications of solid perspective range
from the majestic illusions of spherical domes to the
panels depicting the lives of saints. In this study, we
analyze the exemplars inside the Cathedral of Palermo
in particular. This research aims to develop new avenues of investigation designed to detect, build, develop,
manage and visualize three-dimensional models of important architectural examples of the solid perspective
in spectacular sculpture. The goal is to study, develop
and transmit to future generations, through innovative,
non-invasive and low cost methods, this cultural heritage in a unique way that combines geometry, art and
architecture.
In this research, the choice of the most significant
cases was influenced by the inherent beauty and sophist-
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ication of the work, its location within a production rainfall in the area (authors who have created many works,
which have been much investigated by historians, etc.),
and the availability of the same work (possibility of access, permissions granted, heights compatible with the
instrumentation, etc.).
The quality and variety of works in solid perspective
in the Cathedral of Palermo provide a case study that
can identify effective methods of investigation for acquisition through 3D image-based modeling techniques
that can then be applied and verified in further studies.
The Cathedral of Palermo, and its art works, have
always been the subject of studies and insights for historians, archaeologists, art historians, lovers of sacred
places, etc., in terms of artistic and sculptural aspects.
Nevertheless, in spite of previous historical interpretation conducted, the different art works – also those in
solid perspective - have not been investigated with the
aim of modeling and perspective rendering.

2

Repertoire of Solid Perspectives in the Cathedral
of Palermo

The Cathedral of Palermo is the result of historical
stratifications that have made this monument an extraordinary palimpsest of exceptional scientific value
(Amato, 1728; Basile, 1938; Bellafiore, 1999; Zanca,
1989). The building dates back to the Norman age, from
Archbishop Walter of the Mill in 1184. The first changes
that incisively modified the exterior, according to the
taste of the Aragonese-Catalan, took place between the
fourteenth and the first half of the fifteenth century. The
fourteenth century additions concerned the great western tower, the four corner towers, the main façade and
main entryway, the portal and the south of the sacristy,
the windows of the aisles, the chapels and the sacristy.
From the second half of the fifteenth century to the end
of the sixteenth, the interior of the cathedral was remodeled with fine moldings, altars, portals and several
sculptures by the Gaginiana school (Domenico, Antonello and his sons), Laurana and Spadafora.
In particular, the work that most changed the internal
space of the grandstand marble monument was built by
Antonello Gagini and his sons between 1507 and 1574,
which sheathed the apse and gave birth to a gradual
“whitening” of the church interior 2.
The podium, with two orders and vertically articulated by pilasters, was composed of 75 sculptures, including sculpture in the round, and 14 episodes of the
lives of the saints in high relief made of solid perspective and placed at head height so that they were visible to the visitors. This extraordinary podium was removed at the end of the eighteenth century as a result
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.10
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Figure 2: Main nave of the Cathedral of Palermo

of the renovation of the Cathedral according to the project commissioned by Ferdinando Fuga (1761) and later
finalized between 1781 and 1801 by Giuseppe Venanzio Marvuglia, assisted by Salvatore Licata Attinelli and
Frate Felice La Licata (Basile, 1926; Giuffrè & Urbani,
1993).
The surviving pieces of the podium were relocated
inside and outside the cathedral. Among these were
14 panels relating to episodes of the lives of the saints
found in the apse and the transept (Kruft, 1980; Rizzuti,
2007; Vesco, 2011). They consist mostly of perspective
scenes built according to Brunelleschi style: a central
perspective with a stage set that through coffered ceilings, sidewalls and succession of vaulted arcades amplifies the depth of the environments Figures 3 u 4. Originally, the scenic locations of the panels were colored
(blue and gold). Of some tiles (St. Philip, St. Matthew
and St. Paul) we have the completion date (1527) (Di
Marzo, 1880, 1884; Mancino, 2007).
Further surviving elements of the Gaginian podium
are located in the chapel of Mary of the Angels along the
northern nave, flanked to that of the baptistery, which
houses the statue of the Assumption of Mary and the
bier of Mary. Below this, there are three solid perspective scenes made in 1535 and of uncertain attribution,
some indicate Antonello while others Fazio Gagini (Figure 6).
In addition to the work of Antonello Gagini, inside the
cathedral there are more panels in solid perspective such
as those made by his sons, Fazio and Vincent. These
include such works as the marble arch of the chapel of
the Crucifix between 1557 and 1565, although this work
was dismantled during the works which destroyed the
podium. Only a few panels with episodes of the Passion
of Christ were reused and reassembled to form the altar
of the Crucifix as it appears today (Figure 5).
The baptismal font (Figure 7(a)), made by Filippo
and Gaetano Pennino in 1797, is next to the chapel of
Mary of the Angels. The octagonal basin is supported
by a group of sculptures depicting the tree of knowledge
and Adam and Eve. Scenes of baptism according to the
www.xjenza.org
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Figure 3: Episodes of the lives of saints: “St. Philip
and the Dragon”

Figure 4: “Jude Thaddeus of Edessa, who converts
king Abgar”

Figure 5: Altar of the crucifixion

Figure 6: altar of Mary of the Angels

descriptions of the Acts of the Apostles are carved in
bas-relief on the eight faces of the basin.
Other precious masterpieces include the two fonts set
against the two pillars placed near the north and south
entrances. The attribution of holy water placed near
the southern entrance is uncertain (Figure 7(b)). Di
Marzo (1880) attributes the work to Gagini (the father
of Antonello), the Accascina (1959) to the choral work
by Domenico Gagini, Pietro da Bonate and Gabriele
di Battista, and dates it to 1475-1480. Recent studies
attribute the font to Pietro da Bonate and date it to
1464-1469 (Kruft, 1972).
Above the tank there are two lunettes, the lower
one showing the scene of Jesus’ baptism, and the upper showing the blessing of a baptismal font. The font
was completed by an octagonal canopy surmounted by
a statue.
Some scholars date the basin on the opposite side (entrance from the north portico) to 1553 and assume that
it was commissioned to the sculptors Giuseppe Spadafora and Antonio Ferraro, also known as “Imbarracochina”, and that it is an imitation of the one already
present in the cathedral (Figure 7(c)).
According to Di Marzo, bas-reliefs of the two lunettes,
top and bottom, which depict scenes from the healing of
the paralytic (lower) and the miracle of Moses (above)
were made by Ferraro.
Also inside the cathedral, in the chapel of the shrine, is

10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.10

a work of gold with scenes in solid perspective: the silver
ark which contains the relics of St. Christina, created
in 1556 by sculptor goldsmith Paolo Gigli, assisted by
Fazio Gagini and Scipione Casella.
Finally, outside, leaning against the side walls of the
southern portico are two additional solid perspective reliefs. Both are bas-reliefs, the first commemorating the
coronation of Victor Amadeus of Savoy, King of Sicily,
in 1713 made by G.B. Ragusa (1714), and the second
commemorating the coronation of Charles of Bourbon
(1735).

3

Methods of Acquisition and
Restitution

In this first phase of work, innovative techniques for
Image-Based Modeling (IBM) have been tested. The
photogrammetric techniques, known since the late nineteenth century, along with the advent of digital and
testing of new mathematical algorithms have achieved
impressive levels of processing to the point that today,
thanks to research conducted by international groups
in the field of Computer Vision, it is possible to extrapolate three-dimensional models from photo shoots
through the use of several IBM packages (Apollonio,
Ballabeni & Gaiani, 2014; Bandiera, Beraldin & Gaiani, 2011; Bertocci & Bini, 2012; Remondino & Elhakim, 2006; Remondino, Spera, Nocerino, Menna &
Nex, 2014; Rodriguez Navarro, 2012; Toschi, Capra, De
www.xjenza.org
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(a) Baptismal Font,
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(b) southern font,

(c) southern font,

Figure 7: Baptismal

Luca & Beraldin, 2014).
Algorithms digitally translate photogrammetric techniques, and lead to digital photogrammetry, retracing
the steps that lead to the stereoscopic model (interior
orientation, relative orientation, absolute orientation).
We have used the so-called algorithms of Structure from
Motion (SFM) that can reconstruct, from a sequence
of photographs, the internal parameters of the machine
and the position in space of the homologous points
through the recognition (manual or automatic) of correspondences between photographic images, generating
a set of three-dimensional points. While these SMF
techniques have previously been used for a purely tourist purpose on the web, they also have the potential to
generate great interest in reducing the time and costs
in the acquisition and processing of data in the field of
cultural heritage.
Among the various types of IBM software, our attention has focused on two, both free and available for
download, that work as web services: Autodesk 123D
Catch (web application) and Recap (Autodesk 360).
The service acts in a semi-automatic way. The user
creates the project, chooses the resolution of the model
(low, ultra), the smart cropping and/or texturing option and the export format (eg OBJ). Images are then
uploaded and sent to the cloud. The user is notified by
email when the model is ready. They can then improve

10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.10

the model themselves by adding survey points or reference distance and manually stitching photos and then
resending it to the cloud. The model thus obtained, in
OBJ format, can be imported into dedicated software
for 3D modeling and rendering.
A crucial phase is the realization of the photographic
network of the object: it is recommended that the angle
between one shot and another is about 5-10 degrees so
that the overlap between neighboring frames is of about
70 %; furthermore the images around the object should
be taken with different rotations and different heights
so as to vary the angle of the shoot.
The experiments conducted so far are very promising
even when using amateur cameras. However, the use of
professional cameras with a fixed focal length and low
distortion may improve the visual and metric quality of
the obtained models.

4

Results and Discussion

Experiments carried out on various samples and on architectural scale, both from the building to the architectural detail, have demonstrated the visual and metric reliability of these types of software, albeit with certain usage limits and with the inescapable presence of the store
of knowledge of photogrammetry (Galizia & Santagati,
2013; Casu & Pisu, 2013; Inzerillo & Santagati, 2013;
Inzerillo, Santagati & Di Paola, 2013; Santagati & Inzerwww.xjenza.org
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illo, 2013). In particular, for this object size the metric
accuracy has been tested in other studies by the authors
and is about 2-3/ millimeters and is a function of GDS
(Ballabeni, Apollonio, Gaiani & Remondino, 2015).
Among the limitations, we stress the need to create
a data set in which the photographic subject is framed
in its entirety in a final usable model. However, if these
types of software on architectural scale show the limits of
a certain entity, on a small scale they have given quality
results, allowing, in some cases (for example visualization purposes), the drop out of laser scanners, typically
of high cost instrumentation and requiring specific expertise and long processing times.
In this paper we report some applications carried out
inside the Cathedral of Palermo (Figures 8, 9, 10 and
11), that houses numerous sculptures of quadratura perspective of great value.

Figure 11: Elaboration on the upper bezel “Miracle of
Moses” north basin

13).

Figure 8: Elaboration on the lower bezel “Healing of the
paralytic” north basin.
Figure 12: Processing one of the scenes of the ark of St.
Christina

Figure 9: Elaboration on the upper bezel “Blessing of the
Baptismal Font” southern basin.

Figure 13: Restitution on the ark of St. Christina
Figure 10: Elaboration on the memorial of the coronation
of Charles of Bourbon.

Thanks to the use of these techniques, it will be possible to return the perspective of these model works in
question through a representation that allows the interpretation of the signs and construction (Figures 12 and
10.7423/XJENZA.2015.1.10

5

Conclusion

Nowadays technology offers image based modeling packages that allow novel approaches to the traditional 3D
acquisition and restitution of cultural heritage. The obtained 3D models via 123D Catch are reliable and accurwww.xjenza.org
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Healing of the Paralytic
Blessing of the baptismal font
Commemorative Monument
Miracle of Moses
Ark of St. Christina
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Camera

Resolution of
the camera

Number
of images

Focal Distance
(mm)

Calculation
time (minutes)

Nikon D 3200
-

12 Mpix
-

76
20
25
27
21

18
35
24
18
18

80
30
37
40
32

Table 1: Parameters pertinent the elaborations

ate both from the visual and the metric point of view.
The benefits, in terms of lower costs and lower knowledge of photography and 3D modeling, are really surprising: even without having knowledge in the specific
field, you can get 3D models with the use of 123D Catch.
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2015 Researcher’s Mini-Symposium
D. C. Magri
Department of Chemisty, Faculty of Science, University of Malta
Postgraduate researchers from the Faculties of Science, Engineering, Medicine & Surgery and Health Sciences gathered for a forum to present their research interests. The symposium was held in the afternoon of 30
January 2015 in the Engineering Lecture Theatre.
The meeting consisted of two sequential sessions of
13 speakers with an intermission for socialising and networking between colleagues. Each researcher gave a
brief 4 minute overview of their current research projects. Some of the topics presented included piezoelectric materials, neural circuitry of the brain, structures
of proteins, colorimetric pH indicators, statistical modeling, apoptosis-inducing potential of curry powder extracts on cancer cells, broadband antenna design, osteoporosis, neurodegenerative research with fruit flies,
aspirin-induced cell death, macrobenthic assemblages,
genetic variation in the Maltese population, auxetic materials, biogenesis in drosophila, design of micromirrors,
co-crystallization of lanthanide complexes, surface coating stainless steel, university students statistical view
on divorce, development of electrical circuits, rats behavior to nicotine, analysis of the human genome, surface
treatment of biomedical titanium and molecular chaperones.
The symposium promoted multi-disciplinary networking between various university faculties. Participants
were invited based on research topic diversity and
gender balance. Refreshments during the intermission were provided with financial support of the Malta
Chamber of Scientists.

List of Postgraduate Researchers and Affiliated Departments
L1: Rosalin Bonetta – Department of Physiology and
Biochemistry
L2: Russell Farrugia – Department of Micro- and Nanoelectronics

Correspondence to: D. C. Magri (david.magri@um.edu.mt)
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L3: Maria Cardona – Department of Chemistry
L4: Nowell Zammit – Department of Physiology and
Biochemistry
L5: Lara Azzopardi – Department of Statistics and Operations Research
L6: Clayton Axiak – Department of Biology
L7: Melissa Formosa – Department of Applied Biomedical Science
L8: Eman Farhat – Department of Physics
L9: Michelle Briffa – Department of Physiology and Biochemistry
L10: Gianluca Farrugia – Department of Physiology and
Biochemistry
L11: Lourdes Farrugia – Department of Physics
L12: Jeanesse Scerri – Department of Physiology and
Biochemistry
L13: Marija Mangion – Department of Biology
L14: Joanna Vella – Department of Physiology and Biochemistry
L15: Keith Azzopardi – Metamaterials Unit
L16: Rebecca Borg – Department of Physiology and Biochemistry
L17: Jordan Gauci – Department of Micro- and Nanoelectronics
L18: Stephanie Ghio – Department of Physiology and
Biochemistry
L19: Duncan Micallef – Department of Chemistry
L20: Sarah Farrugia – Department of Metallurgy & Materials Engineering
L21: Lara Montebello – Department of Statistics and
Operations Research
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Figure 1: The poster is compiled from figures from the 26 presentations given by postgraduate researchers at the Researcher’s
Mini-Symposium on the 30th January 2015 held in the Engineering Lecture Theatre at the Msida campus, University of Malta.

L22: Barnaby Portelli – Department of Micro- and
Nanoelectronics
L23: Caitlin Davies – Department of Physiology and
Biochemistry
L24: Clint Mizzi – Department of Physiology and Biochemistry
L25: Michelle Cortis – Departments of Anatomy and
Metallurgy and Materials Engineering
L26: Marita Vella – Department of Physiology and Biochemistry
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The New Malta Neuroscience Network Programme
Interview with the Coordinator Prof. Giuseppe Di Giovanni
University of Malta, Department of Physiology and Biochemistry
“The human brain has been described as the “last
frontier” in medical research and one of the most difficult areas in medicine. Unravelling the brain’s secrets
could change the lives of millions of people of all ages
suffering from neurological and psychological conditions,
addictions and lesions of the central nervous system for
the better. Brain diseases can affect anyone of any age,
socio-economic status or gender. One in three Maltese
people and about 1 billion people worldwide will find
themselves having to face a psychiatric or neurological
disease at some point in their lives, and while treatments
exist, currently there are no cures. From autism to multiple sclerosis and Alzheimer’s disease to brain trauma,
brain disorders represent the most important challenge
to public health in the 21st century” says Professor Di
Giovanni, Co-ordinator of Malta Neuroscience Network.
“With the creation of the Malta Neuroscience Network, we will be keeping up with the most important developments with regard to brain research worldwide: multi-disciplinary collaboration. Understanding
the way the brain works, and above all brain diseases is
extremely complicated, and requires the involvement of
researchers coming from a number of different scientific
disciplines and clinical areas collaborating in new ways.
Just as important is the participation of patients, families and health workers as well as the organisations that
represent them such as the Richmond Foundation and
we hope many more” continues Professor Di Giovanni.
Currently, we are in a time which scientists have
defined “The Golden Age of Neuroscience”. Revealing
the brain’s secrets is a global concern involving scientists
worldwide. Now we have a much deeper understanding
of the complexity of the brain which has greatly improved human health. Over the last few years, we have
made important discoveries, like for example, bettering our understanding of the mechanisms that underlie
human consciousness, we have discovered mirror neurons and created technologies which allow communica-
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tion between the brain and computers (brain-computer
interface). In addition to these innovative developments,
we have increased of understanding of the genetic basis
of complex diseases such as autism, schizophrenia, Parkinson’s disease and Alzheimer’s.
While these efforts are promising, it is important to
realise that success will be most easily assured if researchers receive funding which allows for them translate their research into a clinical setting enabling them
to work with clinical researchers ensuring that new discoveries pass from the bench to the bedside. This is the
only approach which will get us closer to our objectives of understanding the brain and its incredible influence more fully and which will allow us to protect brain
health and therefore benefit patients, their families and
health workers.
The challenges facing research in neuroscience today
can only really be overcome with strong support from
the community (government and society). Global collaboration efforts such as the BRAIN initiative in the
USA and the Human Brain Project in Europe have
been fundamental in fast tracking discoveries in brain
research. Malta is a key player and in fact many Maltese
researchers publish high quality research on the brain.
This has happened despite the Maltese Government’s,
relatively small investment in neuroscience research in
the last ten years.
There has also been wide debate with regards to
maximising the impact that research funding can have:
should the focus be on basic research or research which
is in an advanced stage with commercial potential? The
answer is logical: both. However, the Government has
decided to finance the applied one exclusively. In truth,
research is a process and progress is necessary at every
stage to enable new or better diagnoses, prevention
strategies, and treatments and finally cures. We need
to understand how the brain works as a single system
from the biological bases of the disease, with the aim
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of identifying and developing potential diagnostic tools
and therapies.
“With the creation of Malta Neuroscience Network
and its Research Fund by RIDT will raise awareness and
understanding of the brain and brain disease, and increase support for Malta’s excellent and innovative brain
research,” continued Prof. Di Giovanni. “Every Maltese
will benefit from Malta’s leadership and vision in this
important area. We hope that the Government of Malta
will match on 1:1 basis, private and non-governmental
donations. The Fund will be first single investment in
brain research ever made in Malta.
There has never been a more exciting time to be part
of the global brain research and brain health community.
We thank all of our supporters over the past year—and
especially our dedicated Board and staff. We look forward to advancing Malta’s central role in the coming
year.”

Information about the
Neuroscience Network

(c) To foster research and training in neuroscience
at University of Malta.
(d) To hold regular meetings, seminars and conferences (Neuroscience day @ University of
Malta) in which to present research ideas, discuss work in progress and generally promote
the sharing and dissemination knowledge.
(e) To sponsor and coordinate seminars by leading
neuroscientists from home and abroad.
(f) To create and maintain an electronic portal for
the publications, discussion and dissemination
of research.
(g) To offer study-units in Neuroscience that may
be included in both undergraduate and postgraduate programmes.
(h) To collaborate with local and overseas
centres/Universities, programmes and individuals with similar purpose and scope.
(i) To raise public awareness in Neuroscience,
brain disorders and mental health and other
related areas through public talks, evening
courses, Annual Brain Awareness Week, Brain
Research Fundraising in conjunction with
RIDT and different NGOs and scientific associations.

Malta

“The new Malta Neuroscience Network is a web based
community made up of researchers (neurologists, psychiatrists, radiologists, biomedical scientists, engineers,
psychologists, cognitive and ICT scientists. . . ) and others from different faculties at the University of Malta
working on neuroscience. Prof Giacomo Rizzolatti has
agreed to be present at the launch of the Brain Awareness Week (December 1-6) and will be attending the
Malta Medical School Conference (IX MMSC). He is
one of the most important scientists in the world; he
is then MD, neurologist who discovered mirror neurons.
His discovery has changed Neuroscience in the same way
that the discovery of DNA changed biology.” He will be
awarded by the Rector the Affiliate Professorship and
he will be list among the members of our Network.
The Programme for Malta Neuroscience Network, under the aegis of the Faculty of Medicine and Surgery, is a
joint initiative among the Faculty of Medicine and Surgery, Faculty of Engineering, Faculty of Health Sciences,
Faculty of Information & Communication Technology,
Faculty of Media & Knowledge Sciences, Faculty of Science, the Faculty for Social Wellbeing and the Centre
for Biomedical Cybernetics and the Centre for Molecular Medicine and Biobanking.

2. The Programme has the following structure:
(a) A coordinator appointed by Council (Prof Giuseppe Di Giovanni) and a Board appointed by Senate on the recommendation of the
Faculty Boards of Faculty of Medicine and
Surgery, Faculty of Engineering, Faculty of
Health Sciences, Faculty of Information &
Communication Technology, Faculty of Media & Knowledge Sciences, Faculty of Science,
the Faculty for Social Wellbeing, the Board of
the Centre for Biomedical Cybernetics and the
Centre for Molecular Medicine and Biobanking.
(b) The Board consists of the Coordinator and
eighteen other members, two each from the
Faculty Medicine and Surgery, Faculty of Engineering, Faculty of Health Sciences, Faculty
of Information & Communication Technology,
Faculty of Media & Knowledge Sciences, Faculty of Science and the Faculty for Social Wellbeing and from the Centre for Biomedical Cybernetics. Chairpersonship of the board shall
be held jointly, with the joint chairpersons being chosen by and from among the members.
(c) The appointment of the Coordinator and the
members of the Board is for one year, which
can be renewed.

1. The aims of the Program are:
(a) To encourage and facilitate interdisciplinary
research that brings together academic members from all the Faculties of the University of
Malta with an interest in in the rapidly growing field of Neuroscience.
(b) To promote interdisciplinary dialogue among
all the disciplines involved with Neuroscience.

3.

The MNN Programme will operate as a cost
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centre with the ability to raise its own funds, subject to the University’s financial regulations. An
edited extract from this interview with Prof Di Gio-

vanni is published in July issue of the magazine
Think.
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